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HISTORICAL GEOGRAPHY
or

THE BRITISH OLONIES

Vol. VI

AUSTRALASIA

Part II

AUSTPALASIAN GEOGRAPHY

CHAPTER I

PACIFIC ISLANDS

The historical portion of this book began with continents, Pacific

isla.uis

(omfriie
continued with continental i..' nds, and end ' w'*h islets—for

the large units had a more continuous and portnnt histjry,

and the lesser units were often wi'liout h.siory, or without

any other history than that oi tl "r big neighbour. The
geographical portions "."this boo. ^' "I proceed in a reverse

order ; the wayside fl' will be examined before the

garden and the garden before the forest, and a description

of complex continents and continental islands will be pre-

ceded by a description of the simplest islands of the Pacific.

No description will be attempted except 'hat which bears

upon history directly or indirecdy.

The simplest Pacific islands fall into two classes, coral and (0 simple

volcanic. Coral islands are usually seas surrounded by land, [^^„^^. ^^

which is again surrounded by sea, and are called atolls, and/«/ atolls,

the atoll is the flat top of an divisible mountain. Thus

VOL. VI (a) B

I'll

I ,.*

I * ».i
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AUSTRALASIA CHAP.

Funafuti (E) is a mountain whose oval base— 16,000 feet

under the sea—is 30 miles by 28, whose basin-like summit

is a pool of still sea— 13 miles by 10—surrounded by an

inner rim never more than 20 feet above, and sometimes a

few feet below sea-level, and by an outer rim of submerged

reef. Coming from the sea the rims look like tiaras of

silver inlaid with emerald, for the eye only sees white

breakers and white coral sand surmounted by coco-nuts.

The coral is an animal or rather a multitude of animals

which live and weave their winding sheets of lime between

the surface of the sea and sea depths less than 300 feet

deep ; therefore it is asked, how can they have raised moun-

tains as high as Mont Blanc unless the sea-fioor has been

sinking, Hke a lift, while they have been rising ' on step-

ping-stones of their dead selves to higher things'? The

answers to this question do not concern us ; we are only

concerned with the visible interrupted maigin on which

men live. There mangroves wade into the sea and die,

and limy seaweed, foraminiferae, crabs, sea-slugs S and

pearl-oysters scoop, encrust, absorb, excrete, and die ; and

out of these dying things soil thin as paper is born;

and on the soil coco-nuts and pandanusand undergrowth^

strike root ; and in the soil gannets and boobies, terns and

noddies, and the rapacious frigate bird, burrow, breed, and

leave guano ; and man, for man is already there—digs

trenches inside the inner rim where the soil accumulates,

and plants taro, bananas, and bread-fruit. Thus Funafuti

rose like Aphrodite from the foam. All the Ellice, Tokelau,

Gilbert, Manahiki, and Ongtong Java islands, and all the

etceteras of the Pacific are atolls like Funafuti ; so are

Aitutaki (C), but for its hill, and the Herveys (C).

Atolls are manifold, but whether their outline mimics a

(E) = Ellice group. (C) = Cook's Islands.

' = bOche-de-mer, or trepnng.
' purslain, trailing bean, &c.



I PACIFIC ISLANDS 3

ring, harp, triangle, bow, boomerang, prism, horseshoe or

kidney, part of the outline is hidden below the surface of the

sea, and the part which is seen is a long thin strip almost

awash or is broken up into many flat islets of unequal size.

Funafuti has 22, Caroline 41, Tongarewa (i\I) 15, Aitutaki

14, and Nui (K), a four-mile strip, has 8. There is only

one straight narrow way from end to end of the long thin

strips and those who live at either end never merge and
seldom agree. Each big islet has little dependent islets

;

and each atoll is a miniature archipelago. Atoll dwellers

are similarly domineering and divided. Ellis found Mana-
hiki split into two and Tongarewa into eight tribe groups
or islet groups. The atoll is neither a terrestrial nor a

political unit : it is a noun of multitude.

Again, the lagoon may be fresh, as in Lakena(E),

Washington and Olosenga ; or dry, as in Jarvis, Baker, Flint,

and the best guano islands, but it is usually connected with

the sea and forms a home for sea-slugs and pearls, and if

lagoon and channel are deep, as in Tongarewa, or deepened
—as might be done in Aitutaki'—forms or might form

a harbour for big ships, and that was why, when looking

out for harbours, England annexed Tongarewa and Aitutaki,

while she only protected the other members of the groups

to which they belong. Except for guano, pearls, sea-slugs,

harbours, and surplus coco-nuts, atolls are useless for

commerce.

If the atoll is lifted up a hundred feet or so it becomes an (2) uplifted

ordinary limestone island, its soil is deeper, its flora

'

is more varied, and its riches are increased. Niue is com-
pared by romantic observers to an inverted coral soup-plate,

and by less romantic observers to a spittoon. Nomuka (T)
and Atiu (C) are similar. Vavau (T)—the adopted home of

(M) = Manahiki group. (T) = Tonga group.

» N. Z. Parl.Rep. i89r,Sess. 3, A. 3, p. 17; Narr. of Challenger',
vol. I. pt. ii. p. 765.

B 2

^^

limestone

islands,
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AUSTRALASIA CHA?.
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the orange—has the safest harbour in the Pacific, Neiafou,

because its long, reefless sea-arms are screened by long lime-

stone ridges which rise in one, two, or three storys. Hunga

—which is descril^ed in Byron's ' Island '—is one of these

one-storied ridges cut off from the mainland. Limestone

ridges are as rare in the Pacific as terraced or storied

limestone is common. Niue is two-storied. Mangaia (C),

which resembles Niue, is thus described :—After crossing a

fringing reef you ascend a coral wall 45 feet high, on which

there is a platform which resembles a broad natural highway

;

and behind this platform there is a vertical rock wall 75 feet

high—which afterwards rises by different stages to 1 90 feel

above sea-level. The summit of the rock encircles the island

like a ring, and is broad enough to contain the largest

villages. Afterwards, towards the land side, this rock-rim

drops vertically or slopes gradually 70 or 80 feet, and

forms a foss in which taro is planted/ The first white man

who landed on Mangaia admired its sugar-canes. All these

islands being lower inside than outside are as riverless as

atolls; and in Mangaia, as in Rarotonga'^ (C), the road goes

round, not across the island. Similarly, the eleven villages

of Niue—a number which recurs in Pleasant Island—dot the

rim, and the first road was a circle like one of those roads of

which we read in Dante. All these island roads are alike,

and the villages upon them are as little fused as they would

be if they stood in a straight line along a straight road.

Tongatabu, which, though only partially tilted up some 40

or 50 feet, is a characteristic upliftr \ island of pure coral,

is Just larger and more fertile than V :vau, the second largest

of the group ; has Casuarina trees and fruit of all sorts ; is

as riverless as Niue or Vavau ; and it, too, has its chief road

round it, though its only harbours and important villages

look north.

» Baessler, A'eue Siidsee-BilJer (1900), pp. 272-3.
* *The great road of Toi.' The Mangaian rock-rim is called

Makatea.

I



PACIFIC ISLANDS

IMany Pacific islands, instead of being built stone by stone C.^) simple

by myriads of busy animals, are the product of some sudden ,'^^^„,;.

volcanic explosion, but live volcanoes are too dangerous to iilanJs,

play a leading part in island history. A straight line drawn

from the Rotoruan lakes (N.Z.) to Samoa passes through

the unquenched fires of White Island (N.Z.) the Kermadecs,

Ata, eight lonely peaks, and the three Niua islands *. The

Kermadecs are only sometimes peopled and were first

peopled from New Zealand (1837), to which they belong;

Ata (when inhabited) and the Niuas are dependencies of

Tonga: and the eight lonely peaks stand like clouds by

day and pillars of fire by night on the west flank of the

Tonga group from which they are severed by 15 miles

or so of sea over 5,000 feet deep. All eight peaks are

believed to be active volcanoes : Koa, one of them, is 3,380

feet high, Tofua—another—was Tuitonga's demesne, where

one of Bligh's comrades was murdered (1789), and Mariner

cut Casuarina wood ; Amargura, a third, was ruined in 1847 :

and Falcon island, a fourth, was thrust up from the vasty

deep some 200 feet high by the convulsion (i886) which

wrecked those marble-like terraces of Rotomahana (N.Z.)

which now live only in Froude's less perishable description ;

was thrust down in 1898, and still bobs up and down. Those

others that are inhabited are tributary to Tonga.

Thirteen hundred miles north-west of Tonga tliere is (4) (om/<o-

another line of live volcanoes, different in their direction,
I'Jid^'^Jlfa.

associated with dead volcanoes, uplifted limestone, and living noes, ex-

coral, and possessing a more fertile soil. ^cora"aitd

Between the living volcanoes of Bagana (Bougainville) (S), raised

Savo (S), and Tinakula (Cr), sleeping or dead volcanoes in
""" ^

'

'

Vella Lavella, Narovo, Kulambangra, New Georgia, Rendova,

]\Iurray, and Russell islands guard or rather constitute the

western flank of the Solomon group ; for the Solomons, like

,S) - bolomoii Isici. (Cr) - Santa Cruz group.

' Niuatabutabu ^KcpiJtl), Tafahi (lioscaweii). ami Niuafoou.

W !
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the New Hebrides, are ranged in two ranks, and the

association of old and new volcanic and limestone forma-

tions raises the rear to an equality with the front rank, and

both ranks belong to the class of complex islands. This

chain of volcanic peaks is continued SSE. where the eastern

and western Banks's Islands ' and the eastern row of the New
Hebrides "^ smoke, bubble, or burst into flame. Five or six

hundred miles east of the New Hebrides are the Fiji islands,

where hot springs in Kandavu, Ono, Ngau, RriUioi, and Vanua

Mbalavu, and on the Singatoka and Wai Ndina in Viti Levu

(F), and on almost every river-side or sea-shore, except in

the furthest west and east of Vanua Levu (F), are the signs

of present volcanic energy; there are no other signs; the

fires are out, Enceladus is dead, and no known volcanic line

passes through Fiji.

The simplest types of extinct volcanoes yield forms quite

unlike those of low coral islands and the difference some-

times does and sometimes does not affect men's lives. In

^Ibengga and the eastern Fijis, atolls cling like necklaces

rivers, ifc. round some half-buried cone, and there the conditions o*"

life are the same as on flat alolls. In Totoya, Moala,

Matuku, and Thombia (F), one side of the crater collapsed

long ago and tlie enclosed concavity i- a bay and there

are no bays in coral islands. A similar collapsed crater

forms the fruit gardens amid which the chief Rarolongan

tribe dwells: and here the mountain has a convex side

famous for coffee—and occupied by two other tribes ; and

the only bond between the three tribes is a road round the

island. Similarly Mota (H) is like a wide-awake hat along

whose brim Motans communicate with Motans. Rotumah

the greater is a pig forest surrounded by a road so that, as in

Niue and RIangaia, men only met oi^e another at a single point

(F) = Fiji group. (II) = New Hebrides.

' Ureparapara, Vanua Lava, Santa Maria, Meralava.
- Omba (Leper's Island), Ambrym, Lopevi, Yazur (in Tanna\

which
resemble

the simpk
islands,

but have
bays.
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->^

—
' Percotevansi incontro e poscia pur li si rivolgefi ciascun.'

A lesser Rotumah is tacked on to Rotumah the greater:

for ex-volcanoes often stand in a row just not touching or

just touching one anot'-or. Thus Fauro (£) alternates wide

mountain with low isthmus, and Kandavu (F) is a wasp

with three waists, at one of which two bays—Tavuki and

Ngaloa— all but meet : indeed Europeans liken Kandavu to

four tuff stones on a string. Conversely, Solomon Islanders

call the three volcanic Floridas one. Linear articulation

makes the one iiany and the many one, and a new source

of confusion is introduced. Ex-volcanoes are usually

associated with upraised limeston thus in iMango, Kotu, and

Eua(T), Lakemba (F), Norfolk Island, and Lord Howe Island

limestone and volcanic stuff grow into one another like

Siamese twins ; and there rivers are seen, and with rivers

we get river-flats, deltas, and inlets at their mouth. There

are exceptions: Alangaia has volcanic as well as coral

elements, but no river ; and many pure volcanic islands like

Taviani (F) have rivulets : but as a rule rivers such as we

find in the larger New Hebrides, Solomons, and Fijis, are

the product of vital as well as volcanic forces, usher in a

better type of soil, and a new polity.

Before the relation between the higher and lower type 2 adfic

of island is discussed, a common characteristic of ail the "'"''''f /""^

grouped
Facinc islands and atolls must be described.

They arc almost all grouped; and where grouping \'s,{\)by'a>ind

ethnical it is also geographical. The Gilbert atoiis—where ^"„/"''rr,

ihe Mikronesians dwell—lie in one or two lines NW. and -"

SE. The Ellice atolls form one line—so do the Tokelau '

atolls : the Cook's Islands form two rows headed respectively

by Aitutaki atoll, and Rarotonga Island, ^lanahiki and

Rakaanga (M) are also aligned, and the alignment is in-

variably in the direction of the trade-wind from south-east

to north-west. The strand which knitted islander to islander

across 50 miles or so of ' unplumbcd salt estranging sea

'

ta il

'^ il
I !
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was woven of the wind, and island-members of a group

were more united than dwellers on the same island or aloil.

'Tliese born-playmates of the deep' thought i archipelagos

and strove in a vague impossible way afler union of a group,

instead of limiting their efforts to their avoU or island. The
exceptions proved the rule. The inhabitants of Rotumah
and Niue—which are isolated—were always cosmopolitan

in their ideas. After them, Tongarewans (M) were 1 1 .vays

the widest sea-farers because they were never wind-tied to

their group. Next in order were the «!emi-detached Aitu-

takians (C). When we read of Polynesian sailors accompany-

ing some English advent' ^ers on some distant quest after

guano or pearls, they are nearly always Rotumans, Niuans,

Tongarewans or Aitutakians. The Ongtong Javans were

insular in space and spirit. The Phoenix and other wholly

detached islands were uninhabited.

i3)oriy The trade-wind is abeam to the Tonga group, whose

linel'/his
^•''ection is determined by the row of volcanic sign-posts on

submarine its west. The only unity is submarine. A Brobdingnagian

i^!';^f 7b//i'a, S'^"^' '°° ^*^^^ °'' ^° '" height, could walk the whole 165
miles from Tongatabu to Vavau, but for five gaps about

1,800 feet deep. The first gap i? just below the Nomuka
sub-group of which we read in Cook ; the second is just below

the Lifuka sub-group of which we read in Mariner ; and
the others lie between the Vavau and Nomuka sub-groups.

The gaps are four, three, two, ten, and one mile wide

respectively ; so that there is still water almost all the way.

Indeed the Lifuka Islands are really the coral islets on the

windward margin, and the Nomuka Islands are half-volcanic

islets inside the margin of some hidden atoll. If other sub-

merged reefs be taken into account, the Tonga group is

a chain of six links which lie end to end. The trade-wind

had nothing to do with Tong^n unity such as it was, but

it had everything to do with the immemorial intercourse

between Tonga and Fiji.
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An easy sail of 300 miles down-wind brought Tongans to (3) '»' ^'^'^

the Fijian archipelago, which may be compared to a huge ""J/.^^"*

horseshoe atoll, 750 miles round—200 miles from top ios^aU.e.g.

bottom—and 150 miles across its great main entrance which
''''

faces south Moala, Totoya and Matuku rise from riepths of

10,000 feel to heights of i gOO fe'Jt in the middle of the

entrance ; a platform of morierate depth strewa with volcanic

islands guards its right and Ikandavu its left. Above Kandavu

the islands of Viti Levu, Vanua Levu, and Taviuni and the

reef islets in their rear o cupy the same shallow platform.

Five deep-sea passages cut their way through the horseshoe

into the Koro Sea, as the magnified lagoon is called

—

Oneata (SE.), Lakemba (E.), Nanuku (NE.), Round Islanu

(NW.), and Kandavu (SW.) Fijian waters are studded

with more than 250 isles whose area exceeds that of Wales '

and Viti Levu—73 sea-miles broad and 55 long—contains

lathT more than half and Vanua Levu (105 by 21) rather

less .han a third of luat area. Each bii island has a middle-

sized satellite, and Kandavu is to Viti Levu as Taviuni is to

Vanua Levu. Kandavu avd Taviuni are of the long, volcanic

type, and are the only representatives of islands of the second

magnitude in Fiji. Ovalau—8 miles by 6—represents islands

of the third magnitude. It is an oval volcanic mountain.

Viti Levu is oval like Ovalau ; its symmetry or rather (of Viti

asymmetry is radial, and its centre is the top of INIounl
"

Victoria (4,555 ft.) which is nearer east than west, and is 10

sea-miles from the north ard 45 from the south coast.

From this uncentral centre the two greatest island-rivers, the

Re-.va and Singatoka, flow 45 sea-miles—as the crow flies

—

south-east and south-west ; Mta, fourth of Fijian rivers, flows

16 sea-miles west ; and the tiny !^aki Raki and Ruku Ruku
flow north. The only important riveic which do not flow from

I .unt Victoria are the Navua on the south, the Nandi on the

west, and the \\'ai Delice on the eabt ; and they are less than

' Over S,ooo sij. uiiks.
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the Mba in size and length. Of these rivers, the Rewa is greatest

because of its depth—40 miles of its tortuous course are navi-

gable ; because of its breadth—of more than 200 yards for

more than half t'.)at distance—and because of its unique delta.

The Rewa Delta was the chief seat of Fijian wealth and
strife

; Mbau and Viwa are bits of volcanic mud washed down
by the northern mouth of the Rewa ; and Suva, the present

capital, is situated on a bay as close to its western mouth as an
un-muddy bay may be. This delta is still sugar capital of

Fiji
; the Nandi and Mba, on whose banks the sugar mills of

Lautoka and Rarawai are erected, come next ; then the Navua
and Raki Raki. The Singatoka, which was opened to industry

by the little war of 1876 and by recent rock-blasting at its

mouth, belongs tothe future. Riversare the key to Fiji-n history;

and of rivers those which radiate from Mount Victoria are most
important. Again, draw a line from the high ground east of

the Singatoka's mouth to Mount Victoria and thence to the

northern coast—everything to the east is wind-swept, dripping,

and luxuriant with undergrowth : and the west is com-
paratively dry and open. Rewan and Navuan sugar are

nearer their market, but have the worse climate. Sheep have

been tried in the dry zone at Tawarau (NVV.), ?nd Naqara
(N.)

; but Fijian droughts are too wet for them and they only

number 1,000 head. Cattle are 17,000. All plants grow in

Viti Levu. Indigenous plants include spices, sugar cane (?)

and a kind of kauri pine* which clothes the heights of

Mount Victoria and the banks of the Navua; coffee and
cotton are naturalized; and among imported plants maize

succeeds in the west.

and Viwiia Vanua Levu is five times as long as it is broad, and its

breadth equals the length of Taviuni (which is also long and

thin), which equals Tongatabu in length, and is as broad as

Ovalau is long. It has no old limestones, like those of Viti

Levu, and, like Iceland, was fire-b* n beneath the se Basic

' Daminara Viticiisis,

J.evil
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in the west, acii! in the cast, and both in the centre, it is

volcanic from end to end. It is a shapeless old trunk with

the Natewa peninsula attached to it by a thin thread, as is the

case in Fauro Rotumah and Kandavu. In the west Mbua,

which sandalwoodcrs despoiled of its sandalwood, seems

like the concave half of a tiny island of the Rarotongan

type. East of the mountains at the back of Mbua Bay

a series of peaks and passes runs east by north some

30 miles, where it meets a series of peaks and passes

running due north and south by west almost from sea to sea.

This T-shaped figure contains two rivers on the north, the

Dreketi, which just exceeds the Alba in length from point to

point, and the Lambasa, where sugar is grown and milled

;

and two rivers on the south, the Dreke ni VVai which forms

Savu Savu bay (where there are eleven stores but no town),

and the Wainunu, famous for hot water and tea. The

mountains are from 2,200 to 3,400 feet in height, so that the

volcanic river flats o5 the Lambasa, Dreketi, and Mbua are

screened from the trade-wind and rain, and form open plains

of grass, bracken, and reed, varied by Pandanus, Casuarina,

and Cycad, and along the coast by the inevitable mangrove.

Elsewhere the trees are moss-grown, and the very cliffs

hidden by banyan roots. The eastern quarter of Vanua Levu

is mountainous, narrow, and unimportant, if we except

Kalikoso plain which is a feeble copy of Lambasa plain.

Viti Levu is apparent queen of the Fijian constellation, for Viii Lcvu

it easily excels its only possible rival in size, wealth, variety,
"/''^^

and unity of plan. Its unity of plan was not appreciated by

Fijians. To them it was a series of river-mouths, and district

was cut off from district by rivers which could not be bridged

or forded. A road round the island was not to be thought

of. Being sea-rovers pure and simple, they lacked the

continental instinct of tracing rivers to their sources. They

fell into three classes : weak, wild mountaineers driven from

their homes beside the sea, which many had never seen
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I

Lei'ii

second),

Infore 1874 ; ritli dwellers by river mouilis, who were always

attacked front and rear from sea and mountain ; dwellers on
islets like Mbengga, Mbau and Viwa, or on isolated points

like \rerata, who were only attacked by sea and therefore

preyed on those who were between two fires. The
mountains are now pacified, and supremacy is transferred

from islet-off"shoots to river mouths and bays. Three
mountain provinces, North, West, and East Tholo, have

been added to the former six or eight coastal provinces of Viii

Levu, and the latter are now called Tai Levu, Naitasiri, Rewa
(including Mbengga), Namosi, Sc«-ua, Nadronga, Mba (in-

cluding the Yasawa islets), and Ra ; and all have natural,

i.e. river boundaries. The rivers form obstacles to union, and
there are no railways and only two towns in Fiji, Suva in

Viti Levu and Levuka in Ovalau.

andl'aitua Vanua Levu, like Viti Levu, used to be governed or rather

raided from the outhide, and this outside centre was usually

Somo Sonio in Taviuni Island. Strange as it may seem,

some of the old islanders of this narrow island have recently

set eyes on the sea for the first time. Its old three

provinces, Thakandrove (S.) (including Taviuni), ISIalhuata

(N.), and .Albua (\\'.), have been retained ; their boundaries

are artificial and correspond neither to mountain ranges nor
to riv'.r beds. Its natural divisions are far too confused for

political use.

The Windward Islands which form the eastern limb of the

horseshoe, the central isles which dot the Koro sea, Kandavu,
and distant Rotumah are the four remaining provinces.

Like Tonga and the islands wUhin the New Zealand zone,

on its east, and like the New Hebrides on its west, Fiji is

exposed to hurricanes, in late summer when the trade-winds

and monsoons are at war.

The Solomon Islands lie almost 1,000 miles north-west of

Fiji, and outside the hurricane belt. East and south of the

Solomons, rats and bats are the only indigenous mammals,

(4~. 01 by

volcanic

line and
submarine
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but the Solomons possess an ' opossum ' which is marsupial.' jw//tf;/

The flora ot the Solomons contams what riji contams,yi„.,„ ^y^

except sandalwood ; and their sago-palms yield ' ivory-nuts ' .«'js"'«"''"

useful for buttons. Including Buka and Bougainville Islands, the Solo-

which are German, the Solomons arc twice the size of Fiji, """'^>

and are 600 sea-miles in length. Between Bougainville and

S. Cristoval they run in two rows, Choise; - Ysabel and Mala"

above, New Georgia and Guadalcanar below. Discontinuous

submarine platforms and iskts connect members of a row, and

there are cross-pieces between the two last members of the

double row. The Florida islets connect Ysabel with Guadal-

canar, islets from Ulaua to Ugi connect Mala with S. Cristoval,

and the enclosed sea is like a lake. Indeed, wherever there

are two rows of parallel islands imagination is apt to liken

the sea which is between to the lagoon of an atoll.

Geologically these islands resemble those of Fiji, in size

they equal or are a little less than Vanua L>.'vu, they are

torpedo shaped and their outline is more regular than that of

Kandavu or of Vanua Levu. The mountains sometimes run

along the main length of the island, dividing it bilaterally,

and sometimes, like Kavo in Guadalcanar, exceed 8,000 feet,

so that rivers are more rapid and gorges more precipitous

than in Fiji. In politics and language the Solomons are far

less centralized than Fiji. Islets and islet-clusters played and

still play the leading part in its history. In old days the

islanders of Bougainville Stralls (including Treasury Island),

Simbo (which dominated Narovo), Vella Lavella and the

Rubiana lagoon (off New Georgia), Florida, and to a less

extent Ugi and S. Ana (off S. Cristoval), raided their big

neighbours for slaves or heads, for the same forces as those

which we saw at work in Fiji put power in the hands of these

small tormentors. Now the wasps are turned into queen-

bees and working bees. Or, to drop metaphors, if the reader

looks at Florida through a microscope he will see an islet

' Cuscus. ' alias Malaita.
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called Tulagi and a harbour called Gavotu, it he then turns

his microscope on to the sea between Vella Lavella, Narovo,

and Rubiana he wil' see an islet called Gizo. Tulagi, Gizo,

Gavotu, and Treasury Island are British projioriy ; the first

two arc seats of government, the second two are coaling

stations. Again in 1897 the chief scats of Knglish traders

were in Florida, Rubiana, Marau Sound, Simbo, Ugi, and
S. Ana.* Of these names, Marau Sound, a group of islets east

of Guadalcanar, is the only name unfamiliar to the historian of

head-hunts. The RIarist missionaries congregate in Bougain-

ville Straits and near Florida,* the Methodists in Rubiana,

and the Melanesian mission uses Ulaua, near Ugi, as a centre.

The old savages and the new civilizers attempted to extend

their sway from the same spots and by the same geographical

methods.

Oie s. Clin The Santa Cruz group, which prolo 1; . the line of the
S>pii/>,

Solomons for 200 miles, includes the S\\.,'low group—tiny

raised atolls on one of which Pattcson perished—Tinakula,
the live volcano, Santa Cruz, Utupua, and reef-girt Vanikoro,

where La Pdrouse perished. It is flanked on the cast by the

Duff group of islets, Anuda, and Tikopia. Its two harbours

lie on the west of Utupua, and on the north-west of Santa Cruz.

Its only white trader was living a year or two ago at the moutl

' Ante, pt. i. p. 258, notes i ami 2.
' Poporang islet and Rua Sura atoll.

On the Ellice Islands see Prof. Solla?, Affe of the Earth (1905);
Mrs. T. W. E. David, Funafuti (1899.
On Fiji: A. Agassiz, Islands and Coral Reefs of Fiji (1899),

vol. xxxiii of Harvard Univ. Mus. of Comparative Zoology; H. H.
Guppy, Ohsemations of a Naturalist in the Pacific (1903), 3 vols.;
and books referred to in notes to ch. iii and xv of part i.

And generally
: Charles Darwin, The Structure of Coral Reefs (1842)

;

Ri'p. ofH.M.S. Challenger Expedition ; Voyage, by John Murray (i88o),
&c.; Rep. of U. S. Exploring Expedition under C. Wilkes, vol. x,
Geology, by J. D. Dana (1848, &c.); J. D. Dana. Corals and Coral
Islands (3rd ed. 1890): S. Percy Smith, The Kermadtc I. (1887^

;

R. Etheridge, jun.. Lord Howe /. in Memoirs ofAustralian Museum
(1889); J. Lister, ' Geol. ofTonga ' in Quart. /. of Geol. Soc. of London

,

vol. xlviii, p. 590 (1891) ; Rev. W. W. Gill, Sottth Pacific and New
Guinea, with notes on the Hervey Group, 1892.

il
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of Granville river on the north coast, 15 miles from Cape
Mendaiia on the south coast of Santa Cruz. The area of

the group exceeds 500 square miles, and its geology, flora,

and fauna recall those of Fiji and the New Hebrides.

Between the Santa Cruz and New Hebrides groups we

turn a corner. The trend of islands is no longer south>east

but south-south-east, fur 500 miles. The supernumerary,

volcanic rank changes over fr-^m left to right, and the

transition is effected in the northernmost islets. We pass

too from the Solomons' Protectorate to the Anglo-French

region.

The New Hebrides—which equal Fiji in area—compose a«rf ///*

a symphony in three movements. Five low-lying coral islets ^Pl.-^

of the Torres' sub-group are the prelude. The steep,

volcanic or mostly volcanic Banks's Islands represent the first

movement ; their form is binary—four standing on the right

and four on the left, among which Vanua Lava is pre-eminent,

iK'cause of its harbour. Bu* as yet we only have ' music of

preparation and awakening suspense'. Present interest is

concentrated on the succeeding group, of which the eastern

line—Aurora, Pentecost, Ambrym, an(' Lopevi, the latter a

live volcano 5,000 feet high—iiwes romamicists; and the big

islands in their lee—Espiritu Santo, large .i Vanua Levu, and

Malicolo, half as large—attract utilitarians ; while Omba, which

links the two lines, has charms for both, because Santo (St.

Phillip and St. James), Malicolo (Port Sandwich), and Omba
have harbours. 'l>°n the two lines converge, through a

cloud of islets (Mae, &c.), on Fate, which serves as coda to

the second and introduction to the final movement. Fate

contains the two white Governors and half the whites of the

group, and has the size of Kandavu and—but for its two

splendid harbours, Havannah (NW.) and Fila (SVV.)—the

shape of oval Ovalau. Fate ushers in the last movement,

which is continued as a mere rondo or serial—Eromanga,

Tanna, Anaiteum—each number shorter than the last. But

f I
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what memories live here ! At Eromanga Henry began the

labour trade. Tanna was the meeting-place of whalers,

sandalwooders, and kauri-tim?^ermen, until its sandalwood

was exhausted and its volcano wrecked its only port

(1878). Christianity crept north from Anaiteum. As they

dwindle in size and taper to a point, the past throws over

them an increasing glamour. And the whole tale is not

yet told. Away to the east—out of line, out of tune with

the rest—lies a raised coral islet. Its name (Futuna), its

language, and its people are Polynesian. This odd, irrelevant

coda reminds one of similar false notes in the prelude and

elsewhere. Polynesians tried to colonize a Banks islet sixty

years ago ; colonized parts of Mae and Fate,' and possess

detached outliers of the northern groups—Tikopia, Swallows,

Rennell, and Ongtong Java. The islets thus colonized are

mostly low, coralline islets, and are situated on the east,

whence the incomers drifted from time to time 'like spars

upon the ocean stream '. These facts suggest a sequel.

When Captain King went to Norfolk Island, 550 miles south

of Futuna, he saw signs of past inhabitants or sojourners

and a coco-nut which must have drifted thither from the New
Hebrides. Five years later summer winds and currents bore

him in three days from Norfolk Island to New Zealand, 400

miles away. May not the Maori have sailed to New Zealand,

first like the Futunists, then like the coco-nut, then like

Captain King ? But New Zealand, like New Guinea, is

a continental island, and New Guinea claims our atten-

tion first.'^

' = Vat^ = Sandwich Island. Efate as it is sometimes written = at

Fate. Vate indicates the pronunciation.
' In addition to the authorities mentioned in this chapter see Stanford's

Compendium of Geography, Austialasia (1894), 2 vols.—vol. i by A. R.
Wallace, vol. ii by F. H. H. Gnillemard.
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CHAPTER II

\

NEW GUINEA GEOOBAPHY

Live volcanic islands and atolls are things of to-day, made A'ew

and unmade before our eyes ; Polynesian ex-volcanoes and ^ '""J"^^

"

raised coral rocks are things of yesterday ; Fiji, the Solomons, >jen/al

and New Hebrides take us back to earlier times, which are " "" '

probably later than those of Surrey chalk ; but the principal

mountains of New Guinea, composed as they are of quartz-

veined schist and slate, are as old as Wales. Again, the three

largest groups hitherto discussed are, if added together, less

than Ireland ; but British New Guinea, which is not one

third of New Guinea, just exceeds Great Britain in area.*

For these reasons New Guinea is classed with continental

islands in spite of its meagre list of mammals, which includes

two monotremes (Echidna and Proechidna), and forty-four

minute marsupials (cuscus, tree-kangaroos, &c.), besides the

usual dog, pig, rat and bat. Other reasons for classing New

Guinea with the continents are furnished by its shape and

substance.

If lands might be likened to animals, Funafuti would ««</ Us

rank as a protozoon, Viti Levu as a bossy echinodeTm,fJJ^

Kandavu as an insect, but New Guinea as a verbetrate, with ijs con.

head, spine, and tail complete. The head is hiduen in Dutch

New Guinea ; the spine consists of ridges (not peaks), or

successions of ridges, of which Mounts Scratchley and

Victoria (13,121 ft.) constitute the best-known British repre-

sentatives, and from 'this spine ribs break off north and

south and create bilateral symmetry. The tail is fourfold.

In the far cast two flat coral patches, the Laughlans ', and

' cina 90,540 sfj. m.
'' alias Nada, includes 7 islands less than 9 ft. s. in.
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British

A\G. com*
prises (i)

the Fly
distrii.,

the reef beyond Rossel, on which Adfele islet stands sentinel,

form the outside fold, behind which Woodlark Island—
whose quartz supplies far-oflf blacks with tomahawks, and
whites with gold—Misima, Deboyne, Redlick, and the Calva-
dos chain from Real to Sudest and to Rossel, are interrupted

continuations of the main chain, and yield gold, timber, and
grass, and have been used for cereals a. d sheop. This
>vide solid belt incloses a wider, less solid belt composed
of Lusancy, Trobriand, Albatross, Jouvency, Bonvouloir,
Hastings, East, Sidney, Panaeati, Conflict, and Teste—islands
which are the merest replicas of Funafuti, Tonga, Aitutaki,

IMangaia, Niue, and the islands which we already know.^
Close by tne coast, Goodenough, Fergusson, Normanby, and
the islands between Samarai and Teste are chip. A the old
block, Fergusson and its attendant islets being the island

centres, just as Mount Victory by Cape Nelson is the con-
tinental centre of present volcanic activity. The true tail

appears twice in a further and nearer arc; the further arc is

coral-tipped and the two arcs are separated by a wreath of
coral which we have traced from Lupr.ncy to Teste, and
which continues off and on as a barrier reef to Yule Island

300 miles away to the west. West of Yule Island h'Tg
rivers wash the sea clear of corals, and deposit mud islands at
their mouth.

British New Guinea begins on the west with a river—
Kensbach River—whence the Anglo-Dutch boundary goes
due north to the Fly until the Fly crosses 141° long., thence
it follows this meridian to the Anglo-German boundary
(lat. 5"), which is thenceforth a mere matter of longitudes

' Thus the Trobriands include Kiriwina (which has the size, soil, and
structure, but not the shape of Tonga) and Kaileuna, which 'from the
point of view of fertility of soil are the gardens of the possession '. In
ihe Jouvency islands Iwa Gawa Kwaiwata and Kitawa have woodci!
coral walls 100 ft. .ugh or so surrounding 'a depressed central plateau

'

—as in ^lue. The Lusancy coral islets are also volcanic like Aitutaki.
llic bidncy and Conflict islands arc 9ft. s. m. like Funafuti.
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and latitudes.' The Bensbach and iis eastern neighbours,

the Morehead, Mai Kussa, Tail, &c., lead among groves

of Cedar and Melaleuca and ' rolling grass-land fit for culti-

vation ', and are probably former mouths of the Fly. The
Fly's present mouth is guarded by Kiwai Island—a mere
detached mudbank, ^6 miles by 2 J, on which 5,000 people

dwell, a foot or two above sea-level, and speak two lan-

guages, and visit ever and anon neighbouring islands for

fish, yams, and sago. If we substitute coral sand for river

mud, tribes for languages, and coco-nut for sago, we might

add that it is even thus that Polynesians live ; but Poly-

nesians live on the dry, these men on the wet, and because

they live on the wet they occupy one house—sometimes over

800 feet long—raised on piles, and suffer from body-ring-

worm. So that river-mouth differs, though but a little, from

deep-sea civilization.

The Fly is quite unlike anything we have hitherto de-

scribed, or shall describe, as the following imaginary iunerary

will prove: (ii-150 miles) the river is tidal, the land is

1-2 feet s,m.', (150-240 miles) the land is as before, but

has cedar, sago, and malava trees; (240 miles) the junction

with an affluent (NE.) is 1,000 yards wide; (250 miles) there

are villages on the banks (20 feet ' 'gh) and on clay ridges

(30 feet high) half a mile uvay ; banana, sugar-cane, sweet

potatoes, and a few coco-- are seen
; (284 miles) a grassy

hill is seen
; (370 miles) irst grass is seen on the bank :

(414 miles) the last coco-n is seen; (460 miles) an affluent

(NE.) is passed; (480 miles) the first stones (quartz with

gold, limestone, and sandstone) are seen in t' ^ river-bed

;

there are sandstone and clay hills 300 feet high and tall

timber trees; (523 miles) the first rapids are passed; (535
miles) the steamer is left; (540 miles) an affluent (NE.) is

ascended
; (6ou miles) sandstones and limestones, then clay-

' On cast coast lat. 8' ; at bug, 14;'", lat. 8 ; at long, 144", lat. 6%
at long. 141", lat. s". Straight lines connect the intersections.
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the rtiraii
distriit

must be

added ;

(2) the dis-

trict be-

tween Hall
Sound and
Kedscar
Bay;

(3) the dis-

trict be-

tween
Redscar
Bay and
Hoed Bay,

siones, are in the river-bed
; (605 miles) the boats are left, and

Victor Emmanuel Range (12,000 feet s. m.) is seen 45 miles

to the north beyond the German frontier.

From which the reader will infer that the Fly is only a

little less than the Rhine in ii.vigable length, that its long

mud flats are unparalleled in Europe, and that these ridge-

dwellers when at home live under circumstances which are

not very unlike those of the reef-dwellers whom he knows.

Instead of a lagoon they have a sluggish river, instead of

sea diey have swamp, and instead of an imperfect circle or

crooked line of low narrow rock, they have an imperfect

crooked line of low narrow river-bank.

Lei uc- now pass eastward by the Barnu Turama and many-
mouihed Aird and ascend the Purari, which is the second

greatest river, even as we ascended the Fly
; (1-36 miles) there

are sago swa nps ; the land is 1-2 feet s. m.
; (36 miles) there

are river-banks, low hills and timber ; (60 miles) there are

sandstone mountains (2,000 feet); (80 miles) the river is

300-400 yards wide; (80-120 miles) we steam westward

along the foot of the sandstone mountains (3,000 feet),

and coal is seen.

The swamps are shrinking ; river-banks begin seven times,

and mountains ten times as soon as on the Fly, although as

yet the mountains are only outlying buttresses of the great

range. We will now pass the Tauri and Lakekamu, which

are to the Purari as the Purari is to the Fly, for here swamps
cease 12 miles up-stream. Further east, a new type of

country is ushered in by the Biaru and St, Joseph, where

we note coral at the river mouths in Hall Sound, and the

origin of the rivers in Mount Albert Edward, whence the

GirL meanders through British and German territory to the

northern sea. After the St. Joseph comes the Vanapa,

which empties itself into Redscar Bay, and which is an im-

proved edition of the St. Joseph, and ushers in a still newer

type of country, for it will lead us straight up to Mount

1
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Our 'I'V'
"""

Musa ;

Victoria, whence we may descend the Mambare (NNE.) or the Mam-
Kumusi (NE.) to the sea inside the British border,

imaginary traveller's notes are as follows :

—

(1-3 miles) the river is tidal; there are mangroves, sago,

&c.; (4 miles) there are banks (12 feet), timber, cedar, &c.;

(10 miles) and rapids; (40 miles) the boats are left; slate

and quartz mountains continue thence to the lower Kumusi

;

(5,000 feet J. w.) there are RIyrtaceae
; (6,000-8,300 feet

f. ;«.) everything is draped in moss and mist; (9,000 feet)

the ' first contact with undergrowth of bamboo ' begins

;

' bamboo stems are like wheat in a field
'

; there is no mist

nor moss; all is dry; (10,200-11,500 feet) Cypress, and

grass patches appear; (11,500-13,121 feet) there are grass,

strawberries, daisies, buttercups, &c., and no trees. The de-

scent to the north coast is similar. If the traveller goes by

the Kumusi he can go by steamer for the last 50 miles, amid

ex-volcanic outliers of the main range.

This idealized traverse suggests the following traverse

back. 'Ascend the Busari, Bariji (note the flat-footed

ischiatic swamp-dwellers), or Musa (80 miles by boat ; then

swamp for 36 miles) to Mount Obree (10,246 feet). Descend

Laloki River to Redscar Bay via Port Moresby ; or descend

Kemp-Welch River to Hood Bay, thence by coast or sea to

Redscar Bay.'

The distances of the double traverse through the air are (4) ani the

Redscar Bay to Mambare mouth (80 miles), Musa mouth ^"'''
f"'

(64 miles), Hood Bay (64 miles), Redscar Bay (72 miles)— tame the

total 280 miles ; and this parallelogram contains all that is "/li^^l^ s

of present vital interest in the mountains, rivers, and history (i).

of the mainland. The region from Redscar Bay to Hall

Sound is second ; the eastern promontory, with its wonder-

ful bays which even indent Cape Nelson, is third ; and the

widening swamps of the western riverland—whatever their

future may be—are only fourth in interest to the student of

the present. The district which we have described as first
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fail is dis-

cussed.

in present interest contains two principal seats of govern-

ment, at Port Moresby, the capital, and Tamata (Mambare
River); besides lesser seats at Rigo, near Hood Bay, and

at Bogi and Papangi ' on the Kumusi. The second district

contains a lesser seat at Mekeo and the third a chief seat

near Cape Nelson. Some of the eastern islands are

governed from Murua island,' and the rest of the islands and

mainland from Samarai islet (E.) and Daru islet (W.). This

method of placing two of our subcentres on islets almost

outside our sphere of operations, is the method which we

pursue in the Solomons, and is a sure sign that our task

is only beginning.

New Guinea is a paradise of birds ; its flowers are almost

as gorgeous as its birds ; and its forests are dense and infinite.

But we are more concerned with the effect of forests upon

rainfall than with beauty. Port Moresby is dry, has but few

trees, and is on sea-level ; Sogeri, 30 miles away, is 1,600 feet

high and wooded and wet ; a few miles behind and a few thou-

sand feet above Sogeri, is a far wetter region of mist arid

moss, and a little further and higher we are again in the dry.

The following table presents recent results :

—

N.Z. Christchurch 35 in. N.Z. Ilokitika 113 in.

N.G. Pt. Moresby ."ii in. X.(.. Sogeri ; 123 in.

Daru 63 in. Solomons Tulagi (av.) i 127 in.

Fiji Suva 81 in.

The rain has only been gauged in the drier parts of the

Fijis, and Solomons, and of New Guinea ; but probably the

contrast between the climates at different altitudes is as great

as the extraordinary contrast between the flat country on

the western half and the narrow, precipitous ravines so graphi-

cally described by Mr. Pratt on the eastern half of British

New Guinea.

' Both stations are now removed to Kokoda (Yo<lda valley) which is

70 miles inland, has an overland post to Port Morefby, and will
probably supplant Tamata.

- alias \\'oodlark island.
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CHAPTER III

OEOORAPHT OF NEW ZEALAND

Thk area of New Zealand equals that of Great Britain AVw 7.ea-

and half Ireland. Middle Island is just the size of England, jlurikJ.

Wales, and their islets ; North Island is half as large again as

Scotland; Stewart Island is the same size as Herts. The

figures are as follows:—N.Z. : N.I.=44,468 sq. miles,

^I.I.=58,525 sq. miles, Stewart I.=665 sq. miles; depen-

denc:es= 1,093 sq. miles. lotal= 104,751 sq. miles. De-

pendencies include the Pacific islands which lie 600 to 1,800

miles north-east of Auckland, and which have already been

discussed ; the Chathams, 536 miles east of Port Lyitelton,

and the uninhabited Snares, Bounty, Antij)odes, Auckland,

and Campbell islets, 60 to 460 miles south or south-east

of Stewart Island.* These islands on the east, south-east,

and south form one country—geologically, ethnically, his-

torically, in flora and in fauna.

New Zealand is a land of lakes—New Guinea is all

but lakeless—of flightless birds, even in its islets and in the

Chathams (until after white men went there), of Lycopods,

ferns, yews, and pines, especially kauri pines.'' Kauri pines

attain a girth of 50 to 60 feet, put their first branches fortli

70 to 100 feet above ground, and rear their heads a little

higher than Nelson's in Trafalgar Square. Hochstetter

assigns as their southern limit Kawhia on the west and

Katikali on the east; but only a few still linger in Coro-

mandel Peninsula, fewer in the Wairoa range, and the rest

dwell and dwindle somewhere north of Auckland. Else-

where, yews—such as ' white pine,* toiara, matai, and ' red-

' See Trans, of K. Z. Insti.utc (1901), xxxiv. pp. 243-325 ; (1903)
xxxvi. pp. 225--33.

- Dammara Avstralis.

-M«MP« i^
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Ot/e rattt^e

unifies the

three

is/am/t,

pine''—take the place of the kauri, for which they arc

sometimes mistaken. The land is far south of the region of

coral, coco-nut, and sago-palm, and has or had a few years

ago no poison plants—except tulu seed, no land snakes, and

no land mammals, except imported dog, bat and rat, few

grasses, few fruils, and few flowers, except flowering trees

like the red rata.' The negative unity of New Zealand, or

its unity derived from things which might be there and are not

there, is gone ; and the things which arc there and nowhere

else are gone or all but gone : for our British colonists have

proved that whatever thrives in Great Britain thrives belter

in Great Britain of the south ; and cats are unkind to birds

that cannot or will not fly ; and builders are too kind to

kauris. The lesser has been sacrificed to the larger unity.

North, Middle, and Stewart islands are geologically one,

and like New Guinea have a slaty backbone ; indeed, there

are traces in North Island of several backbones, two of

which run counter to one another.

The backbone-in-chief starts from a granite head in

Stewart Island. It is attended Jir :. ;h Rlidil'e Island by a

notochord of granite, but its chief constituent is slate or

schist. North of Foveaux Strait it rises into ridge upon
ridge, between which tarns, glaciers, and in the west fiords are

enclosed, and the ridges converge into a ridge called the

Southern Alps, which point north-east, which attain in INIount

Cook a height of 12,349 feet, and whi<.^ create as im-

penetrable a barrier to rivers as the Alps of Europe. In the

north of Middle Island, the range breaks once more fanlike

into many ridges, some of which embrace Collingwood Bay.

Tasman Bay, and the many Sounds, and two of which, the

inland and seaward Kaikouras, are detached branches of the

main trunk, like the Ortlers and Adamellos of their European

* /'odocar/us daerydioides'^ Vfhite pine; P. Mara ^ iottua ; P. spicata
»-matai. ^tAp\nt= Dacrydium cupressinum.

^ Metrosideros robtista.
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prototype. The Kaikouras dive beneath Cook's Strait,

emerge on cither aide of Port Nicholson and of ihc Hutt valley,

rise into a range which is 2,000-5,000 feet high, fores'-

clad,and called by many names—Tararua, Ruahine, Huiarau,

and Raukumura—and which finally vanishes from sight at

Cape Runaway, 750 miles from Stewart Island. The line

in North Island is straight but not unbroken. The Mana-

watu carves out a gorge between the Tararua and Ruahine

on its way to the western sea; and the Mohaka breaks

through it, but fn the west, and where it breaks tlirougli,

the Kaimanawa ai... fe Whaili ridges st.ind behind in echelon

as supports: and they too are of slate, 4,000-5,000 feet

high, impermeable to rivers, and point north-eastward. The

Manawatu is the only river which rises east of the great range

and flows through it. This southern backbone attests the

unity of Middle Island with that part of Northern Island

which fringes the eastern ocean. It also explains all Middle

Island, and the eastern third of Northern Island.

The Alps divide Middle Island into a western and eastern and ex-

half; the western half is steep and narrow, the eastern gradual ^"'^'^^^

and wide. F^irther, a little north of Mount Cook, straight bury plain

plains and valleys lead from east to west ; elsewhere they are
";lf,^/^'^'l''

attracted towards the '-enlre so that the north is creased and

crumpleu like the south. Christchurch (57,041)', capital

of the former province of Canterbury, lies due east of this

centre, seven miles from Ljtcelton, its port (4,023). West

of Christchurch, an open plain stretches seaward from the

great range on the west, from the sandstones and lime-

stones of the VVaipara on the north, and from the basalt

downs of Timaru on the souih avr' .0 girt by a semicircle

of mountains—Peel, Harper, Clcnt. Somers, Hutt, the Mal-

' Figures in brackets after the name of a town mean the population

at the census, 1901. Capitals mclucle suburbs. Urban districts are in

certain cases classed as towns. In making this classification I follow

E. J. von Dadels/en's Of. Yearbook 0/ N.Z.,Uom which later figures

are also taken.
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IMitika,
ir.,

verns, Torlesse, Puketeraki and Grey—all of which are

outposts of the great range, built as it is built, but dis-

guised like Glaukon by later overgrowths. The plain is

120 miles long, and descends little by little 1,252 feet from
Springfield on the west to Christchurch and the sea on the

east, a distance of forty-four miles. Twelve rivers pierce
the outposts' line, wash lime, sand, marl and tuff from the

outposts' feet, and scatter these sweepings broadcast over
the descending plain. A road leads from Springfield to

Hokitika (1,653), former capital of Westland, over passes
which barely exceed 3,000 feet. The great rivers are on
the south-east, north-west, and north-east. On the south-
east, the Clutha, after an eventful journey of 220 miles
from the neighbourhood of Haast's Pass (1,716 ft.) over the
great range, pours into the sea some fifty miles west of
Dunedin(52,39o), former capital ofOtago.' Blenheim (3,222),
capital of the former province of Marlborough, is on the

north-east of Middle Island, close by the mouth of the

Wairau, whcse source is 100 miles away to the south-west

of it. At or near a point some seventy miles up-stream,
there is a triple watershed whence rivers flow east into the

AWso,,, A'., Wairau, north into Tasman Bay, on which is Nelson (7,167).
capital of the former province of Nelson, and westward into

the Buller, at the mouth of which Westport (.3:158) lies, lop
miles away. This watershed is a ganglion for river, road, and
the railway that is to be ; and the latter is destined to lead

west to Reefton (1,722) whence trains already run down the

valley of the Grey by Brunner (1,572), Greymouth (3,837)
and Kumara (1,121), to Hokitika. Hokitika, Kumara, and
the towns on the Buller and the Grey, are mineral towns.
Far away, in the south, Invercargill (10,637), capital of the

former province of Southland, and Campbelltown (1,653) »fs

port, nestle in secluded bays which resemble inverted minia-
tures of Tasman Bay.

' jJSiSsS if Mosgiel is included.

Dmieiitii,

S.E.,

Blenheim
K.E.,

Invercar

gill, S..
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The shape of the Alps determines the course of streams, ^"/ 'x-

valleys, and plains, at the foot of which all the towns which „ilo ex-

have beer ^^entioned lie except Dunedin. The situation of/'"'"

Duntdin, wiifcie tiic rnelaliic nchcs of the Clutha find a vent, ami Port

is du: ^o another < 'iise which is also geological, and which I^yftelton.

also jfTiCts Christ' hurch and Oamaru. The Alps crouch

like Issachar, oct'veen two sheepfolds. Below the eastern

sheepfolds there are agricultural plains fertilized by lime,

marl and tuff from the west, and east of the plains ex-

volcanoes create peninsulas, bays and harbours at Banks's

Peninsula and Dunedin, and a cape without a harbour at

Oamaru ; marl and limestones performing the same task at

Kaikoura. Otherwise the eastern coast is smooth and straight.

Banks's Peninsula is an oval basalt mountain group (3,050

feet), just tacked on to the mainland as Natewa Peninsula is

to Vanua Levu ; and I.yttelton lies in a deep bay north of

the point of junction. But Lyttelton is itself cut off from the

island plain by another basalt mountain (1,600 feet ca.), and

had to be connected with Christchurch by a railway (seven

miles), the first in New Zealand, and a tunnel (2,866 yards).

Christchurch was built at the only spot where there is a

direct route from east to west, and its port was built at the

nearest spot where volcanic action supplied a harbour. Rail-

ways and a port were also the first necessities of Dunedin.

There Olago Peninsula resembles Banks's Peninsula in the

function which it performs; Port Chalmers (2,205) p'ays the

part of Lyttelton; and Dunedin, though it stands at the head

of the bay is cut off from its hinterland by hills and forests.

Dunedin would have been of little use to the coal and gold The range

miners of the Clutha but for railroads. Coal and gold pervade canter-

Otago from end to end. Oamaru (4,853), which owes its >"i*y agt-i-

prosperity and fertility to a limestone resembling Bath stone, audthe'rest

is the only considerable town in Otago which is not beholden oj the pro-

either to gold or to coal. Go due west from Oamaru by ^/. /

Naseby to Lake Wakatipu ; south to Riverton and back or all mineral.

^
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but back to Oamaru. Then go north from Lake Wakatipu

to Lake Wanaka, south-east to Naseby and back to the

starting-place. These two triangles comprise the coal and

gold districts of the south, and the first is served "jy rail, the

second by coach. If we ignore capitals, their ports and

suburbs, there is not one town in Otago or Southland with

u population of 500 or more which does not owe its exist-

ence or prosperity to coal or gold more or less. Mines

enrich Gore (2,3154) (A.P.F.), Kaitangata (1,463) (T.), Milton

(1,241) (A.P.), Lawrence (1,159) (M. I^alclutha (1,017)

(A.P,), Mataura (867) (F.), and Riverton (815) (P); Alex-

andra (818), Queenstown (690) (T.), Cromwell (642), Naseby

(505), Roxburgh (478), and Arrowtown (410), are mainly

mining towns; Winton (474), Tapanui (350), and Wood-
lands (200) are non-mineral. The five coal and gold centres

of the north-west, which have been mentioned, have the

character of Arrowtown and the size of Gore. Canterbury

boasts of Timaru (6,486) (A.P.F.), Ashburton (3,440), Kaia-

poi {1.795). Rangiora (1,768), Temuka (1,465), Waiamate

(1,359), Southbrook (1,070), Geraldine (868), and Pleasant

Point (749), all of which have the character of Woodlands

and a size exceeding that of the nine largest towns of

Otago and Southland, capitals excepted. Nothing could

more vividly illustrate the parallels and difterences in the

east, south, south-east and north-west of Middle Island. In

the south and south-east mines are ever present, in the

north-west they are almost the only, in the east they are

hardly ever an element of great wealth. The towns whicli

face north and north-east—Piclon (970), Motueka (886),

Collingwood (400 r^.), and Havelock (316)—play a part like

that played by the towns of the far south, but upon a smaller

stage and with poorer accessories.

Geography has decided that the east shall be richest in

corn and the north-west in minerals; that the south shall

(A) = Agricultural (P) = Pastoral (F) = Factories' (T = )Tourists' centre.
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be richest and tlic north poorest in both combined ; and

ilie structure, shape, and direction of the great range contain

ihc key which unlocks every geographical secret of Middle

Island. With the aid of this key, Middle Island is read off

as easily as Italy or South America.

North Island, in so far as it lies east of its range, is In N. I. it

exactly similar to ^liddle Island and is therefore equally *J^///''l

simple. Wellington (49,344), the capital of the colony, lies in ton,

the soulh-west corner of Port Nicholson, secure from every

wind that blows through the windpipe of the Pacific, as

Cook's Straits are called. The hills which protect it are

of the same structure as those which bestow scant shelter

upon Nelson and were once forest clad like those behind

Dunedin. Between Wellington and the mouth of the

Manawatu are Levin (1,147) on the Horowhenua 2inA the Maua-

Otaki (629) on the Otaki. On the Manawatu but west of f'/" ^"'
^ ^' trut,

the range are Foxton (1,211), Feilding (2,298), and Palmer-

ston North (6,534). North-east of Wellington a pass leads everything

through the Hutt valley (1,162 feet) to Lake Wairarapa at^'lf/^^*'

r ithern end of Wairarapa plain which is 40 miles long

a miles broad, open, and fenced in on the west by

thi 1 ararua range and on the east by limestone hills which

grow up into the Puketoi range, then sink and rise like the

billows of the sea until they join the sea at Cape Kidnappers.

North of the plain comes 'Seventy-mile bush', a forest

which is being rapidly cleared, and which lies between the

Puketoi and main ranges. The approach to Napier (9,015),

the capital of the former province of Hawke's Bay, lies

through 50 miles of reclaimed marsh and the like. Forest

succeeds plain, and marsh succeeds forest. The cities of

the plain are Masterton (3,949), Carterton (1,205), Greytown

(1,122): the forest owns Dannevirke(2,3i5), Pahiatua( 1,209),

and Woodville (926) : while Hastings (3,650), Waipawa

(669), and the canital rule the marshes. The plain and

marsh are agricultural, the forest is mainly pastoral. The
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and the

IV'hakii'

t.ine

dislriit,

hut nothi11^

the.

ferti'e land from end to end is due to the later Ibrmationb

of limestone and tKe like which clothe the interval between

the great range ana the sea. The same formations account

for Napier harbour- -the only tolerable natural harbour

between Wellington and Tauranga. Red Island—the only

instance of basalt on this coast—is an island of no impor-

tance. North of Hawke's Bay to East Cape, and from East

Cape almost to Whakatane, range and sea are too close

to admit expansion—except pastoral expansion at Gisborne

(2,795), Clyde (623), and Opotiki (627); and the older and

newer formations intermingle with fantastic results. One

p^sult is Lake Waikare ^^ ana, an upland loch whose surface

lOrnis a cross with a handle—like lake Lucerne—and whose

depths and surrounding valleys have the same form.

The other side of the range presents a startling contrast.

Except between Wellington and the Manawatu, the Whaka-

tane and East Cape, no rivers flow westward from the

range ; and instead of lochs and valleys there is a plateau

of basalt with tanks, cauldrons, rifts, and walls. East does

not correspond with west. If we know the east of Middle

Island we can guess what it is on the west. The east of

botl islands is similar
;
yet if we guess the west of the range

of North Island from its east the guess will be wildly wrong.

Another architect has built the west on a pattern as onposed

to that of the east as Gothic to Greek, or insular to conti-

nental architecture. We are in the presence of the old

force which fashioned Fiji. The clue which has guided us

in safety from Stewart Island to East Cape fails ; and another

clue must be devised. But before following out this new

clue —e must trace the other thread of the old clue which

starts in the far north and runs south-east, almost at right

angles to the thread upon which we have hitherto been

engaged.

The second slaty backbone runs through the great northern

peninsula of Northern Island for a distance of 250 miles
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or more ; but il is incipient, tentative, and intermittent. It ' iceonii

appears first in the far north at Three Kings' Island {^90
'f%'^'fZ"'

feet), then at North Cape {circa 1,000 feet), then at iht [hest north

Maunjjataniwha (2,150 feet), and Tutamoe Mountains ^^'^•^''''''

(2,576), and at Capes Kara Kara.Wiwiki, Brett, and Rodney. /^.,

South of Whangarei it disappears beneath later marl and

limestone, and just as we "xpect it to reappear, basaltic

ex-volcanoes which have attended it on its course usurp its

place and form Auckland peninsula. The neninsula of

Auckland is an isthmus which lies east and west, and is

more slender than the isthmus of Corinth. Two creeks

from Waitemata harbour lead respectively within a mile and

I of a mile of the Manukau estuary which is reached over

'portages' iii feet and 66 feet high. When standing on

the peninsula Hochstetter counted sixty-three extinct craters

(600 feet high or less) in 240 square miles'. South of

Auckland the slate range resumes its course under the

name of the Wairoa and Taupiri mountains which trend

south, then west, then south, and luse themselves near

Whaingaroa and Kawhia among the limestones and sand-

stones of the west, without having any influence on a single

river or a single valley. True they form the east border

of the lower Waikato basin ; but where they turn west the

VVaikato river passes through them as though they did not

exist; so that the habit of calling the VV^aikato below this

point ' the Lower Waikato ' is little more than com'ention.

The Wairoa-Taupiri continuation is a mere yarn of the {h) audio

original thread: a second yarn resembles a daisy-chain of
'^^

islands across Hauraki Gulf; and the chain leads to a ridge £.^

1,200 feet high which runs from north to south through the

Coromandel peninsula, and then plunges down beneath piles

of superincumbent tuft". This, too, is a lost clue. Let the

Thames,

' JOXI2 ir^ilcs. F. von Hochstetter, (Jeologhih-topo^^raphisihcf
Alias von A'u-Set/and (1863), Eiiaulerui>j;eu, p. 13; Aew Zealand,
liansl. by tjauter ('867), p. ^30.
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reader now look 140 miles south of Hauraki Gulf to a

point 10 miles west of Tongariro mountain. A well-defined

interrupted slate range runs thence due north for nearly

50 miles to Rangitoto (or vice versa), attains in Pureora

Mountain 3,780 feet s.m., and represents the third—unless

perchance it is a fag end of the second—yarn of the missing

thread. The original thread and its second and third yarns

play an important part in moulding the geography of

Northern Island.

The great peninsula north of the mouths of the Thames

and Waikato has many bays ; and ' inlets nearly divide the

peninsula' 'into an archipelago':' but the eastern and

western inlets are unlike. The gradual side is on the west,

instead of the east. Thus the Wairoa starts from near

Kawa Kawa in the Bay of Islands and flows into the muddy

shallows of Kaipara, 40 miles below Dargaville (505). The

Kaipaia too, which debouches at Helensville (531), brings

mud from the far east. Nor is mud the only impediment.

Wind and rain come from the west—not from the east as

in Fiji, so that each western inlet is barred by sand ; and

that is why there are no natural harbours for large vessels

on the west coast of New Zealand. What Hokianga harbour

is was described by E. J. Wakefield,' what Hokitika harbour

was is described by E. Reeves.' The accommodation now

afforded at Westport, Greymouth, Hokitika, and New Ply-

mouth is artificial. Hokianga, Kaipara, ?Ianukau, Whain-

garoa, Aotea, and Kawhia are still traps for the unwary.

Further, there is scarcely one islet on the west coast.

Doubtless nature intended ex-volcano Mount Egmont (8,260

feel), to be the centre of a circular islet, but placed it so

near the mainland limestones that the two formations over-

lapped. TuflF and limestone are les deux mammelles of its

' Wilkes, Report, vol. x. p. 437.
- E. J. \Vakefield, Adventure in New Zealand (i8^g), i. 156.

E. Reeves, Drorvn Men and Women (1898), p. 6.
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twin rivers, the Patea and Waitara. As a result, Taranaki

is the garden of New Zealand • and New Plymouth (4,405),

which was its capital, Hawera (2,131), Stratford (2,027),

Eltham (1,400 ca.), Waitara (765), and Patea (691), are

market towns whose prosperity is second only to ihat of the

market tov/ns of Canterbury. Furthei north, tx-volcanoes

—

such as Tapirimoko (2,074 feet), and Karioi (2,800 feet)

—

line the coast as far as those limestones and sandstones of

Kawhia and Whaingaroa, which have been described, without

forming either harbours or gardens.

The eastern inlets are deep, clear, and calm. No wild

west wind blocks, no rivers choke them with silt and sand.

Whangaroa, Bay of Islands, Whangaruru, and Whangarei,

are encircled more or less by hard slate ; a hundred islets

of the same material shield the Bay of Islands from the

mild east wind ; and the solid islands which stand like the

piers of an invisible bridge between the northern range and

Coromandel peninsula convert Hauraki Gulf into a lake,

within which is Waitemata harbour—a lake within a lake.

Auckland (67,226)—once the capital of New Zealand and

still one of the great ports of the Pacific—is built on the

south side of Waitemata harbour. Coal as well as kauri

swells the population of Whangarei (1,429), Kamo (260),

Hikurangi (495), and of Kawa Kawa (263) near Russell

(246), alias Kororarika alias Blackguards' Beach, the oldest

English settlement in New Zealand ; and Drury (364),

Mercer (208), and Huntly (622), are the coal towns of the

lower Waikato.

The main thread and its first yarn take us through the

most thinly peopled, the second yarn takes us through the

most thickly peopled district of New Zealand.

At the base of Coromandel Peninsula, where tuff-streams

from the south meet, overwhelm and drive into the earth the

slate range from the nortii, vast crowds are gathered together

at Thames (4,020), Shortland (1,217), Baeroa (1,504), Waihi
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(3,813), and Te Aroha (888), in pursuit of gold. These towns

occupy a line only 36 miles in length, at or near the fool of

the wall of slate and tuff 2,000 feet high which fences in the

Thames on the cast
; yet their population equals that of the

five chief mineral towns of Middle Island, where there is a

double lure of coal and gold. It is the only distir.t of

Northern Island where mines and minerals concentrate

people more densely than at Whangarei.

The third yarn of the original thread exercises no separate

influence of its own, and its part played in moulding

Northern Island is indissolubly united with the part played

by an actor of a very different type.

Volcanic force, which was the joint-architect of Northern

Island, always acts from a centre from which strea'^ns radiate

like spokes of a wheel, and around which slopes, coasts,

plains and forests dispose themselves harmoniously. In

Northern Island the centre of action was Lake Taupo (1,211

feet s. VI.) or rather its margin (2,000 feet ca.).

The lake itself is mysterious. Its bottom is 681 feet s. tn.,

almost exactly on a level with the lowest bottoms of the Hot

Lake District,' and is clean cut like a tank. Its size is 238

square miles, almost exactly the size of the area within which

the craters of Auckland or the hot lakes are contained.''

The shape of the lake is more or less triangular, and does

not suggest a crater, although a volcanic rock rises up in its

midst, volcanic rocks surround it, and live volcanoes lead to

it from south-south-west and lead from it to the north-north-

east. The ' volcanic line ' passes right through it.

South-south-west of the lake three huge active volcanoes

stand in a row, each behind the other like the three bears, the

largest furthest, and the smallest nearest, and gaze across the

lake north-north-east ^ to the hot lakes ; and by White Island

' The bottom of Rotoiti is ca 680 feet s. tn.; see Geogr.J. (1904),
xxiii. 645, 744.

^ /inte,
i>. 3 1 , note i ; post, p. 36.

•' 26 north of east, N.Z. Inst. (1888), xxi. 339.
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to the Kermadecs, Tonga, and Samoa. Ruape'.iu (8,878 feet) "tonniains

is the big bear, Ngauruhoe (7,48 1 feet) the middle, and Tonga- ""idcartthe

riro (6,450 feet) the little bear. From Ruapehu the upper- source of

most Waikato pours into the lake, the Whangachu flows due |^, ,y_ /,^

south, and the Whanganui starts noi th-by-west until it reaches

a volcanic rift 20-25 miles west of Lake Taupo, which is on

the same level as that of the bottom of the lake, and is filled

by the southward-flowing Ongaruc. When joined by the

Ongaruc the Whanganui flows southward to the sea. Between

Ongarue rift and Lake Taupo is one-half of the terraced

Paietere plateau, a tuff plain 1,500 to 2,500 feet s. m., near

whose western edge are the Pureora slate mountains (3,780

feet).

The Ongaruc is the joint product of Patetcre tuff and

Pureora slate. Two other rivers rise close by and must be

credited with the same mixed origin : the Mokau which flows

west, and the Waipa which flows north into the Waikato at

Ngaruawahia, four miles above the Taupiri gorge, where the

lower Waikato begins.

Ruapehu, the tuff plateau and Pureora slate form the outer

margin of the lake on the south and west. Ruapehu, Kai-

manawa slate and a pumice plain form its outer margin on

the south and east. These two margins are V-shaped ; and

Ruap iu is the point of the V.

The volcanic line which starts from Ruapehu is north-

north-east, the Kaimanawas trend north-eastward, con-

sequently Ruapehu is only separated from the Kaimanawas

(5,226 feet) by a four-mile strip of barren pumice called the

desert of Rangipo, while opposite the lake the pumice strip

is 15 miles wide and continues north-eastward as the

Kaingaroa plain. The southward-flowing Rangitikei springs

from Kaimanawa slate and Rangipo pumice ; the Rangitaiki,

which flows north-east between the Kaingaroa plain and

Kaimanawa range, springs from Kaingaroa pumice and

Kaimanawa slate; and a stream of old lava, which trespassed

D 2
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over a pass in the Kaimanawa range, taints the source of the

eastward-flowing Mohaka.

On the north tlie lake has no margin other than the pla-

teau Willi its rifts and walls and terraces. North-north-east

of the lako there is a low watershed from which the Waiotapu
flows towards the lake, but before arriving at the lake it

meets and merges in the upper Waikalo, which issues from

the lake on the western edge of the Kaingaroa plain. After

the junction, the upper Waikato turns sharply to the left

through a volcanic rift, crosses a volcanic region amid
seething mud and boiling fountains, cuts the whole Patetere

plateau in two, descends i,ooo feet, and 14 miles above

Cambridge becomes the middle Waikato. From here to

Ngaruawahia it has swamps, pools, and IMaungatautari

mountain on its left, swamps and lowlands on its right, and
still further on its right more swamps and the Thames, which
'-, merely its right leg severed at the hip and lying where it

»vas severed. Kast of the Thames stands the tuff wall, 2,000

feet high, which continues the line of the Coromandel range

and forms one border of the Patetere plateau. The eastern

border of the plateau consists of the hot lakes and a narrow

strip of pumice and the like which is strewn on either side of

the volcanic line between the hot lakes and Lake Taupo. A
volcanic wall, called the Paeroa ridge, divides this strip from

Waiotapu river, and leads to Mt. Tarawera, whose eruption

wrecked Rotomahana in 1 886 ; wall, strip, and river are all

parallel, and streams flow into the hot lakes from wall, strip,

plateau, and subterranean boilers, and perhaps through sub-

terranean channels from lake Taupo, and find their way to

the north coast as rivers Maketu and Tarawera. A line

traced round the edge of the outermost hot lakes includes an
area of 240 square miles ; so that the hot lake group, the old

crater group of Auckland, and lake Taupo are equal to one
another in area and coincide.^

• Ante, pp. 31, 34.
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Most of the rivers of Noriliern Island are navigable.

Tourists descend the Whanganui 79 miles by canoe and then

f,7 by steamer. Alexandra, the head of the navigation of the

Waipa, is 122 miles from the mouth of the Waikalo, and in

winter traders paddle from Mangawhitikau, 30 miles further

up-stream. On the northern VVairoa steamers ply from 30
miles above Dargaville to ils mouth (70 miles), and thence to

Ilelensville on the south side of the Kaipara (25 miles), a

total distance of 95 miles. Steamers con^tantl^ ascend the

Thames from Thames to Te Aroha (34 nn: ;, the Mana-
waiu (25 miles), the Mo.'au (25 miles), the eastern Wairoa

(15 miles), the Patea and VVaitara.

The rivers of the central district of Northern Island rise

amid the coarse tussock grass and scanty manuka of the

pumice plain, or amid the sombre forests of the slate ranges

or on the tuff plain, much of which is ' covered with stunted

brown fern .... not a blade of grass, not a green tree nor

shrub .... nothing but brown fern',' and pass through

wooded limestone heights and across plains of mail and

clay, with rare strips of real grass and with every oppor-

tunity for pastoral and agricultural prosperity. The country

improves as they approach the sea. Ifwe apply ' the town test

'

which we have hitherto applied, we shall note Marton (1,101),

Mangaweka (956), and Hunterville (576) on the Rangitikei,

Whanganui (7,334) and Pipiriki (233) on the Whanganui,
then omitting Taranaki, the lower Waikato and other

districts which have been discussed --Hamilton (1,253),

Cambridge (989) and Te Kuiti (134) on the Waikato;

Tirau (70) on the Thames ; Tauranga (946) and Rotorua

(914) ' r the hot lakes, and Whakatane (239) on the

Rangitaiki. The hub of this wheel is Taupo, with a popula-

tion of 79 ! a clear proof that English civilization has not

been centripeta! like geography. Indeed, where geography

has been most centripetal, civilization has been most

' P. W. Ijarlow, Kaipara (18SS
, !>. 45.
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7'ht ilisli i

bittion of
linviis is

cenlrifugal, and the rule is almost invariable that the

population tliins away towards the centre, as wc sec in the

sequence of Tauranga, Rotorua and Taupo, of Marton,

Mangaweka and Hunterville. The extremities are most

alive, as though the vital principles were outside. As a

whole, the towns of this district compare for populousncss

with those ofTaranaki; but the two districts are unlike in

every other respect.

The hundred best towns which have 1 ;en enumerated, an(i

which are reduced in the following table to ninety by omitting

negligible quantities, exhibit six grades of populousncss

which symbolize six planes of prosperity—(a) One third of

the people dwell in ten sea capitals, of which two in each

island are big, and the remaining six are small ; {b) The

exclusive mineral districts of either islanil are exactly on

a par and form a t^econd class ; (r) The third class com-

prises the nine Canterbury towns in Middle Island and the

fifteen towns cast of the main range, of Foxton and of Opotiki

in Northern Island ; {(f) Geographically and historically

Taranaki is a thing apart; yet its five towns cor. ^are with

the ten residuary towns grouped round the volcanic centre of

Northern Island
; («) The twenty-one residuary towns of

Middle Island figure side by side with the twenty residuary

towns of Northern Island, the latter including items men-

tioned in {(i) and (/) ; (/) The ten towns on the unique

peninsula between North Cape and Taupiri gorge show the

poorest average and occupy a class by themselves. If the

scattered settlements by the fiords in the south-west of

Middle Island could be called towns they would form a

seventh and still joorer class. Excluding Maori these town-

dwellers only account for half the population, and we are

left to infer the distribution of the unknown half from the

known half for which it supplies the raison ditre. Care

has been taken to make the towns representative, and

important urban districts are reckoned as towns. The table
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illustrates llie analogies between the eastern halves, between

the mineral districts of both islands, and between the

north and south of Middle Island; it also illustra'.es the

different condi ns prevailing in the far north, far west and

centre of North Island, and the wide dispersion of the

population throughout both islands.

f 'rban Pctulation < x \oooi) of Xew /.ealand Totals
Averniit

Density
XIOOO.

arranged in 6 classes. X 1000.

iaV 4 capital* (i in each island)

'Jo 1'7-
S«

}^^t
i do. (4 in Middle Island) 6.6

5 mineral towns rM.I.) (north-west) II.4 i.jS

„ ^N.I.) (Thames) 114 3-38 1

9 Canterbury towns (M.I.) (east) 19 3-Il,&C.!

,cy 15 towns, Foxton to Opotiki (N.l.)

(east)

30. J 3-01

(<r,» 5 Taranaki towns (N.I.) (west)
4 ' « 4

\{d)* 10 ' remaining ' towns (N.I.) (centre" 145 «-4.^]

CO' J I 'remaining 'towns (M.I.) 'north

and south)

30-9

118
•99

(<v^ 20 towns (N.I.) comprising!/' and/ •95 %'
[(/) 10 jieninsnlar towns (N.I.) (north) 5 }

Total w bite pop. ^9° " 773 J
to'-''^ ^^ above - ,^90.

N.B.—(tf) to (/) items are given supra in the text but omit Campbell- \
i>wn, Mosgicl, Otaki, Te Kuiti, Tirau, Taupo. The bit,' capitals of \
M.I. include their ports. (<)' is partly mincr.al. \

Northern Island has been moulded by two artists of There ts

different schools, and its big rivers—Mohaka, Rangitikei, "^!^"f^Z
Whanganui, Mokau, Waikato, Rangitaiki, and the rest

—

graphical

represent their blended work. This dualism and strange \"f'"'."
'"

fusion, has also characterized the history, as though

the geography were only a metaphor or mirror of the

history of New Zealand. The English, as we have seen,

looked on the whole land as one, and covered its whole

length and breadth with a hundred towns. They treated it the English

as a continent, the most continuous part of which was
'"^^^'J^/'

Middle Island and the prolongation of Middle Island into

Northern Island. They cared little for the central volcanic

i
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and the

Maori
were aloUic

in

region of Northern Island and still less for Northern Penin-

sula—if we except Auckland. It was the continental part

of New Zealand, the part of New Zealand explained by the

southern backbone—which they wanted nost and the Maori
wanted least, and which they got so easily and cheaply.

To the Maori New Zealand was a chain of islets, or the

.. ».«.«
"^^' ^^^ things to islets, peninsulas and marsh-ridges.

instinct. Maori civilization was infected through and through by its

origin in atolls; and Maori were never happy unless they

had water or wet mud on two sides. Their favourite haunts
were lakes and small lake-like seas on which there were
many islets like Motiti, Mokoia, Motaremc (^.[aipara), Tipuna
(Bay of Islands); or else were peninsulas such as Maunganui
(Tauranga). They built Waiwiri Islet (Horowhenua)
artificially in a lake,* and they made Auckland an islet to

all intents and purposes, for they dragged their canoes across

its western and eastern ' portages ',* so that it proved an object

of desire and an Armageddon where they committed mutual
suicide, and so paved the way for their successors. To them
the hot lakes were a chain o.' lagoons like the lagoons of
an archipelago of simple volcanic atolls, and their only word
for river was the old word for lagoon-channel.' They spoke
of Lake Taupo as the sea, and Te Heu Heu built his

village on ' a peninsular projection ', others upon a narrow
sand spit separating a detached backwater from the main
lake^ Who but atoll-dwellers would have lived thus.?

Moreover, like all atoll-dwellers, they longed for multitudes

of islets and peninsulas ; therefore the east coast of North-
ern Peninsula, Hauraki Gulf, and the central lakes appealed
most strongly to their archipelagic instincts, for there life

was full and collision perpetual. When Cook described the

' Trcgcar, Maoii Race (1904), p. 303.
- Ante, p. 31.

!
= Awa - river. Wai-roa- long water, and sometimes = river.
Hochstetter, Ne\i) Zealand, Iransl. Sauter, p. 386.
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^..

west coast as uninhabited he was wrong, but not very wrong.

The purely continental part of New Zealand also had its

lakes, peninsulas, and islets, such as Napier, L. Wairarapa,

Kapiti, the islets in the Sounds, and the peninsulas of

Kaikoura, Banks, and Otago ; but they were far too far

from one another to attract the Maori. These lonely posts

were sold for 'a handful of silver'. When the Awa clan

got to Port Nicholson they felt isolated and defenceless,

and would have probably gone home but for the English

purchase. The Toa clan were only loath to sell the Mana-

watu district because they held Kapiti ; the Englishmen only

wanted to buy it because of its relation to the Tararua

range; and there there was a source of conflict. The

Sounds were the last and dearest of the purchases of

Middle Island. But for a few detached posts by peninsulas

and lakes, and but for the lure of Hokitikan greenstone,

Maori history in Middle Island and the south-east of Northern

Island—that is to say, in the area dominated by the great

range—was almost a blank. No wonder they sold all, or

nearly all, this area for a mess of pottage.

Taranaki seems to have attracted Maori and Englishmen

with equal force : the former because it was so insular, the

latter because it was so essentially a part of the mainland

;

and that was why it proved a Fource of strife.

In districts where the could not dwell on some rock

between water and water, the Maori dwelt on some ridge

between swamp and swamp. Captain Cook found on the

Thames an ' Indian town built upon a small bank of dry

sand, but entirely surrounded by deep mud'.' On the

Waikato and Waipa, Gorst noticed village after village on the

baiik between river and ' large swamps in a state of transition

from water to dry land '.* This picture recalls the Rewans

in Fiji, or (but for their piles) the Papuans on the Fly in

' First Voyage of Capt. Cook, ed. llawkesworth, ii. 35 i.

*
J. Gorst, Maori King, p. 21, &c.

ii
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New Guinea; and those who are fond of military history

will recollect Okaihau, Te Ngaere, Rangiriri, Orakau, and
Gate Pa ; while philanthropists will reflect how much more
fatal peace by the swamp has been than war on the wold.

Swamps which now bring consumption once brought power.

The King-state was nothing more or less than the swamp
state of the Middle Waikato basin. Even now, old fashioned

Maori hug the swamps, where swamp-hens, eels, flax,'

thatch,' taro, and kumara thrive. The Englishmen, noting

that the swamps were flat and had some coarse grass, wanted

to drain and reclaim them, and use them for agriculture and
pasture. • The Maori prefer to make a swamp than drain

one '.» Hence strife arose in the Waikato marshlands.

If driven from islets, peninsulas, and swamps, the Maori

fled to the mountains, where they often did without cultivated

food. As in Fiji and the Solomons, mountains and forests

sheltc/.d, not the hunters but the hunted. The hunters of

men stayed by mere, marsh, and shore. Rugged forests

and mountains had no more attraction for Maori than for

Englishmen.

It may be doubted whether the Maori thought of New
Zealand, except as ' a long white cloud ' of numerous islets,

peninsulas, and marsh-ridges, which were most numerous
somewhere north of the centre, and more numerous on the

east than on the west of Northern Island. There they spent

their crowded lives ; there they fought most ; and there their

fittest survived. The wild men of the mountain, who are

represented by the Uriwera of to-day, were least organized

and civilized. They have not been pursued into their rugged

fastnesses by Englishmen who were busy finding civilized

uses for plains and less intractable mountains elsewhere.

Perhaps, too, the land of the Uriwera was too far from any

' Phonnium tenax. » Raupo.
' iV. Z. lust., xxi. 338.
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harbour ; and harbours meant ports, and ports meant over-

sea markets, and the English colonizing instinct has alvnys

been commercial, although it has had other aspects.

In the above I have used the Official Handbooks of N. Z. by

Sir J. Vogel (1878, &cO and Sir J. Hector (1885, &c.): E. J. von

Dadelszen's annual Official Yearbook ofN. Z. ; R. A. Loughnan, Settlers

Handbook of N. Z. (190a); Colonial Museum and Geological Survey

Reports of Geological Explorations ; Y. W. Pennefather, Handbook of

New Zealand {iHg^) in Murray's series of travellers' handbooks ; Von

Haast, Geolo^ of Canterbury and Westland (1879), *c.

'I
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CHAPTER IV

Australia
is a con-

tiiunt like

Europe,

AUSTBAIiIAN OEOOBAPH7

Hitherto we have compared Australasian colonies to the

United Kingdom or to one of its parts. Thus Fiji equals

Wales, Middle Island (N.Z.) equals England and Wales,

British New Guinea equals England, Wales, and Ireland, or

three-fo'urths of the United Kingdom. These puny standards

must now be laid on one side, for Australia is built upon
a continental scale. It is 2,972,906 square miles in extent,

is to Europe as British New Guinea is to the United
Kingdom, and could contain 39 Great Britains, 99 Scotlands,

or 113 Tasmanias with ease.

andisiOH- Australia is as unlike its neighbours in quality as it is
trasted . ,v -r- i ^ . -

wi/A X. z. ^" quantity. From the pomt of view of students of botany
in Its flora and natural history the Asiatic world ends, and the Austra-
atu jauim,

j^^j^^^ ^^.^^jj begins at the Straits of Lombok, a little east

of Java. In this new world there are many regions, of

which New Zealand and Australia are most like them-
selves and most unlike one another. If a New Zealander
had come to Australia before the days of Cook, he would
have felt like the denizen of a strange planet. New Zealand
has no native mammals.' Australia abounds in the two
lowest sub-clas.is of the mammalian class—monotremes
such as ornithorynchus and echidna—and marsupials whose
name is legion. Marsupials and monotremes exist also in

New Guinea and a few neighbouring islands; two non-
Australian kinds of marsupials—coenolestes and opossums-
exist in America; otherwise all living mammals belong
neither to the monotrcmc nor to the marsupial but to the

eutherian sub-class. Rats, bats, dogs, and men are the only

' Unless a natise otter exists.
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<.

eutherian land mammals in Australia ; and their domicile of

origin was probably Asia. Again in New Zealand there are

no land snakes, in Australia there are sixty-five kinds, mostly

poisonous ; in New Zealand no plants are poisonous, if we

except 'tutu' seed, but Bailey and Gordon have drawn up

a list of eighty-five Australian plants 'reputed poisonous'

to stock ; and almost every explorer has in his hour of need

lost horses or camels from this cause. Again, Tennyson's

' Brook ' could have been written in New Zealand but not in

Australia for drought, unknown in New Zealand, is the par-

ticular curse of Australia, and running water rarely 'goes on

for ever '. Except on the coast and coastal ranges the rain-

fall rarely exceeds ten inches in the year. Nature provides

some compensation in the peculiar herbs and trees of

Australia. Everywhere throughout the interior 'salt bush'

prevails.' It is akin to our spinach, is rare outside Aus-

tralia, ha*- in Australia many kinds and many names, feeds

stock, especially sheep and camels, clothes vast loamy water-

less plains like Old Man Plain, south of the Rlurrumbidgee,

is sprinkled over the sand waves of all but the worst deserts,

and thrives where every grass withers except spinifex ;
'^ and

spinifex is as uneatable as ' the quills upon the fretful por-

cupine ' which it resembles. The Australian trees are either

like the pine-trees—world wide, or like the Casuarina,'

Australasian—or like Melaleuca,* Acacia, and Eucalyptus

(gum-tree) characteristically Australian; and those three

characteristically Australian orders are Protean in size, shape,

and form, are equally adapted to profit by prosperity and

resist adversity, and are wholly absent from New Zealand.

These characteristic trees cast but little shade and are ever-

green, if they can be called green, so that the poet who

ill

1!

%

' N. O. Chaenopodiaceae, gen. Atriple.x, Rhagodia, Salsola.
" Triodia irntatts is commonly called spinifex in Australia.
' Casuarina includes she-oaks, swamp-oaks, &c.
* Melaleuca includes the Australian tea-tree.

. IL
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wrote on; vtp iftvWmv y€V€rj, Toir/St Kai aySptjiv was not bom
in Australia. Gum-trees include more than i6o Australian

kinds, and are confined to Australasia. Sometimes they are

giants. In the south-east, near the sources of the Yarra

Yarra, they form forests of trees, one of which was said

by F. von MUller to attain 471 feet in height.* Along
a mountain strip, 350 miles long, between Perth and
Albany in the south-west of Australia, there are forests of

'jarrah'" varied in the Blackwood river district by a forest

of 'karri';' both jarrah and karri are gum-trees, the

former yielding the finest timber in the world, and the latter

rising to heights exceeding 400 feet, or more than twice

the height of the tallest kauri pine. Red gum, iron-bark,

box, blue gum, stringy bark, and white gum are gum-trees,

which are valuable for their timber, which are mostly of

medium size, and which often grow in open ground with

fine grass beneath—as in 'a nobleman's park'—to quote

the words of the first settlers. In Tasmania a loaded cart

went through country of this description from Launceston
to Hobart before a re ' '"as built ' without felling a single

tree'. Gum-trees also frequent the desert, where they

stand like mourners beside the bed of a river that is dead
and gone ; and the vast timberless levels and upland plains

of the Australian interior are often interrupted by dense

matted scrubs consisting of dwarf gums, called mallee, twelve

to fifteen feet high, grassless and waterless below, and with

leaves overhead. These too have their use, for five kinds

of mallee store water in their roots. • If the scrub does not

consist of 'mallee' it usually consists of 'tea-tree' or else

of certain kinds of Acacia— myall, mulga, boree, brigalow,

gidya, and the like. Acacia too pervades Australia. Some-

times 'it spreads out in many branches from the root

' £. marginata.* Eucalyptus amygdalina.
^ E. diversicolor.

• E. murotheca,pamculata,popHlifolia, incrassata, and oleosa.
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upwards, interlacing with its neighbours, forming an im-

pervious hedge'. It also provides wattle for hurdles and

(like mulga) drink for nan and food for stock, so that

' during the drought it saved the lives of thousands of cattle

which would otherwise have i)erished owing to the failure of

grass '.

'

i^

The economic history of New Zealand and Australia has attdinthe
j )

i

n

been almost the same, yet the developments of town life m <'»^'"^«

the two countries are as vividly contrasted as their fauna iVx /»/«&

and flora. Two Australian towns, Melbourne and Sydney, ^""* '"

contain more than the whole population of New Zealand;

and Australia, though twenty-eight times as large, is only

four times as populous as New Zealand. There were

3i77'i7J5 whites in Australia in 1901, more than one-fourth

of whom were cooped up in Sydney and Melbourne. This

disproportion between two towns and the whole country is

only equalled b^ Scotland, which is after all a manufacturing

country, and as we have seen not much larger than

Tasmania. There is no other modern parallel in white

men's countries. The figures of separate States tell a still

more striking story. In 1852 Lang denounced Sydney and

Melbourne as wens because they contained more than one-

fourth of the population of New South Wales and Victoria.

Nowadays in New South Wales, Victoria, and South Aus- ;'j

tralia more than one-third of the inhabitants dwell in the irl
j

capital ; in Queensland nearly one-fourth ; and in Western ' '
! ij

Australia nearly one-fifth. The latter is the proportion
'

which prevails between greater London and England.

The cause of this disproportion between country, where

the elastic is stretched to splitting point, and capital cities, ''f

!

where it is rolled up into the smallest ball, is partly historical
\

and partly geographical. All colonies are exporters before H
;|

being self-supporters; and colonization is in the first instance
j||j

an incident of external trade. Colonial and especially fj|j

» R. L. Jack, Handbook of Geology of Q., &c. (1S86), p. 7. [jfl

w
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Its history
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pastoral products demand the minimum of labour and the
maximum of space and capitals are looked on ',a centres
which collect these products and send them to market.
Sometimes the shape of the country or some military neces-
sity counteracts these influences. Thus New Zealand, which
is long and thin and has sulTered from war, is exceptionally
decentralized. Australia which has always been at peace,
which is broader than it is long, and has many barren in-

tervals, only exaggerates a universal colonial tendency in the
intense concentration of its distributors and in the vast spaces
over which its producers are scattered.

Australia, though so unlike its Australasian fellows, is

partly guarded like some Pacific island b;- a coral reef; has
one great range which like that of New Guinea or New
Zealand unites it with other islands ; and although destitute

of living or half-living volcanoes seems, in the remote past,

to have experienced basaltic flows and geysers of which the
Darling Downs and Mount Morgan are respectively types
and monuments.

Queensland is shadowed along its eastern shore from Cape
York to Sandy Cape (1,250 miles) by a half-sunken coral
reef which is 12 to 160 miles away hich is studded with
innumerable islets and is pierced »v wenty-two deep sea
passages. Not the islets on, but t? passages through this

barrier reef have played a part in history. Eleven passages
are north of Cooktown, three near Cooktown, one opposite
Port Douglas, two opposite Cairns, two a little south of
Cardwell and Dungeness, and Dungeness is a little more
than half way from its northern to its southern extremity.
In its southern or lesser half there are orly three
entrances which are broad because they have been scooped
out by three great rivers—the Burdekin, Fitzroy, and
Burnett. Townsville and Bowen share the first, Rock-
hampton and Gladstone the second, Bundaberg and Mary-
borough the third of these three entrances. South of Sandy
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Cape ihe Barrier Kccf, after a journey exceeding the whole

length of New Zealand or half the length of eastern Australia,

ceases, and the coast trends for the fir^t time to the west

instead of to the east or south. North of Sandy Cape every

port, except Mackay, Johnstone River, and St. Lawrence,

faces some breach in the coral wall. ' No breach, no port ',

is the rule ; but the converse does not hold, for half the

breaches are north of Cooktown where tl>*Te are only two

ports, Thursday Islam?, in Torres Straits, and Somerset

;

and other causes make the ports prosperous or the reverse.

Some of the ports are helped by their rivers: thus* Mary- {i by o- •

borough and Rockhampton arc situated more !ian half-way ',7/7' '/

up the navigable couf^e of the r respective nvers, Mary- indusirUi

borough 25 miles up u e Mary and Rockhamj iii 41 miles ',*
'//,^

up the litzroy. Bundaberg, C 'oktown, Johnstone River, /i;/-/j; /»rw.

ind Dungeness are also river-pots on a small scale; but
'''*"'^>

none of these ports depend on their river a?? London depend -

on the Thames or Calcutta depends on the Hugli. All at

helped also by local industries. Thus Charters Towers gold-

lields are within 80 miles of Townsville, and Moun' Morgan

within 30 miles of Rockhampton ; Mount Pe; • copper-fields

are within 70 miles of Bundabt-g; and the ' jrrum coal-

fields and Gympie gold-fields are resj ctiv'-ly wii' 1 20 and

60 miles of Maryborough; and boi Marybt !gh and

Bundaberg '•hine with 'he reflected glorj of risba Mary-

borough, Biidaber^ Mackay Dungene^ iort Douglas, and

Cairns are built of sugar; bu-- all e: cpt the srst three and

the last are fourth-rate towns. La^ :r ifTic, from uortli to

south, enriches Mac kay,vhich th lalf-way house between

Townsvillt and Rockhampton 1 i north of the Burdekin

the ports, isolated as they -'^e by mountains and forests, are

like a group of islands wtiirh oi iy ommunicate with one

another .iiong the smooth sju athway -• ithin the Barrier

i<tt{. Even a fine natur harboi • docs not necessarily brn.e; iS) and by

prosperity : thus Bowen and ""a vhich have the finest
'^' '"' '^

VOL. VI (2 5
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Miind the natural harbours nc .th of Rockhamplon, occupy the third and

^the'7ounf,y
^"^"""'h rank as towns. Both are cabined, cribbed, confined

behind the by the great range in their rear. The secret of the prosperity
raitf;^.

Qf Cairns and Cooktown is that they have penetraied the

great range with road and rail. Behind the range are gold-
fields on the Palmer and Hodgkinson, and fields of tin and
copper on the Tate and Walsh ; all these rivers unite to form
the Mitchell, and the Mitchell debouches on the western
coast of Cape York Peninsula by many channels and amid
swamps and mangroves which make a port impossible. In-

deed, Cape York Peninsula has no western port, therefore
the riches of the tableland all go to Caiins and Cooktown,
especially to Cairns. Cooktown also supplies a port to the

pearlers and beche de mer fishers of the coral sea and New
Guinea on its east, although in this respect Thursday Island
has to some extent supplanted it. Further south, Townsville
and Rockhampton have also reached beyond the range in

their rear; but the range is much further off, and the

prospect beyond it is far wider. Thus Cairns is about 30
miles from its watershed and the country beyond is under
300 miles wide ; but Rockhampton is nearly 300 miles from
i's watershed and the country beyond is over 2,000 miles
wide. The scale is different but the principle is the same

;

and the principle is that the sea passage makes the port exist,

and the country at its back makes it great ; for the port is

only the link between the vast expanse of inner Australia and
the distant English market.

The following list of ports from north to south will illus-

trate the point that those only who cross both barrier reef
and mountain bar achieve greatness in the northern half of
eastern Australia. Population is a symbol of greatness, and
numbers are figures of merit; but the numbers include
suburbs (if any) and exclude country folk, so that our
niaiiicmalical standards are far from precise, and full ports
seem fuller and empty ports seem emptier than they -eally
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are. The distances from Brisbane are only roughly measured

from jxjint to point.

1
rort. I'opuldtion. Diflail, c to /irisl'iiiu:

Somerset
Cooktown
( I'ort Douglas; . . .

Cairns

(Johnstone Kiver . .

Cardwell
(Dungeness) ....
Townsville ....
Bowen
Mackay
(St. Lawrence) . , .

Rockliampton . . .

Gladstone
Bundaberg ....
Maryborough , . .

64
1.936

(494)

.3-557

(353)
139

(5.3)

15,000

1.585

5.157
(206)

19,691
1,622

9,666
12,900

1,450 miles.

'.050 „

970 .,

900 ,,

S50
..

750 .-

620 „

4^0 „

320 „
2.'0 „
160 „

It is to this mountain barrier that we must now turn. Thcgrcai

As the reef ir front of its coast makes Queensland one 'um^es

and calls all its ports, except its capital, into being, so the
<'«^''^''«

range behind the coast unifies and vitalizes east rn Australia. ^"4' '"'

Its steep and rainy side is on its east side. It is impassable by ^«''««f

rivers and it is long and low. It is seldom less than 2,000 to Tiania.^'

3,000 feet, has few passes, and few heights. Mount Kosci-

usko (7,356 feet) near the source of the Murray is its highest

peak. In Victoria five peaks exceed 6,000, 18 exceed 5,000

feet ; in New England two are about 5,000 feet ; near Darling

Downs two are about 4,000 feet ; near Cairns two outliers

are 5,438 feet and 5,158 feet respectively; and north of

Cairns it sinks towards Cape York, but sinks to rise again.

The western islets of Torres Straits—including Thursday

Island, where fishers of every race and creed catch or cure

pearls, sea-slugs, and souls—arc detached continuations of

the same range, their feet being laved by waters 50 to 70
feet deep, and 80 miles across ; and the apex of the range

is Mabudauan Mill, 1 50 feet high, which is actually in New
Guinea. The barrier range throws a bridge of islets across

E 2

I
Hi

I

IF'!
' I

> I

u
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In Tas-
mania it is

doiil'lc ami
most of
Tasiiia-

iiiaii his-

tory took

place be-

tween the

two ranges;

the slrails and annexes New Guinea. So loo some islets

of the Barrier Reef as they pass north of the Australian

shores assert their kinship with other distant coral islands of

the Pacific by growing coco-nuts, coco-nuts being unknown
in Australia.

If we follow the range upon a map it looks like a picture

of the tree Ygdrasil; whose summit and root are hidden

in othe"- spheres ; for, as its summit is on the far side of

Torres Straits, even so its root crosses a strait, four times

as deep and not quite twice as wide as Torres Straits, unseen

save for d few rocky islets, and with its fibres envelops

Tasmania.

In the south-east of New South Wales a river called

Snowy River rises in an angle of the range. The sides of

the angle resemble a V turned upside down ; one side of the

V forms Manero Range, and points more or less towards

Cape Howe, and the other side forms Mount Kosciusko.

As we follow the latter south-west another jagged dented

V opens northwards, and in its opening the Murray and its

tributaries the Mitta Mitta and Ovens rise. Further west

less definite openings conceal the origins of the Goulburn

and Loddon which also flow into the Murray. The sides

of these V's, openings and dents are prolonged into ranges

which on the north separate tributary from tributary, and
on the south make for the coast between Cape Otway and

Cape Howe, avoidin , bays, but crowding towards Wilson's

jiromontory in such confused numbers that less than twenty

years ago a traveller noted a range 30 miles long and 3,000

feet high which was not marked on any map. These
southerly prolongations may he compared :o the fibres of

a root. The fibres dip beneath Bass's Strait, emerge as rocky

islets, and reappear in Tasmania. The extreme eastern

fibre starts from Cape Portland, twists down the coast at

a distance of from 5 to 25 miles, and ends in Pittwater

and in the ravines of Tasman Peninsula. The e.xtreme

11
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western fibre starts from Cape Grim and soon attains a

distance of 50 miles from its coast, which it retains more

or less until its finish in Mount Wellington (4,166 feet).

Both ranges frequently exceed 5,000 feet, and have their

steep side on their ?ea side. The east coast is dry, but

the west coast is as rainy as the west coast of New Zealand,

and contains forests of pine* and beech,* tangled under-

growths all its own,' and little grass. In 1876 the only

people who dwelt west of the western range were villagers

at the mouth of the Huon near Hobart, a few families at

Port Davey, and a few miners who had just come from

the north coast to Mount Bischoff grubbing for tin. The
thin east coast-strip possessed only a few scattered villagers,

some of whom had been there more than half a century.

Tasmania progressed only on the gradual sides of the two

ranges, and these gradual sides meet in the centre of the

island and form a greenstone plateau 2,000 to 3^000 feet

high, diversified by 'tiers' and terraces, by mountains 4,000

to 5,000 feet high, and by lochs more in number than all

the lochs '^f Australia. This plateau is the watershed from

which the principal Tasmanian rivers flow north and south,

and it is so limned that all its lochs except Lakes Arthur and

Woods belong to the southern river systerr., which consists

of the Derwent and its numerous afl3uenls, and of Coal

River, which has no affluents to speak of. The northern

river system includes more than twenty river-mouths, the

chief of which. Port Dalrymple, belongs to the Tamar and

its affluents. Tasmania ha3 two ranges and two climates on

its east and on its west, and two important river systems on

its north and on its south. Its history has also been dual

;

but the dualism of its history is due neither to the two

ranges, nor to the two climates, but to the two river systems.

' Alhrotaxis selaginoidt;, 8ic. ; Dtifrydiiim Fraiiklitiii. &c.
' Fagiis Cuuninghamii.
' Anodopetalum biglaudulomm ; liaiuia riibioides.

;[

'.1!
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Until the last thirty or forty years the history of Tasmania

was the history of the two river systems, dominated by tlij

Derwent and the Tamar, and might be described as the tale

of two rivers.

Hobart, the capital city (34,815), is a river as well as

an ocean port, and lies 12 miles up stream on the right

bank of the Derwent. Huon pines are cut, roots and fruits

are grown, and coal has recently been quarried 20 or 30

miles south-west of Hobart on the mouth of the Huon
which boasts of three towns, Franklin (765), Victoria (261),

and Lovett (230). East of Hobart, Richmond (395), Sorell

(245), and Colebrook (147) on Coal River serve it with

wheat and coal. Every other important town in the south,

whether agricultural like New Norfolk (1,151), or pastoral

like Hamilton (232), or both like Oatlands (616), is on the

Derwent or its affluents.

Launceston (21,153)—*" ocean and river port on the

Tamar, situated at a spot where its affluents flow in from

west, south, and east, and 40 miles from where Port Dal-

rymple, as its tubular mouth is called, sucks in the sea, and

1 20 miles from Hobart—is virtually the second capital. At

or close by Port Dalrymple are Beaconsfield (2,658), George-

town (274), and Lefroy (709), which began their career as

gold-towns less than thirty years ago. The two eastern

atHuents which join the Tamar at Launceston are the North

Esk and South Esk. The sources of the North Esk are near

those of the Ringarooma, which flows in an opposite direction

to that of the North Esk and reaches the sea a few miles

west of Cape Portland. The Ringarooma is flanked on the

north-west by a range which culminates in Mount Cameron,

and on the south-east by the east dividing range which is

here called Blue Tier. An offshoot of the Cameron Range
forms the watershed between the Ringarooma and North

Esk, and blends with the Blue Tier range in Mount Victoria

;

then the merged mountains split up once more into Tower
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Hill and Ben Lomond on the west, and Black Boy and

Mount Nicholas on the east, which are the chief sources

of the South Esk. More solid boons flow from the mountains

of North-east Tasm ia. On the northern slope of the

Cameron range a railway runs from Launceston to Scotts-

dale (636), whence coaches cross the range to Ringarooma

(230), Derby (587), Weldborough (283), Moorina (350),

Pioneer (150), and Gladstone (163), all of which collect

much tin and a little gold from Mounts Cameron and Blue

Tier. If we take the train from Launceston to Hobart,

change at Conara junction, and travel east to Fingal (372)
and St. Mary (281), we shall be within the shadow of Mount
Nicholas, where the best Tasmanian coal is mined, and

within easy reach of Matthina (Mount Blackboy) and

IMangana (Tower Hill) gold-mines. The tin mountains are

of granite, which has forced its way up through super-

incumbent masses of slate and the like ; the gold and coal

mountains are of greenstone overlying slate and overlain

by coal measures. All the gold of the east is quartz gold,

and the best gold is found where greenstone and slate are

nearest, just as the best tin is found where granite meets

slate. Greenstone has replaced slale or driven it under-

ground all the way from Mounts Victoria and Blackboy

in the north to Tasman Peninsula in the south ; and these {Colonel

are the very parts from w'uch the whites tried to drive tl
^unl'ettled

blacks down into Tasman Peninsula or back into the wik. 'istrict')

slate region in 1829. There was something geological

about Colonel Arthur's operation. The slate region of the

north-east is dotted with basalt plains which only began

to attract farmers a little before the advent of miners in the

seventies. Geology is no respecter of watersheds : thus tin,

gold, and coal trespass beyond the eastern crests, and coal

seams surround the central greenstone plateau like a girdle.'

' R. M. Johnston, Systematic Account of the Geology' of Ta':mania
(1888),

I t

^i

1 1
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AaJ been

isolattd

and the The sout'^-m and western affluents of the Tamar (or the

^wL'rethe
railway trains) take us to pastoral centres like Campbell-

F.ZJ.z. o. town (735) and Perth (442), to agricultural centres like

Longford (1,223) and Westbury (1,027), or to towns which,

like Deloraine (949), combine both characters; and these

towns, most of which are built on basalt plains, crouch

beneath the eastern or nortlvern escarpment of the central

plateau. Before the sixties Deloraine was ' the last town ere

we pass the Rubicon and enter the wilds of the north-west'.'

In 1 87 1 an agriculturists' railway was built from Launceston

to Deloraine, which turned these wilds into gardens. Latrobe

(1,360) is on the Mersey, which is 7 miles west of Deloraine

;

and the Mersey is the first of five rivers which have only been

important since 1871, and which run side by side, at 5 miles

interval, from the plateau or the west dividing range to the

northern sea. The Mersey, Forth, Leven, Blyth, and Emu
compose the Tasmanian Punjaub. In their upper reaches

are plains about 1,000 feet lower than the central plateau,

and known as Emu Plains, ^liddlesex Plains, and Surrey

and Hampshire Hills; at or near their mouths are Devonport

(3.515). Hamilton (160), Ulverstone (1,164), Penguin (540),

and Burnie (1,548). Burnie, Surrey, and Hampshire Hills

are basaltic, open and well grassed, and have been since i8.'»8

the scene of the pastoral operations of the Van Diemen'y

Land Company, but until recent times they were almost cut

off from the rest of Tasmania. Thus in 1854 Hampshire

Hills, where 'the Company have laid out a large sum of

money in farm-houses, gardens, and other improvements',

were reached by a rough forest track from Emu Bay on the

north, or by a rough inland track grandiloquently called ' the

midland road ' from Deloraine on the east ;
"^ and the Com-

pany traded more with Melbourne than with Launceston. It

!
5

' A Year in Tasmania (1854), p. 269.
' Ibid. pp. 283, 287. Comp. C. P. Sprent in Royai Geo^r. Soc. of

Aiislralasia, Melbourne, 1885, pp. 51 et seq.
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is only since the Sixties that the forests, which inten'ened

between the possessions of the Company and the Tamar
river system, have been cleared for agriculture, and that this

region has been an essential part of Tasmania. Moreover,

the railway now goes to Burnie, and the ridges which

fence river from river, yield coal at Devonport and other

minerals elsewhere. These ridges are only other fragmentary

fibres of the great root ; but their material varies ; thus the

ridge which borders Emu river is granite, and meets the

westernmost fibre, which is slaty, in Mount Bischoff, where

the richest Australasian tin mine was opened in 1873. After

meeting in Mount BischofF, the two fibres part once more,

and further south, amid hills and valleys of slate and the like,

granitic fibres reappear in Mount Heemskirk, where there

is tin, in Mounts Zeehan and Dundas, with their fiimous

mines of silver-lead, and in Mount Lyell, whose copper

mine is the richest in Australasia and also yields gold and

silver. This district, whose mineral history began in 1873,

has proved so rich that a railway has been pushed from

Burnie beyond the Surrey Hills to Mount Bischoff (350),

Dundas (1,500), Zeehan (5,014), and the new port on

Macquarie Harbour named Strahan (1,504), and from Strahan

and Pillinger (637), which is also on Macquarie Harbour, to

Queenstown (5,050) and Gormanslon (1,760), near Mount
Lyell. I'he reopening of Macquarie Harbour is a matter

only of the last ten years and is solely due to mineral enter-

prise, which in this case began just beyond the point reached

by the old Land Company in the first half of last century.

Except in this new mineral district and at Corinna (120)—

a

mineral town on the Pieman—the whole district between the

western dividing range and the sea is still but little more than

a howling wilderness. Two small detached posts of the old

Land Company, and one or two other pastoral settlements,

between Burnie and Cape Grim, have recently been connected

with Burnie by a fair road.
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Tasmania
is decen-

tralized

like N.Z.

Tasmania is almost as decentralized as New Zealand. It

has two capitals ; New Zealand, which is five times as populous
and rich, has ten. Tasmania has one purely mineral district

;

New Zealand, which is more than twice as rich in minerals,

has two. Excluding capitals, there are sixteen Tasmanian
towns whose inhabitants exceed 500. All of these towns
owe something to their mines. Almost these very words
have been written of Otago and Southland.* Our list of

Tasmanian towns, which is fairly complete, accounts for

55 per cent, of the population ; our New Zealand list yields

almost the same ratio. The average density of the ten New
Zealand and two Tasmanian capitals is almost the same

;

pure mining towns of both states are on an average of the

same size.'

2 capitals (N. and S.) .

7 mining towns (W'NW.)
11 towns (NNW. and C.)
12 towns (NE. and E.)

9 towns (S.) ....

But analogies of this kind should not be pressed too far.

The size of a town is sometimes a matter of opinion, and
opinions differ in different States. These figures are only

offered as rough and ready bases for comparison and as

something less than mathematical exactitudes, though more
than figures of rhetoric.

.. It is time to leave towns and return to the mountains.

"a\s!iv.. Somewhere near the border of New South Wales and
Q.aiidV., Victoria an inverted V was mentioned, oi ^f whose sides

contained Mount Kosciusko, where the Victor;. , branch-range

atarts, and the other was the Manero Range, from which the

easternmost rootlets which cross to Tasmania depend. This

was less than truth, for Manero Range serves also as the

The range

• Ante, p. a8. " Ante, p. 39.
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west side of a second V-shaped valley, whose east side is the

starting-point of the trunk which ends in New Guinea.
Manero Range connects Victoria, as well as Tasmania, with

eastern Australia. It unites but does not divide States, for

the border between New South Wales and Victoria is a punly
arbitrary line drawn from Cape Howe to the source of the

Murray. Early settlers on Manero Plains, which are enclosed

between the lines of the second V, used Twofold Bay as their

port ; and as there is no natural frontier which would include

both Manero Plains and Twofold Bay in one State it was
decided to fix the frontier by compass. The district south of

the Plains is poor judged by New South Wales' standards

;

its chief towns are Bega (1,898), Bombala (986), Eden (370),
or Twofold Bay, and when the new Australian capital is

built, Dalgetty; but interest begins at the base of the

trunk.

If, changing our metaphor, we could imagine the range ami its

travelling from its base by Manero Range to its goal in the '""""f
"

far north, its journey through New South Wales would fall
'^^' "^'^'^

into four stages : the first leads beyond Lake George to near

Goulburn (120 miles), and the second to Liverpool Range
(210 miles), the third is Liverjiool Range (90 miles), the

fourth includes New England Range and ends in Darling

Downs (210 miles).

During the earlier stages the range moves due north ; and throti,^h

tiie beginning of the first and end of the second stage are^")^-"/
, .

° to uoul-
almost on the same meridian. The coast meanwhile has /-««/,

been moving eastward, and was once 30 miles, then, near

Goulburn, 60 miles, and is now 160 miles away. Shortly

after the start, part of the range—loath, as it were, to lose

sight of the sea—secedes from the great range, tries to run
parallel with the coast, and for a time succeeds.' Where it

secedes, the Shoalhaven rises, then runs by its western side

for 80 miles, then turns sharp to the east, rends it in twain,

' Currockbilly and C'anibewarra Range.

! i

1
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to Liver-
pool Kange,

and seeks the sea near Nowra (2,813) and Berry (1,990).

The best-known town in the Shoalhaven district is Braidwood

(ijSSO'^^'l'ose ports are Ulladnlla (1,765) and Moruya( 1,099),

as well as those at the mouth of the Shoalhaven. The rebel

range, after l)eing cut in pieces by its liquid companion, puts

itself together again—not without help from the west, and

begins a new life, north of the Shoalhaven—as the lUawarra

Range; between which and the sea are CeiiLral lUawarra

(4,675), Geringong (1,051), Kiama (1,769), Shellharbor

(1,944), Wollongong (3,545), and Illawarra North (3,190)

;

for here towns are many and large, and we are already in

' the garden of Sydney '. Some 30 miles south of Sydn( y
the Illawarra Range gets too near the sea. which destroys il

as the river destroyed its predecessor.

While the rebel range has been curving eastward, the

legitimate range has been keeping steadily to the north,

flanked on the west by the IMurrumbidgee, which having

risen in the second V runs nort'i to Yass (2,221) and then

turns westward by Gundagai (1,488)—the head of its

navigation—to Wagga Wagga (5,108). Cooma (1,938) is

the chief town of Manero Plains, and a railway runs thence

by Queanbeyan (1,219) to Goulburn (10,613), which is east

of the range, abreast of Yass, and within the immediate

influence of Sydney.

Near Goulburn the main range wavers in its purpose and

turns a little seaward. As it turns, its original direction is

prolonged by a runner which divides the Lachlan from the

Macquarie.' The Maf^quarie, rising as it does in the acute

angle formed by rum .r and range, is compelled to travel

north. After a while the main range changes its mind and

holds on its former course in spite of its increasing distance

from the sea. Again it repents and strays seaward (here the

Cudgegong rises) : again it stiffens itself and returns to its old

ways, detaching Hunter Range, which continues seaward,

' Macquarie Range.
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and at labl it? penitent pilgrimage—of yo miles -straight w/w^-

towards the sea begins. This humiliating stage is called
'j^l'^J^'

Liverjool Range. As the mountain mass solemnly wheels "
'

round towards the east, two impenitents break off from it at

a tangent towards the north,' flanked on their east by the

Conadilly and I'eel, which run north for the same reason

that the Macquarie ran north. Because the independent

mountains are true to their goal, the rivers are false to theirs

;

and when the mountains pay the inevitable price of their

independence and lose themselves in the plains, the rivers

regain their lost direction, merge in one another, and with

mutually augmented force sweep round to the west, and
become the river Darling.

When the main range finds itself almost as near the sea as and alon-

it was at Goulburn, it makes two half-turns to the north, and ^'''«; //"A-

at each half-turn two scions, Royal Mount and Hastings to A/<u-

Range, desert it and continue seaward—Manning and^ff.?'"',,

Hastmgs rivers running by their sides—but faint and fail

half-way. At the second half-turn an overzealous follower

turns too far and wanders off north-west into space.'

Between it and its leader the ' iwydir springs into life, runs

north-west, and it, like its fellows, is transformed into the

Darling. Hunter River—the only long straight river of the

east coast of Australia •'—waters the oblong valley shut in by
the Hunter, • main ', Liverpool, and Royal Mount ranges.

Liverpool Plains lie about the Conadilly, but Liverpool Plains

District includes the Peel and other affluents of the Namoi.
The New England District begins with the Gwydir and
overlaps the east side of the main range, which now resumes
its northward course, assumes a new name, and is christened

New England ; but repeats its old error, starling 70
miles, and after 200 miles' journey ending 100 miles from

' Wamimbungle and Peel ranges.
' Nandewar Range.
* I include its principal western aflluent, the Goulburn.

H

! I,
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Ihe sea, (."oii!>ck'nce-&lri».k«u il mal«cs Iwo half-lurns to the

cast, and on each occasion an unconscienlioLS disciple

refuses to follow his master, and hurries northward to his

doom. When 70 miles or so from the sea it makes a whole

turn to the north, whertnu one over-conscientious disciple

defies it, and for the fir^t lime in all tins journey of 600 miles

runs boldly and with head erect the very coast.' Where

the conscientious master anil ur ' jicntious disciples parted

company the Dumaresq ant' v. line rise, and they too

start north under aliases wher .nean some day to throw-

off their disguise and proclair .emselves the Darling. The

over-conscientious defuiu disciple is the RIacpherson Range,

which meets the S'-a at Point Danger and is part of the

frontier between Queensland and New South Wales, and

would form an ideal frontier if New South Wale^ ant"

Queensland were merely coastal states ; but in Australia the

coastal range has always been regarded as a bridge, not as a

partition wall, between east and west. The upland valley of

the Condamine is the original Darling Downs; but the

upland \ alley of the Dumaresq is included in the expression

Darling Downs District. New England District belongs to

New South Wales ; Darling Downs District to Queensland.

and After passing I^Iacphcrson Range the main range doe>

TlValr^o what it has never done before, and steers west of north

;

Aanj,'e,
"

while the coast does what it has never done before, moving

due north to Sandy Cape and then, as we have seen, north-

westward. Opposite Sandy Cape the main range is already

300 miles away, and it is the coast which tries to correct the

interval. Formerly the mountains conformed to the coast as

it wandered east ; now the coast conforms to the mountains as

they wander west, but with indifferent success. Wh >n the

mountains are 4^0 miles as the crow flies north-west cf

Macpherson Range, the sea is still 330 miles away. Mean-

while dissident after dissident leaves the mountain's right side

' Macpheison Range.
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and hiru^gles iluv iiorlli ; I si there is Coo^ai Range, vliitli

M the nurlh and west fence, even as Alacpiu rsou K.inge is

the south ence of the BrisbaiK ind Mar) rivi r systems.

Next comes Dawes's Rangr, between which and Cooyar Range

is ll - Burnett river system, i'liese river sy^'.ems are i ot

wholly distinct from oiie another, for the Mary is a mere

appendix to ;he Brisbane, .md the Lower Burnett is to-ordl-

nate with the Mary. Sirnilail) iho iwo pen i Maryborough and

Bundaberg are subordii ,ue to Brisbane ( t9,428), which is the

paramount port of these ' ree di-h ids. After Dawej's Range

comes Drummond Range, and these two ranges enclose the

Fitzroy, of which Rockhan>p!on is th oiuy port. The

Fitzroy is fed fron , - uth, wc-; , and north- v. est, by the Dawson,

Comet, Nogoa, anl I-aai ; W' c'l are ] utiiioned off from

one another by Expedition Ivange, Bucklandr tableland, and

I'eak Downs in their upper caches, and of which all, except

til. Daws«on, are in their luwi reache-^ fused in 'le Mackenzie.

Gladstone is 10 Rockhampton a- Maryborough is to Brisbane.

Between Macpherson Range ami the poii.i 450 miles to the

north-wes^c to which we have tome, the mountains never

stretch one single semblance of an arm to the west. Briareus

used to be atnbidexter but is now right-armed. At the 4,*cl')

mile something more like a tumour than an arm bulges out lu

the west and forms with the main range not a V but un

inverted V. Warrego Range, as this excrescence is called,

might plead as an apology for its originality that it is an

acciiiental prolongation of Drummond Range, which at this

point seems to pass through the main range. Whether this

is so or not Warrego Range is the north boundary of the

Darling river system, but not, as Mitchell thought, the

southern boundary of the Carpentaria river system, and h
the end of the first stage of oui imaginary joi ""ney along the

1,'reai dividing range of Quoeru^aiui.

The second stage of iho journey ends 300 miles further / sdwyn
hirby

• Kangc,north. Thi mountain ridge i.s lower—about 1,500 feet
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J. «i._and more level. At ihc coimiKntemcnl of this stage

the Bclyando rises in a seciuestered nook between the

Drummond and main range, and joins the Burdekin in the

north. If we add to these 300 miles, 200 miles borrowed

from the third stage we have here the west wall of the

Burdekin river system, of which Townsville is one of three

possible ports. At the end of the second stage a second

inverted V occurs on the west—as abruptly and inexcusably

as ^^ancro Range. It is the parting of the ways. Here a

branch called Selwyn Range, Kirby Range, Barklay tableland,

and the hkc— 1,500 to 1,000 feet j. ///.—diverges to the west,

crosses Northern Territory (S.A.) about 200 miles from the

sea, forms Denison Plains south of Kimberley District (W.A.),

links these districts to northern ()ueensland, and then dies

a natural but unknown death. North of it is a network

of rivers, which flow into the Gulf of Carpentaria and 'he

Indian Ocean. Between the Carpentarian Pacific and

Warrego watersheds the Barcoo, Thomson, Diamantina,

and Georgina rise and flow south-westward towards a goal

which they are not destined to attain. The nearest Pacific

port to the north wall of the Barcoo river system is Towns-

ville; i\z nearest Pacific port to its south wall is Rock-

hampton ; the ports on the Gulf of Carpentaria mav be

disregarded for reasons which have already been discussed ;

ilierefore Townsvillc and Kockliampton are its only possible

ports.

Meanwhile the character of the country west of the great

ran-c has changed. Between IManero Range and Darling

Downs successive tablelands are wedged in between the

successive V-shaped ranges which have been described and

slowly sloi)e to the west as the dissenting range sinks and is

absorbed. These tablelands are of the same stuff as the main

ran-e—are as old as Wales-and teem with mineral weallli.

From Darling Downs to the point we have now reached there

arc no V's, no old rocks, nor metals on the west of the
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range ; but all the country undulates. The best country is open

and grassy, with soil of shale and sandstone ; and the worst

country is scrubby or stony, and the stone is desert sand-

stone. Both formations are coeval with our chalk, and

constitute the Queensland Downs ; and layers of the same

material—thin as paper—are spread over the dead levels

further south and constitute the western plain of New South

Wales. Occasionally limestone varies the eternal monotony

of sandstone.

The third stage, which takes us almost to Port Douglas—just to Port

north of Cairns— is 300 miles long, and for the first 80 miles ^^"'S''^^'

it goes north instead of north-west ; then there is a fork, the

western prong of which points north and is called Gregory

Range ; but the eastern prong, which travels east of north-

like the main range of New South Wales—represents the

real range. After this split the '.vest flank is once more

divided into tableland and plain—the former when at its

best is gold country, and the latter when at its worst is

mangrove swamp. At the end of this stage the range is

close to the east coast and not far from the west coast, for we
have now arrived at Cape York Peninsula.

In the fourth or final stage, ihe eastern and western coasis and Cafc

opposite Cooktown are the skirts of the range which holds
^'"''^'*

its way midway between coast and coast. Soon the coast-

lines converge towards the true north ; then the mountain

bows its head, its sides shrink and shrivel, desert sandstone

chills and chokes it first on its left side, then on its brow,

then on both its sides ; its lamp of life grows dim, flickers,

and goes out. The life-history of the range might be written

thus : it tried to serve two masters, its own northing instinct

and the example of its attendant coast ; when these opposite

inclinations were at last reconciled, the coasts were already

two, they and the mountains became one, and both dwindled

and died.

South of the Buirier Reef, the only capitals are first-rale

Vol.. VI (2) F
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.sy,{iify harbours, and the only first-rate harbours are capitals. The

a-as./iosoi capitals also proved first-rate points from which to assail the

-/crU' interior ; but the selectors knew nothing of this, looked only

out to sea, and turned a blind eye inland. Port Jackson, in

which Sydney {4^7,932) lies, was discovered by Captain

Phillip almost without search. On his arrival in Botany Bay

with his odd freight he disliked 'he place, went for two or

three days' cruise to find a better, and hit on Sydney and

Port Jackson. Had they been a few miles further off they

would never have been discovered until too late. When he

saw the deep winding entrance sheltered by sandstone rock>,

and the calm, many-dented inland sea within, and the site ot

Sydney nestling in one of the deepest and smoothest nooks

—like some Holy of Holies—he thought he saw the finest

harbour in the world, and his instinct was prophetic. That

was why he settled in Sydney, Yet Sydney has other unique

natural advantages of which no naval captain dreamed.

/.«/ ,/s
'1 he main range is of the usual slaty type, diversified wiili

v„/iu' is granitic outbursts, basaltic overflows, and all sorts of primary

iocVun!" rocks. Its left and right arms belong to the same class, bui

dustria, on the coastal side early secondary stones clothe the V)aro

'anJrh'o-i, slate ; and the ' Hawkesbury sandstone ', which monopolizes

the coastal district between the Shoalhaven and Hunter, forms

clothing of this kind. The eariy colonists bemoaned this

invariable sandstone until they found that it concealed a rich

store of coal. At present coal is worked underneath a

suburb of Sydney at a depth of 3,000 feet, on the south of

Sydney at lllawarra, in the west on the mountain crest at

Katoomba (2,270), Lithgow (5,268), and Wallerawang (500),

and above all in the north in Hunter Valley at NewcastK"

(54.992). As in our Black Country, iron sometimes accom-

panies coal, Newcastle exports not only its coal but its

agricultural products, like an ind-pcndcnt port. Sandstone

is not propitious for agriculture but basalt has fertilized

lllawarra ; and Hawkesbury floo('i have made Penrith ( J,543 '
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Richmond (1,202), and Windsor (2,039); and ils affluents

have made Campbelltown (2,15a), Camden (1,719), Moss-
vale (1,385), and Picton (1,053) i the Hunter and its affluents

have madeMaitland(io,o73), Singleton(2,87 j),Muswelibrook

(1,710), Scone <i,i45), and Morpeth (1,288); and lesser

rivers have made Paramatta (12,561), and Liverpool (3,901)

agricultural centres. Richmond and the last three towns arc

the heads of navigation of their respective rivers. Sydne}'

has proved the centre of a charmed semicircle, destitute of

gold but rich in coal and every form of rural wealth, although

it was chosen for a totally different reason ; and Sydne)- is

much more than that.

Three railroads radiate from Sydney: one to the south-

west by Goulburn and Yass to Murrumburrah (1,44s), near

Young (2,755), and thence by Cootamundra (2,424), and

Junee (2,190), to VVagga Wagga on the Murrumbidgee, and

to Albury (5,821) and Corowa (2,000), which are heads of

navigation of the Murray ; a second leads west by Wallera-

wang to Bathurst (9,223), Blayney (1,529) Orange (6,331),

and Wellington (2,980) ; of which Orange is on the Lachlan

and leads to Forbes (4,314). Parkes (3,180), and Condobolin

(1,091), which are also on the Lachlan ; and Wellington is on

the Macquarie, and leads forward to Dubbo (3,412) and

Warren (1,175) on the same river, and to Nyngan (1,155) on

the Bogan,or backward to Gulgong (1,579), Mudgee (2,789),

and Cudgegong (2,985) on an affluent of the Macquarie.

But we must not attend to these backward ways at present.

A third railroad leads by Newcastle to Murrurundi (1,235)

and Quirindi (1,676) on Liverpool J'lains, whence the traveller

may descend the Namoi to Gunnedah (1,911), and Narrabri

(2,286)—60 miles from Morec (2,339) on the Gwydir, and

«o miles from Walgctt (750), which, though only a pastoral

town, is in flood-time the head of navigation of the Darling

;

or he may cross to Tamworth (5,802) on the Peel, and the

New Kngland towns of Armidale (4,249), near Hillgrove

F 2
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(2,274), of Glen Innes (2,918), near Inverell (3,293), and

Tingha (1,200), of Tenterfield (2,604), and Kmmavillc

(1,000). The last five towns are tin towns, and the rest, or

almost all the rest of the towns upon the summit or upon

the western slope of the great range which have been named,

are or have been gold towns. Outside the first semicircle

there is a second semicircle which reaches to Tenterfield,

Walgett, Nyngan, Condobolin, Wagga Wagga, Albury, and

Cooma, and between the two semicircles the tableland is,

or has been, strewn with gold, although gold was not first

in time, and is not first in rank, among the riches of the

tableland. Let us pause now for a few moments at the seven

towns which dot the outer rim of the second semicircle.

In most countries railroads are artificial roads which cut

knots instead of untying them. That is not the case in New

South Wales. These three railway lines were the very three

lines by which Hume went to Lake George, Wenlworth and

Oxlev to Bathurst, and Bell to Newcastle, in the last days of

the first epoch. The routes became roads, and in the next

epoch, from Lake George Currie went to Cooma, and Hume

and Mitchell to Wagga Wagga and Albury ; from Bathurst

Oxley went to Condobolin, and Sturt and Mitchell to Nyngan

and Walgett, and from Newcastle Cunningham went to

Tamworth and Tenterfield, and Mitchell to Narrabri, as

though they were the ghosts of the niainroads and railroads

that were to be. Speaking broadly, there are only three

ways of escape for foot, horse or train from the valleys of

Hawkesbury sandstone, and Sydney is the junction where

these three ways unite.

v.<!iiJi arc And there are no natural and only ways from any port in

farahart
Australia whicli lead so inevitably and so simply to points so

iiiiii I'fyoiiit '

:(•///, // are far apart. The postal distances from Sydney to the seven

towns on the circumference of which Sydney is the hub vary

from 260 to 480 miles. It .1 bird flew from Sydney round

this rins and back again its aerial flight would accomplish
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1,300 miles. Nor are any of these seven towns termini

except Cooma ; Albury is the two-thirds'-way house to

Melbourne; Wagga Wagga, Condobolin, Nyngan, and

Walgeit, are on the verge of the illimitable Western Plain,

and Tenterfield is the gateway to Queensland. The long

lines from Sydney to these extreme points are only avenues

through which more distant vistas are discerned.

We will pursue the last thread first. At Glen Innes we ,1; mrik'

enter tin country, south of which melals, other than gold, are '''« ''"•

rarely found upon the tableland. On going north along the gr ''less

coast from the Hunter, we pass the Manning, the Hastings, 'If'ohed

with Port Macquarie (1,171), the Macleay, with Kempsey ;v'.6\/r.

(2,399), ^^'J Gladstone (1,171), the Nambucca, and the '"•A'-
'^^

Bellingen, with Fernmount (1,220), all of which rivers flow ,fisi,'i,/,

from west to east and are short and hard to cross. We are

now abreast of tin land and find for the first time a river

which is antler-shaped. Every big coastal river-valley

between this point and Cardwell, some 900 miles north, has

the same shape. The river-mouth is where tiie deer's mouth

would be, and the antlers, spread lar and wide, are many
branched, and sometimes a secondary river-valley takes

shelter beneaih one of the outstretched antlers. In this case

ihe primary river is the Clarence, with Grafton (5,148),

L'lmarra (1,722), and Maclean (1,350), and the secondary

river, which is overshadowed by the northern antler of its

primary, is the Richmond, with Lismore (4.397), Casino

(1,949), 3"<^' Ballina (1,819). The Clarence District ushers

in a new kind of tree— the Moreton Bay Pine—as Ur. Lang
noted long ago,' a new industr\—sugar—and a new kind of

coal drawn from strata a little later than those which bear

coal near Sydney. The ' Dorrigo ' Valley on the southern

antler is volcanic, and began to attract agriculturists in 1 905.

By nature tiie whole district is far from road or rail, and is

semi-detached; but Lismore is now and Graff^n will soon

' AiiU, part i. p. 179.

t

:|!
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l)e, in defiance of nature, connected by rail with Tweed River

and Tweed River with Brisbane.

and the Q. When we pass further north we are in a country whiui

ilistn-ts of segnis wholly detached from Sydney, but the senu-detachcfi

Dmumand and wholly-detached districts are strangely alike. The table-

HHsl-ane ; j^j^^j jg g^jij ^j^ \^.^^ . (he coast grows sugar, and has Clarence

or, as it is now called, Burrurn, and Ipswich coal. Indeed,

Ipswich coal overlaps the range and encroaches on the

Darling Downs. On the coant the Mary is to the Brisbane

as the Richmond is to the Clarence. Here too we find the

first easy route over the range since leaving Newcastle, and

the best natural port since leaving Sydney. Accordingly it is

here that a new capital is fixed.

Brisbane (119,428) is situated 25 miles up-stream on the

deep tortuous river Brisbane, which debouches into a large

land-locked bay called Moreton Bay ; and 24 miles further up

the same river' is Ipswich (15,246), the coal town, which is

to Brisbane what Newcastle is to Sydney. In Brisbane two

railways meet, the first leading by one of several possible

ways past Gympie (14,4.11), the gold town, Maryborough,

l{undaberg, and Gladstone to Rockhampton, and the other

by Ipswich over one of two possible passes to Toowoomba

(14,600) and Drayton (1,000) on Darling Downs. There it

meets the railway from New England, which has in the

meantime touched at Stanthorpe (7.35), the tin town, Warwick

(4,225), and AUora (1,086), and now continues along the

west crest of the watershed to Dalby (1,416), Roma (z,.^;!),

Mitchell (376) on the Maranoa, Charleville (1,419) on the

Up|)erand CunnamuUa (991) on the Lower Warrego. The

Maranoa and Warrego lead into the Darling from the north ;

and on the Darling, 1 50 miles from CunnamuUa, the western

railways of New South Wales end. Charleville and Cunna-

muUa are not only in touch with New South Wales, but with

the only western tributaries of the Darling, the Paroo—on

' But called here the Hremer.
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which are Wanaaring(i2o) (N.S.W.), Hungerford (107), and

Eulo(i9i)—and ihe Bulloo, with Adavale (293)andThargo-

mindah (316), an opal town, as its capitals. The Paroo and

BuUoo are called tributaries of the Darling, but their tribute

has never yet reached their liege lord. It is always spilt on

the way.

Looked at from the \mni of view of Sydney, Brisbane

fulfils two functions. First, it is a side door through which

the down lands on the northern affluents of the Darling send

part of their goods to market. The Darling as a whole

is the sphere of New South Wales, and Sydney is its only

key. Brisbane supplements Sydney in some of tiiese remoter

down lands by providing an alternative by-ix)rt. Secondly,

as sole indisputable sovereign of the coastal districts through

which the Brisbane, Mary, and Burnett How, Brisbane inter-

\enes between the sphere with which Sydney has everything

lo do, and that with which Sydney has nothing to do.

The northern sphere to which the influence of Sydney u-hi,h hwi

does not extend begins at Rockhampton. Its coastal sphere
'^^'i'jfjj

is cut off from New South Wales by the exclusive sphere distrhn,

of Brisbane, and its western railway penetrates a new river ^^j'^^'^^^'^^

*

system. On the west of Rockhampton is Mount Morgan

(8,486), rich in gold and copper, and a T-shapcd railroad

to Emerald (1,015) >" il>e middle, lo Springsure (443) on

the south, and to Clermont (1,95^) on Peak Downs on the

north. Hitherto the railroad is in its own river-valley, of

whose antlers the T is a rude drawing. It now leaves the

Fitzroy for the Belyando, which belongs to the Burdekin,

and between the Fitzroy and Burdekin there is this aflinity.

There are coal-seams on Peak Downs, and on the Dawson

and Mackenzie close by the railroad, which are the same as

those on the Burdekin, and correspond not to the Clarence,

Burrum and Ipswich but to the Sydney coal-seams. When

the railroad leaves the Belyando it crosses the great range

.'•00 miles due west of its starting-point to Alice and
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andTewns. Barcaldine (1,476) near the sources of the Barcoo, and

«!•*>/«/' Longreach (1,690) on the Thomson, 150 miles below its

capitals of source. Townsville, too, is the starting-point of a railway

titstrict which Strikes west—passes two gold towns, Charters Towers

(20,976) and Ravenswood (2,508 circa)—hm the main

range at the critical spot where Landsborough hit it, and

where it splits in two. Near this spot is Hughenden

(i,65(/), the railway junction for Richmond on the Flinders,

and Winton (1,030) on the Diamantina. Hughenden is

80 miles from Richmond, which is 120 miles from Winton,

which is 100 miles from Lor.greach, which is 80 miles from

Uarcaldini and in this district space is plentiful and men

are scarce, so that 100 miles count for as little as 10 miles,

and ten men for as many as 100 men elsewhere. The

railroads of I'ownsville and Rockhampton almost meet

where the Barcoo, Thomson, and Diamantina start south-

westward, the Flinders northward, and the affluents of the

IJurdekin eastward. The triple watershed is flattened out,

and the inverted V 10 which we have referred ap|)eals more

to the eye of reason than to the tye of sense. Imagination

is required to appreciate its crucial importance.

West and south-west of Richmond, Winton, Longreach,

and Barcaldine, 'runs' are sometimes 3,000 square miles,

distances are telescopic and towns microscopir. Descending

the Barcoo for ^oo odd miles we pass Isi^-ford (.]",o), Win-

dorah (99), leaving Blackall (750), Tambo (500), and the

immeasurable parvitudes of Kronianga and other opal towns

on our left. Ascending the Thomson 300 odd miles from

Cooper's Creek, where it joins the Barcoo, we pass Jundah

(123), Arriiulah ^^13-,), Ilfracombe (249), Hcarburry— where

there is a store and inn—Muttaburra (3r).V). and Aramac

{361). Scarburry is maikcd on maps whose scale is 200

miles to the inch, without disi)lacing larger towns. The 400-

mile course of the Diamantina is still more lonely; and

400 miles west of Hughenden, Camooweal (120) stands in
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solitary state at the head of the Georgina, Boulia (loi) in its

middle, and Bird3ville(52) near its foot, where it ineffectually

tries to join the Diamantina. There, four rivers—Barcoo,

Thomson, Diamantina, and Georgina—converge ironically

towards the illimitable inane : the further they go the weaker

they grow ; and when at its weakest each divides its force

by muliiplying its channels, so that when the channels meet,

it is sometimes imj)Ossible to say which belongs to which

river. These rivers are mostly dry but occasionally form

an indistinguishable flood.

On the Carpentaria side the rivers gain volume as they and of the

approach the sea ; and there arc two inferior ports—Burke- S/lfo'*?
town (310) on the Albert, and Normanton (838) on (h^tri.iof

Norman—some 30 or 50 miles up their respective rivers; ^cm^nisatid
two gold towns, Cloncurry (239), 200 miles or so from Cookto^i-n

IJurketown or Hughenden, and Croydon (2,984) near ^or- j^-„f'^,^,:

manton ; and there are many large cattle runs where the blacks Z"/^;

are still a danger. This district is still only half attached to

the Townsville-Rockhampton district. Herberton (2,806), the

tin town, Chillagoe (723), the copper town, and the gold towns
of Maytown (698), Palmer (741), and Coen (199), are wholly

attached to a separate district dominated by Cooklown and
Cairns. Georgetown (422), and some minor towns on the

Gilbert and Ktheridge gold-fields owe divit^.' 1 allcyiance to

Townsville, Normanton, and Cairns.
[

In following the northern clue wc have insensibly wandered (») ^'^\'^'

throughout the length and breadth of Queensland, and must nZ",^^'"^'
now retrace our steps to New South \\;^'s. on whose outer

verge we left other clues dangling in mic;-air at Corowa,
\N'agga Vi'agga. Condub; lin, Nyngan, and W'algetl. Queens-
land is twice the size of New South Wales, which is only
as large as three Great Lritains, one Ireland, and a bit.

Vet small though New South Wales is we li ive hitherto only

describeil its lesser or eastern half; its western half com-
lirises the Western Plain, On the eastern half, which is
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land,

151,000 square miles, 1,26 -,,000 people dwell. On ihe

western half, which is 160,000 square miles, 90,000 people—

or one-fifteenth of the people—dwell. The estern half is

large, lonely, level, dry, and bare.

In a sense wo have a foretaste of the Western I'lain east

of Walgelt, where the Gwydir and Namoi tear themselves into

ribb.^nds when alK)ut 10 join the Darling—afier the fashion

of the Bartoo; for theie there are five counties in which

each iierson lias two square miles to himself. Again there

is this esseniial distinciion l)et\vcen tableland and plain.

The former is a raised causeway or gallery along which

men, beasts, and things must travel if they go from Manero

Range to C'ooktown—descending if they wish on the closed

coastal compartments on the right, or on the indivisible

ilown lantls and plains ui)oa their left. On the plains there

is no one roadway, for everything is arid and even, and

roads lie everywhere or nowhere. But this essential distinc-

tion is blurred upon some of the slopes between tableland

and plain. One instance will illustrate what is meant.

Cooiamundra is a junction from which a railroad starts

arbitrarily to the watershed between the Murrumbidgee and

Lachlan at Temora (1,60.^), and Wyalong (5,2.'>o arr./) on

the western sloi>e. In 1893 Wyalong was mallee scrub,

but gold was found underneath the earth, and water more

precious than gold; so the railway went there as straight

as any West Plain railway, and men took the place of

underwood. But the route to Wyalong is a mere by-route,

and there are other by-routes on the mountain slopes which

are quite as accidental and capricious as the route to

Wyalong ; and these by-routes are of no importance at all,

except when they are turned into cross routes, and supersede

the natural cross routes of early history—such as the Cook-

bundoon and Pandora Passes. We have neither space nor

inclination to discuss cross roulp? ; 11 is enough for us that

all the natural main routes upon i - tableland maintain their

-'%
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supreme significance, and that on the plain—and only on the and north

plain—all routes, both great and small are alike. Kven this "1,^'^""

rule is not quite true unless we define the plain more

narrowly than we l^ave hitherto defmed it. The Murray and

the Murrumbidgee which flows into the Murray, flow all the

year round, form natural highways, and introduce a different

type of country. With them convention associates the

Lachlan, which, like tho Darling and all its tributaries, is

apt to run dry, and when a|>proaching its principal fritters

away its feeble resources with the same fatal indecision as

that which afflicts the (Iwydir, Namoi, MaC(iuarie, and the

rest. 'I'he country between the Murray, Murrumbidgee, and

their weak-kneed companion the Lachlan is called Kiverin \

;

is as big as Tasmania ; has agriculture and in its sbuthern

part vines and timber ; and is usually excepted, as we shall

henceforth except it, from inclusion in the Western Plain.

On the Western Plain, in the narrower and more usual sense,

there are no perpetual rivers, no timber-trade nor agricul-

ture, as in Riverina. It can be entered and ciossed anywhere,

but if it is entered by rail it is entered at Nyngan.

At Nyngan two railroads start north-west and we«t ;<.,<'. //;/

straight as a die, for there are no obstacles in their way, the {^'"' "."

one to Bourke, with a branch to Brewarrina, and the other to Ihtrlim:,

a cul-de-sac in Cobar. If the reader will run his eye

down the Darling from Waigett he will only detect six towns

of imjKjrtance: Brewarrina (683), Bourke (2,669), Wilcannia

(935) towards which tlie railroad to Cobar i)oinls, Menindie

(200 <•<;.), Pooncarie (70), and Wentworth (642). These towns

>'o for west New South Wales what Winton, Longreach,

Richmond, and Hughenden do for the western district of

central Queensland. They are almost as populous, and

some of them are almost on the same meridian as their

northern antitypes. Further, Bourke is only 1 50 miles from

Cunnamulla where the Brisbane-Charleviile railway stops;

^o that from Wentworth to Hughenden there is a connected

1

I
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chain of small and scattered inland emporia i,ooo miles in

length.

and Cobar, The Other line goes direct to Cobar (.3,370' ^^'^*'=*^ '^*

sembles Wyalong in its situation and industry, but its mines

are chiefly copper, not gold. Next to Mount Lyell (T.),

Cobar contains the richest Australasian copper-mines. The

copper is concealed beneath low, almost imperceptible, slaty

ridges, which run north and south from Cobar and Mount

Boppy, through Gilgunnia and Nymagee (1,500 ca.)\.Q Mount

Hope (600 ca) and Euabalong, 120 miles away. All these

towns seem to climb down one and the same line of longitude.

The nearest river to Cobar is the Bogan, eighty miles away ;

and as the slates are too near the surface of the soil to admit

of artesian water, the people live on stored rain-water and

ihe like.

audlh-oken On the Other side of the Darling, which is about 140 miles

west of Cobar, the plain slowly rises ; and about 1 40 miles

west of the Darling other slate rocks—a few hundred feet

above the plain—cHmb up and enwreath another line of longi-

tude ; the southernmost belonging to the Barrier Range and

the northernmost to the Grey Range. These ranges oound

the uasin of the Darling on the west and South Australia on

the east. The Grey Range is continued north and joins the

Wanego Range ; to the south the Barrier Range sinks into

the plain or the plain rises into the range, for high ground

can easily be traced from the Barrier Range to INIount Lofty

Range, and forms the source of affluents which make for the

Lower Murray. The Grey Range contains decadent gold

mines in :\lilparinka district (700 ca^ at Mount Browne and

at Tibooburra (300 r^.). The Barrier Range contains the

greatest of all Australasian sMver-lead mines at Broken

Hill (27,502), and Silverton (290). The Barrier Range

District, though situated in New South Wales, deals almost

exclusively with Adelaide, to which it is three times as near

as it is to Sydney, and with which it is connected by rail.
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Omitting mining districts—as well as Riverina

77

arc siane.

s/ia/low,

-from the andpliucs

Western Plain, the latter contains 25,000 persons, or one
'"'*^''' '"^"

person to every 5^ square miles. In the Queensland districts

watered by the Barcoo and its partners there are 15,000

persons to 195,000 square miles, or 13 square miles per

person. These figures give some faint conception of the

solitudes which may be felt in the vast sheep lands of Queens-

land and New South Wales. They are the necessary com-

plement to the crowded hives at Sydney and at its assistant

capitals ; for here most of the wool is grown, which makes

those ports big and busy. Not that men might not grow

here too. Broken Hill is the largest non-capital town after

Newcastle which we have hitherto encountered : and its

inhabitants exceed in number all the pastoral inhabitants of

the whole of the Western Plain.

The Western Plain has three kinds of soil, light sandv red th<^ ^oil

soil ; black clay ; and an alternation of sand hill and claypan.

The first arises from the decay of sandstone charged with

iron, and mixed with shale : the second is silt, often basaltic

silt, borne by water from the tableland and spread far and

wide by flood; for even the Darling from time to time

emulates the Nile. 'In 1864', wrote Mr. Parsons, 'the

valley of the Darling for over 500 miles in length was an

inland freshwater lake varying from ten to twenty miles in

breadth.' ' In normal times salt-bush—and sometimes after

rain, grass—clothes both these kinds of soil ; but in the worst

times, to use Sturt's expression, the vegetable kingdom

seems annihilated and the earth is hard, naked, and cracked.

The third kind of soil exists in the north-west of New South

Wales— is due to wind -and is almost worthless ; yet even

here ' the fall of an inch of rain will convert a desert into

a flower garden.' *

Besides being occasional spendthrifts, the western rivers

' IC.t. Morris, PiitHrcs;ur Australasia (1889), iii. 50S.
'

J. D. Jacrjuet, lUokcii I[ill Lode, p. 34.

W
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and the

rivers not

•to be relied

on;

(,V) a>id

A'ivcrina

-which is

halfat-
tached to

Melbourne,

are chronic misers, and hoard their riches in what seem

underground cellars of sandstone. But the seeming cellars

are really tunnels half full of rain-water which has poured in

upon the pervious sandstones crowning the west crest of the

great range and now underlying its lower slopes. A stored

wealth of water is already there when the rivers contribute

their quota : and it ib not only there but it is already moving

westward on a bottom of slate and granite, or dashing against

in -isible breakwaters of slate and granite like those which

peer above the plain at Wyalong, Cobar, and the Barrier

and Grey ra.iges. Where current meets current or some

other obstacle there is friction, heat, and a desire to rise, to

which the Artesian bore ministers. Subterranean geography

is not an exact science, and we can only note that hidden

rivers are running hard between Winton on the Diamantina

and somewhere near Balranald on the Murrumbidgee ; be-

tween Dolgelly near Moree and eh*; Grey and Barrier

ranges. But their courses are mysterious. At Dolgelly and

Winton they are over 4,000 feet deep and they are nearly

always below sea-level ; sometimes they gather in caves fifty

feet high, and sometimes they are diffused throughout the

pores of porous stones. It is always certain that the miserly

river loses what it secretes; but it is never certain that

human art will bring back the buried treasure into general

circulation.

We have now arrived at Riverina, the Australasian Meso-

potamia, or land of the three rivers. 'West of Condobolin,

towns are on the same scale as pastoral towns on the

Western Plain, for, as we said, the Lachlan belongs by

convention rather than by nature to Riverina. On the

Murrumbidgee, the train from Cootamundra leads to Nar-

randera (2,235) ^"d Hay (3,014) ; and Hay is a centre from

which coaches go west to Balranald (741) on the Mur-

rumbidgee, north to the Lachlan, and south to the Murray

over plains of salt-bush where made roads are superfluous.
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A resident at Hay writes that he had lived there five years

and never seen grass. At a place called Tocumval, part

of the Murray loses its way and joins the only northern

tributary of the Murray ; and this tributary joins the Murray

160 miles further west. The strayed follower, and the

servant which leads it home again, boasts of four towns

—

Jerilderie (744). Finley (750), Deniliquin (2,645), anfl

Moulamein (131). Deniliquin deals entirely, and the others

deal partly, with Melbourne, which is twice as near as Sydney.

The Murray towns are twin towns, one of the twins being

Victorian and the other belonging to New South Wales. As
we drift down stream we pass Corowa (2,000) (N.S.W.), and

Wahgunyah (400) (V.); then Mulwalla (500) (N.S.W.), and
Yarrawonga (1,500) (V.); then Tocumval (400) (N.S.W.)

and Cobram (2,000) (V.); then Moama (928) (N.S.W.) and

Echuca (3,970) (V.) As we go west Victorian ascendancy

grows stronger; and the last towns, Koondrook (750) (V.)

and Swan Hill (950) (V.), have no New South Wales

equivalents. West of Riverina proper is ]\IiIdura(3,30o)(V.)

the irrigation colony on the Murray near Wentworth. Each
of these seven Victorian towns is connected with Melbourne

by railway ; none of these four New South Wales towns are

connected with Sydney by railway ; consequently Melbourne

is the predominant partner in the sphere subject to dual

economic control. The reasons for some of these railroads

are apparent. Melbourne is the first great natural port which /,«/ Mel.

exists south of Sydney, and does for the remote southern f'O"'"* "
... r XT <-. 1 ITT , , », .

mii(k more
districts of New South \\ ales what Brisbane does for its than the

remote northern districts. It plays the part of by-port and^^'T'^/

assistant capital. Its first task was to connect itself with its or by-

principal by road and rail. The great road and railway from 'jf/^C'ff.*-^

Melbourne follows the track discovered by Hume (1824)

and perfected by Bonney (1837); and crosses the Murray
and its southern affluents—the Goulburn, Ovens, and Kiewa,

and their affluents—at Hume's or Bonney's crossings. The

N.S.W,

wkm
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porl south

of Sydney,

route to Albury is ,.mply and solely the shortest cut to Sydney

and cuts against the grain. From this great route—now

a railroad—one small branch, to Wahgunyah, follows a deep

lead of gold ; another, to Yarrawonga, is a natural highway
;

and a third, to Cobram, follows the Goulburn so long as the

Goulburn goes straight. Thus far the problem is simnle.

But the next three railways hail from Bendigo, following the

valleys of the Campaspe and Loddon more or less, and the

Mildura branch is one of many branches from Ballaarat ; as

though Ballaarat and Bendigo were centres. Granted that

filial necessities created the line to Albury, and economic

demands developed its three small branches, it is clear that

we have in Bendigo and Ballaarat proofs that equally powerful

forces were pulling Victorians away from Sydney towards

other points of the compass. Riverina was not the only

attraction ; and no explanation is possible unless we regard

Melbourne not as a sub-centre but as the centre of an

independent State, which had its own work to do and its

own wav to go ; and Ballaarat and Bendigo as signs and

partners of its peculiar destiny.

Victoria (87,884 sq. miles) Is a shade smaller than Great

Melbourne, in the narrowest sense of the word, is

situated a few miles up the Yarra Yarra, a river which is to

the Brisbane as the Seine is to the London Thames. Vessels

drawing 22 feet can now steam up to Melbourne. Formerly

this was only possible for vessels drawing 9 feet. The

ports for larger vessels are on the sea at Williamstown on the

west and Port Melbourne on the east of the mouth of the

Yarra Yarra. Williamstown is 9, Port Melbourne 2^ miles from

their acropolis, for at the present day both these ports are as

much a part of Melbourne, in its wider sense, ?.s Blackwall

and Deptford are of London. Greater Melbourne (49.3,956)

consists of three ports blended in'.o one and the two seaports

lie in the northernmost fold of Port Phillip, which is called

Hobson's Bay. Between Cape Howe, where New South
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Wales ends, and Port Phillip there are only three harbours

which look inviting, first, there is a chain of freshwater

lagoons formed by rivers—Tambo, Mitchell and Latrobe;

but the channel between lagoons and sea was until a year

or two ago narrow, choked with sand, and impracticable. A
second refuge for mariners was provided by Corner Inlet,

which cuts into Wilson's Promontory where most of the

mountains mass together before they cross Bass's Strait to

Tasmania. Until a year or two ago these ports were useless

because they led nowhilher. Western Port, which is the

third port, is shallow, sandy, and treacherous, a mere parody

of Port Phillip, which, now that it is buoyed, is second only

to Port Jackson as a statio Ititissima naulis.

Melbourne is the nearest seaside place to Riverina (N.S.W.) and also

and is about half-way between Cape Howe which is the
/l^ria^into'

eastern, and long. 141° which is the western, boundary oi tn'o equal

Victoria. The meridian of Melbourne also divides Victoria
"^^^''^»

into a wilder and a gentler half. The wilder half is on the

east and the gentler half is O" '^^e west. Rugged mountain

limbs, hirsute with gigantic trees ad riven by steep clefts, make

Gippsland—as the country south of the Victorian main range

and east of the sources of the Latrobe is called—inaccessible.

A watershed barely 500 feet high leads from this region west-

ward into the lowlands which surround Western Port with

poor sandstone, forbidding swamp, and some scrub. These

lowlands are on their north divided from the upper Yarra Varra

by the Dandenong Ridge, which carries a whifF of Gippsland

to within sight of Melbourne. West of ]NL Ibourne a com-

plete change occurs and there are open undulating plains of

rich basalt which continue south of the range to the western

boundary of the State with few interruptions, except at Cape

Otway. The mountains and their northern rivers ako

assume a new character. At Blount Kosciusko, just beyond

the eastern boundar}' of Victoria, they have attained their

climax. The Victorian coda begins fortissimo. On the

VOL. VI (2) G
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north of ihe range the Miita Mitta and Kiewa retain the

nature of mountain torrents almost until they join the Murray

at Albury. Further west the Ovens is turbid and flanked by

mountains on the east. Still further west the King is clearer

and its valleys larger. The Kiewa, Ovens, King, and Goulburn

rise close to one another ; but, except near its sources, the

Goulburn threads wide plains on its way to Kchuca, which is

due north of Melbourne. The mountains display a similar

diminuendo, and after the sources of the Goulburn are past

their summits rarely exceed 3,000 feet ; spurs and gorges are

absent ; and the Campaspe, which flows to Echuca, the

Loddon, which flows to Swan Hill, and the Avoca and

Wimmera, which flow into nowhere, rise amid tame surround-

ings, and meander over valleys which become more and more

indistinguishable from plams the further west and north they

go. Indeed in one place west of the Loddon a thing called

Avon-Richardson— like some fluid Melchiscdek—flows from

nowhere into nowhere. A hundred miles from the western

border of the State the mountains arc once more neatly 4,000

feet, are abrupt, and are called * the Grampians '. From the

Grampians afllue-^fs of the Wimmera trie"- north—the

Glenelg starts west ,nd turns south, and th( 'annon goes

straight south. The long career of the great range has

suddenly stopped. The end of the Victorian finale has been

reached. The Grampians are its last loud emphatic note.

attdis tiie Melbourne concentrates and commands Victoria by means
startUi:^r

^p p^^,g ^^^j j^^jj^ j.Q^jg which are also railroads. Put Port
*i0ipit of fl'VC

'},mat -Jays, Phillip in the hollow of your left hand ! The five roads are

like five fingers, all of which, except the little finger, touch

the extremities of the State. Subsequent addition and

multiplication has complicated but not obscured this essw.Uial

fact.

ojtheea^t- The first road leads east by Drouin (700) and Warragul

r--n 7£V7y,
(i_634), which are in Gippsland, to Moc (500) and Morwcll

(800), which is north of and near the coal towns of Narra-
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can (200) and Mirboo (700); to Traralgon (1,485), which is

south of and near the gold town of Walhalla (2,804), and to

Sale (3,463) and Uairnsdalc (3,. 00) on the lagoons. Along
this route Strzclecki strupfj^Ied at the rate of two or three

miles a day for twcnly-six days in 1840, Shortly afterwards

Scotchmen settled on the lagoons, and Strzelecki's route was
a matter of vital interest to them. It was their link with life,

and was also a natural way, lying as it doc; on a low strip

of land beneath which the mountains di|) on their way to

Wilson's Promontory. So it became first a road, then a

railway. Neither road nor rail were made for the sake of

gold, nor were they made for the sake of co.il, which is not

so good here as it is further south.

During the earlier part of its course another more recent rail- (W//<7*

way supplements the first railway, and acts like shadow towards " '"^

substai:ce, but turns south by Koowcerup swamp, which is ly^'anoiher

now drained, passes a few small villages by Western Port,

reaches Korumburra (4,000), Jumbunna (1,000), and Outtrim

(3,000), which is the only good coa! district in \' .gloria, and
goes by Foster (450), where there has been gold, to Alberton

(500) and Port Albert (230), on Corner Inlet. This i»ew

railway may be described as carboniferous in its orijrin as well

as effect, Victorian coal having begun to be impori u sliort!'

after its completion (1893-4).

But to return to the first r-.ilway—with which the new
upstart must not be confused—east of Bairnsdale, where it

ends, Cunningham (700), where there is an artificial navigable

exit from the lagoons, Bruthen (400), Buchan (250), and
Oibost (500) count as large towns. Here and in Wonnan-
gatta county, which sits astride of the great range, we are in

lonely forests and ravines, and each men has a square mile

to himself. On or just north of the watershed Omeo (900),
at the head of the JNIitta Mitta, where IMacmillan and Strzelecki

crossed, and Matlock (450), which stands 4,561 feet s.vi. at

the head of the Goulburn, possess romantic rather than

more
southerly

way
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practical interest. The great natural eastern way stops aoo

miles from Melbourne, at the lagoons ; beyond and above it

there is some gold and much beauty ; below there is much

coal of the Ipswich variety, and some beauty ; all along it

are cattle and crops ; but these are effects only : its one cause

was the yearning of Melbourne towards her absent child.

Cfihcxvay The second way is the great way to Albury and so to

to Alhury,
c^yjjn y. Its Victorian section points north-north-oast ; is 187

^^'^^'
miles long; and its ramn dtlre is the yearning of the child

towards its mother. In order to respond to the promptings

of human nature it runs counter to nature in another sense,

and crosses instead of following streams. It passes Kilmore

(1,922), Seymour (2,440), Avenel (450), Kuroa (1,250),

Benalla (3,000), Wangar?*ta (2,621), Chiliern (1,700), and

Wodonga (862), carefully avoiding mines and minerals except

at Chiltern. There are four small branch ways : one up

the Goulburn to Yea (600) and Alexandra (600)—old

second-rate gold towns; a second down the Goulburn by

Mooroopna (1,246), Numurka (1,011), to Shepparton

(3,200), and so to Cobram (2,000) on the Murray— all of

them non-mineral towns ; a third along a natural highway

to Yarrawonga on the Murray, \ here therj are vines not

mines ; and a fourth up the Ovens to Bright (900), Yackan-

dandah (800), and Beechworth (3,000), and northward near

Chiltern and Indigo (1,500) to Kutherglen (1,748), and

Wahgunyah (400), on the IMurray. Here at last we have

genuine gold [country. Mines account for one branch and

part of another, but have nothing to do with the trunk

road-and-raihvay from Mell urne to Albury.

Of the -vay Thirdly, a main road-and-railway goes north by Woodend

/"^'i^''""."
(1,000) to Kyneton (3,371) on the Campaspe. There the

road forks, and either follows the Campaspe to Rochester

(1,150) and Echuca (3,970)—the principal port on the

Murray—or else crosses by Malmesbury (i ?2i) to the

Loddon, which it follows to its mouth at Swan Hill (915);

7<ia lUmi
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Echuca and Swan Hill l)eing 167 miles and 2\i .ijil'?»

respectively from Mcllwurnc. Not so the railwi^ vvliiil'

Roes on Trom Malmcsbury to Forest Creek (1,2 ?9), C\'.8t'

mainc (,').703), and Maldon (a,8co), and then to Hendigo

(J0i774) »d Kagleliawk (8,367). It avoids the valleys

and pur es the ridge, because ever since Kyneton it lias

been 01 !ie trail of gold and has foUou-od the line, not of

least resistance, but of most attra ; Kyneton, Malmcs-

bury, Forest Creek, Castlemainc -^
. Maldon are of the

usual size of purely mineral towns, for instance, in New
Zealand and Tasmania. Eaglehawk equals Mount Morgan,

and Bendigo exceeds Broken Hill in size and far exceeds

it in civic dignity. Broken Hill is merely mineral; but

Bendigo is th^ first great inland town which we have

encountered in Australasia ; and these towns—one? a mere

string of miners' camps 54 miles long—exhibit the varied

life and influence rt old towns. The string pointed due

north, and due north the railroad goes, then it splits into

three yarns. One descends the Campaspe and joins the

id and goes • Echuca; gold lures a second to Rn' vood

(461), whence jonlinucs thiough Kerang on the Loddon,

cither t( Koouarook on the Murray, or by the side of the

old ro,,.l to Swan Hill on the Murray; and a third is

drawn . •Mrds gold-fields at Inglewood (1,320), Korong

(300), anu Wedderburn (1,400), and wanders vaguely on to

Charlton (1,195) on 'he Avoca, to Wycheproof (600),

Sealake (150), and Ultima. The Lower Loddon ar '

Avoca are already in the plain; and the citizens of the plain

are busily engaged in biingin^- water from afar and trans-

forming mallee into wheat- fields. It is slow work, and the

continuations of railroads which assist in it are always con-

tinued in our next.

The fourth road had two starting-points. In th^ gtcioIq 0/ ilu way
past— ..lat is to say fifty or sixty years ago—a road wcni'" j^'''^'"'"

from Geelong (23,338), an excellent port in the south-west vkttonvia
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of Port Phillip, to what is now Ballaarat (43.823) and its

satellites Sebastopol (2,969) and Buninjong (1,292). It

was then a branch road, for the chief road, half as long

again, went thither from Melbourne direct. From Ballaarat

this one road with two beginnings went along the north edge

of the main range, then along the Wimmera to Gienorchy

(219) and Horsham (2,724), and the Wimmera at these

latitudes is as arid as the Loddon at the latitudes which we

have just left. Then gold was found at Ballaarat, Creswick-

and-AIlendale (4,660), Clunes (2,426), Talbot-and-Amherst

(1,405), Maryborough (5,622), Carisbrook (1,236), Majorca

(719), Dunolly (1,384), and still further north. Immediately,

railroads sprang into existence, not from Melbourne direct,

but from ^Melbourne to Geelong, and Geelong to Ballaarat.

Thenceforth the madding crowd used Geelong as the only

starting-point for lii^ way to the north-west. Beyond

Ballaarat the magnetism of gold drew the iron way to the

right of the old roadway through the long series of gold

towns which have been named ; and this line has also been

growing year by year, and now passes through St. Arnaud

(3,656), last of the mineral towns, to Donald (1,000), Bir-

chip (600), and Mildura (3,300) on the ]\Iurray, 370 miles

away. Next, west-north-west of Ballaarat the gold of Beau-

fort (1,100), Ararat (3,580), and Stawell (5,318) conjured a

second branch railway into being, which goes from Ballaarat

along the left of the old road and of the range, and rejoins

the old road when the mineral sphere has ended at Gien-

orchy and Horsham. This railway has now been prolonged

by Dimboola (600), IMurtoa (720), and Nhill (1,300), to

Serviceton (156) on the border 286 miles away, and so to

Adelaide, and sends out branches to Warracknabeal (2,500)

and Hopetoun (400), to Natimuk (400) and Goroke (250),

and to Jeparit (24S) and Rainbow on salt-lake Hindmarsh.

In these parts of the country very few miles intervene

between the mountains and the plains where miners are
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not, but only Fausts who plough sands, and missionaries of

this world who baptize the soil with dammed water and con-

vert scrubdom. But to return to the ganglion from which

these fibres branch, Ballaarat is secondary starting-point for

the west-north-west, as Bendigo is for the north-north-west.

But Ballaarat is greater than Bendigo ; it is larger in its

numbers, fuller in its life, and has left its jeumsse done

further behind it. It is the most conspicuous example in

Australasia of an inland semi-capital like Birmingham,

Johannesburg, and Leipzig. Some fifteen years ago a rail-

road was built direct to Ballaarat from ^lelbourne, and

thenceforth Gcelong ceased to be its chief port, and Mel-

bourne once more became the key to the west-north-west.

Geelong had always been the place from or through which and of the

lay the way to the west, although even hero accident once "!"-''
f" ,

11 r^, I orIland
introduced a rival route and then restored the old route. The andllamil-

western way is unlike the three northern ways. Those ways '""' '^'

led to three or more fields of the cloth of gold. The cloth

has long since been removed and the cream skimmed ; but

reefs are still worked at Bendigo—some 3,900 feet below

the earth—at Ballaarat, Beechworth, Stawell, and Ararat

;

and deep leads at Rulherglcn, Raywood, Creswick, and

Maryborough. There are not and never were any golden

apples to be picked up by those who raced westward.

A homing instinct created the north-eastern way; gold was

the loadstone of the other northern ways ; but the way to

the west, like the way to the east, was built in order to keep

the detached ports, Portland (2,185), Belfast (1,990), and

Warrnambool (6,404), in touch with the capital. It will be

remembered that the north-western roads from Melbourne

and Geelong—after Ballaarat—avoided the south side of

the range. The country south of the range is watered by

the Hopkins and its affluents, which rise near Ballaarat and

Ararat and flow into the sea at Warrnambool, and by the

Glenelg and the affluents of the Glenelg, to whose mouth

f
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Portland is the nearest port. Between Warrnambool and

Tort Phillip there are no ports, and on land the district

round Cape Otway is woody and hilly and of little use.

The district north of Cape Otway District is open, undula-

ting, and diversified with dead, isolated craters, filled with

wood or water. Its largest sheet of water is called Lake

Corangamite, is salt, and is probably of v ':anic origin.

E.xcept for the closed crater-cones— which like those

around Auckland are usually 500-600 feet above the sur-

rounding land—its plains slope gradually from Ballaaral,

Beaufort, and Ararat, which are respectively 1,437, 1,272, and

1,028 feet above sea- level—to the south and to the west.

The old roadway went either to the south or to the north

of Lake Corangamite, the former by Colac (2,817), Camper-

down (2,000), Terang (1,800), to the three ports and their

satelliio, AUansford (900) and Koroit (1,684); and the

latter by Penshurst (750) and other forgotten villages to

Hamilton (4,024), the inland metropolis of the pastoral and

agricultural districts out west. The former road is now a

railway. The latter road has for long been overshadowed

by the west-north-western railway, which, unlike the west-

north-western roadway, encroached upon this district, and

sent out a branch line from Ararat to Hamilton, Branx-

holme (450), and Portland, with branch-branches to Cole-

raine (1,050) and Casterton (1,250). But here we are 215

miles from Melbourne, close by the border of Victoria, and

the countr- is fertile unto this last. Fifty miles north at

Goroke, tl j country is still agricultural. Forty miles

further north is Serviceton, where the country is barren,

and through which the railroad between Adelaide and

Melbourne passes. A little further north we come to a

seventy-mile stretch of bad west-plain country, where each

man has eleven square miles to himself—which is almost as

bad as in the Barcoo district of Queensland— and then

a ten-mile stretch of better west-plain country where each
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man lias three miles to himself, which is almost as bad as

on the Western Plain of New South Wales.

Victoria is extraordinarily compact and centralized. In Vi.toiia h
the far south-cast and the far north-west it has vacant spaces, '""'"A"'''

but elsewhere life is crowded. From end to end all ways
converge on ]\Ielbournc. Port Phillip is the handle of the

fan. The five ' brins ' had their separate histories : different

accidents directed them hither and thither; yet east balances

west, the three northern balance one another in importance
and interest, and all five maintain the vivid distinctness which
they possessed, for instance, in the ' Digger's Map of 1853'.

The curious part played by Gcelong, at one time supplanting

and at another time supplanted ; the growth of cross-routes

—for instance, through the gold towns of Avoca (1,100),

Daylesford (3,384), Heathcote (1,090), and Tarnagulia (729);
and the existence of doubled routes and by-routcs, cannot

blind even a superficial observer to the beautiful symmetry
and unity of which Victoria and IMelbourne are examples.

Indeed, he is much more likely to ignore the one obvious blot

upon the perfect harmony of the picture.

It, too, is unfinished on the west. What is the meaning o{ bui is un-

thcse volcanic cones ? Of these plains of basalt contracting io^^'eic'!/''
the west and expanding to the east ? Where does the deso-

late north-west lead to? Is the Murray, which has now
received its last important tributary, going to end, as it lived,

gloriously ? In the case of Victoria, as in the cases of New
South Wales and Queensland, there are unsolved problems
on the west; and South Australia contains the missing
secret. It is the mission of South ^^ustra!ia to complete
the serial and round off the imperfections of the preceding

numbers.

'The garden of South Australia', as the Gambier district -chere the

is called; adjoins the south-west corner of Victoria. It is as ^'^"'"''f

large as Lancashue, half as populous as Rutlandshire, and District,

has one capital—Mount Gambier (3,162), and two ports— ^•'^'
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IMacdonnell (278) and Beachport (228). Its mountains,

Gambier, Schank, Burr, and Leake, are extinct voicanocs

;

and the people of the capital draw their water from what is

cither a crater or a miniature Taupo ; and it is here that we

have the apex of the volcanic lines which spread out west-

wards like a fan until their power is spent somewhere near

the meridian of Melbourne. This is the spot from which

virtue went out over western Victoria. The beginning of

the volcanic area is also the end of an area of limestone and

lagoons.

The country rock around Mount Gambier is limestone,

and the soil rings hollow, for beneath it there are caves with

aisles like cathedral aisles and entrances like wombats'

burrows, and there are deep leads—not of gold but of water.

Between Mount Gambier and Beachport there is a large

lagoon of fresh water called Lake Bonney, which is fringed

seawards by sand-spits, on which Pacific Islanders would

have loved to dwell, and landwards by limestone ridges and

boggy furrows which are parallel wi*h the coast. The coast

is bi ythe-shaped right up to the Murray mouth, 180 miles to

the north ; on the east there is the succession of sand-spit,

of lagoon—usur'.iy fresh, of limestone ridge, and of boggy

furrow—usually drained. Of this district Beachport Robe

(394) and Kingston (700) are western ports; Penola (59-),

Narracoorte (821), and Frances (200)* are eastern out-

posts; and Tantanoola(25o), Millicent(733), Furner (400),

Rendlesham (150), and Lucindale (99), which iniervenc

between ports and outposts, occupy reclaimed m?.rsh-lands.

The old road from Adelaide to Melbourne lay through

Penola and these wet lands.

Again, Frances half belongs to a third kind of district,

where rich, red soil overlies limestone, and which is repre-

'soutn/the sented by Borderton (500) and Wolseley (300)—the termini,

iiundU so far as South Australia is concerr"-^, of the Adelaide-

off; ' Includes district ; figures from Australasian Handbook (1906).

and other

types of
(oitntiy
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.Alelbournc railway. Lastly, this railway passes through
a fourth kind of district, called 'Ninety iMile Desert', as
it crosses from ihe Murray to the frontier along the very
track once frequented by the gold-hunters of Adelaide on
their way to Bendigo. • Ninety Mile Desert ' extends right

?way to the Murray on the north, and is only a continuatijn
of north-west Victoria, covered as it is with a light sandy loam
and dense mallee. Including the volcanic sub-region there is

one person to the square mile ; excluding the volcar.ic s'-.b-

region there is one person to two square miles in the South
Austr in region betwixt the Murray, Victoria, and the sea.

All this region is affected by the Lower Murray, which is the

second of the lapsed legacies left by its Eastern neighbours,
and of which South Australia is -esiduary legatee.

The Murray, as it descends from Mildura (V.) and /hen comes

Wentworth (N.S.W.), passes Renmark (905), a co-operative
'f,^^^^.^ ,

irrigation colony, and Pyap (74) on its lonely way to the
'

"'^"^^'

great bend at Morgan (401). Here liie revives on its right

bank only, as the river flows past Blanchelown (38), Mannum
(479). Murray Bridge (650), and Wcllingtv^n (160) to its

doom. After absorbing the choicest gifts of t: e great range,
from the Grampians to Kosciusko, and from Kosciusko to the

Warrego Range, ana after a navigable course comparable to

that of the Mississippi, it broadens out into an inane drivelling

lagoon, called Lake Alexandrina, from which most of its

water is slobbered out into the long chain of mere and
lagoon which has been described ; -nd the rest is spit out
into the sea through a small trool .-^lit half choked with

shifting sand. Milang (400) is the pou of Lake Alexandrina;
Goolwa (586) is th.' port of this apology for a mouth.
Outside this pitiful anti-climax to a great career, Ports
Elliott (334) and Victor (250) gather up such crumbs of
commerce as may filter through from the Murray. The
bulk of that commerce has been unshipped at Morgan or
the river ports south of Morgan—as though this part of the
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Murray were part of an. inland sea— and has gone to

Adr'laidc.

«,„it/icn The IMurray, south of Morgan, is mor barrier than link,

Adelaide,
j^n(| isolates the country on the west as though it were

a peninsula. Kast and south of the Murray the country,

though nearer to Adelaide in miles, seems like an appendix

to Melbourne. West of the I 'urray, after the great bend,

Adelaide sheds its exclusive influence; nor does it seem

as though it were concluding what has gone before, for the

Murray comes to no conclusion, but it seems like the begin-

n* J of something new.

tvhukis Adelaide {162,094),' which is the new starting-point, is

ml a fort,
^.^y^fe^j g^ jhg River Torrens, which is moulhless, and used

10 be crossed on stepping stones, 7^ miles south of Port

Adelaide, or about the distance that Christchurch is from

Lyttelton. Port Adelaide is situated on a narrow salt creek,

9 miles south of its mouth, and can now accommodate f'.ips

drawing 21 to 22 feet of water.

Like Sydney, Adelaide has a range in its rear, 2,000 to

1,000 feet high, running north and south, and fairly rich in

minerals; but the great range of Sydney is 100 miles, that

of Adelaide or Lofty Range is 20 miles from home. Like

Melbourne, Adelaide is the nucleus of five diverging roads

;

but each IMelbourne road takes us from 150 to 300 miles

without a check ; almost all Adelaide roads pull up short at

the sea or the IMurray, which is as bad as the sea, after 50 or

I CO miles.

S., The south road goes by Glenelg (3.949) Noarlunga

(170), and Willunga (422), to Yankalilla (700) on the west,

or to Ports Victor and Elliott. In either case it ends.

SE., The south-east road has four branches which top the

heights at Echunga (152), Hahndorf (496), Nairne '290),

and Mount Barker (1,436), and descend the eastern slopes

by Bull's Crcrck (142), Strathalbyn (868), Woodchester (370),

' Includes Port Adeliide, Glenelg, and suburbs.

and xvhkh
is the

itartiiij:;-

point of

five zvaj's,
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and Callington (120), to Goolwa and Milang, where there

are full stops, and to Wellington and Murray Bridge, where

there are colons. For at Wellington the old roadway, and
at Murray Bridge the new railway from Adelaide, begins

a ne.. life as it enters on the neutral province over which

Melbourne and Adelaide cast their mingled shadows.

A third road go- s east up the Torrens by Gumeracha L.,

(-•55), Blumberg (219), Tungkillo (695),' and Palmer (500),'

to Mannum on the Murray, and there it ends.

Fourthly, road and rail go due north to Gawler {7,000), A',

and then send out three branches. The first is a road

which goes by Tanunda (724), N riootpa (330), and Truro

(218), to Blanchetown (38), where the Murray once more
' arb the way, numbers dwindling as it nears its goal. A
second branch for rail and road goes by Kapunda (1,805),

once a great copper town, and Eudunda (481), to Morgan
(401) on the "^lurray ; and Morgan is the railway terminus.

Both rail anu road go along a third branch due north to

Stockport (300), whence the great north road proceeds to

Auburn (142), and Clare (788); and ten miles or so east

of it the railway proceeds along the crest of the range to

Kooringa (2,600), the site of what was once the famous
copper-mine of Burra Burra. The Clare road and Kooringa
railroad lead further. Here and nere only there is no
natural stop.

A fifth road follows the coast to lort Wakefield (561), ««</ A//.,

at the head of St. Vincent's Gulf; and here branch roads

and rails point westward. West of Gulf St. Vincent is

Yorke's Peninsula, which does not own a single river ; in the

east Oi" which are Clinton (223), Ardros's^n (170), Stansbury

(400),' aid Edithburgh (409) ; inland are Maitland (295).
Minlaton (21^0), Oaklands (250),' and Yorketown (376);
and in the north the great copper towns of Wallaroo (3,500),
Kadina (1,728), and Moonta (1,607). Wallaroo on Spencer's

Includes district
i
f\gmti bom Australasian Handbook {i^ob).
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Gulf is the port of ihis district. The Port Wakefield and

Yorke's Peninsula roads co«ivcrge in Wallaroo.

A line drawn from Wallaroo to Clare, Kooringa, and

Morgan, then down the Murray, round Kangaroo Island

Z7{onTL and Yorke's Peninsula to Wallaroo, encloses the two

uiiaidwg; p^jinsulas and one island which Adelaide more immediately

dominates. There is a littleness and finality about this

country quite unlike anything elsewhere in Australia. Port

Wakefield in the north, Yorke's Peninsula on the west, and

the hills near Yankalilla are visible from Mount Lofty a

few miles from Adelaide; and all the invisible cispontine

lowns which have been named can be reached by an

Adelaide bicyclist on a summer's day. When Button wrote

(1846), 'You may in your gig drive from north to south

through the province without meeting with unsurmountable

obstructions', he unconsciously identified South Australia

with this snug, cosy tract. It is small and fertile throughout.

Its villages are more numerous than populous. It is a ' fair

field full of folk' fenced in by definite boundaries but for that

fluted aperture on the north— ten miles wide—where the

road does not stop at Clare nor the rail at Kooringa.

Through this aperture the diminutive occupants of the

neighbourhood of Adelaide soar aloft, and Button's province

turns out to be the germ only of a province more than

seventy times its size. A fanciful reader may recall the

old child's story of the 'Fisherman and the Jin'—in the

Arabian, not the Australian sense of that word. A fisherman

caught ' a cucumber-shaped jar of yellow copper evidently

full of something'—our jar is also of copper but double-

opened it, and out came a shapeless figure, ' huge of bnlk,

whose crest touched the clouds while his feet were on the

ground. His head was as a dome, his legs long as masts

and h\t teeth were like hrge stones.' Then the fisherman

asked, ' How didst thou lit into this bottle which would

not hold thy hand, no, nor even thy feet? And how
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came ii to Ix; large enough to contain ;he whol- of
ihee?*

The Adelaide and Yorke's Peninsulas which began by
being South Australia are now not even its feet ; for South
Australia has emerged from its confinement and stretched

itself out acrns stony wastes to a domc-sliapcd peninsula

3,000 miles away without budging from where it was.

On Spencer's Gulf—north of Wallaroo—there are four a«,///,^

porta: Ports Broughton (350), Pirie (7,983), Germein (367),
'<*ttrrlcaj!

and Augusta (2,340). Discontinuous ranges—at first called /////^
""

Hummock then Flinders Range—run northward along the ^^•^^•i

coast, where they arc a bar to roadways and agriculture.

The principal way to the north is the railway, which continues

along the crest of the real or continuous range from Kooringa
to Petersburg (2,157), Orroroo (372), and Carrielon (236),
whence it strikes wen to Quorn (677) on the Flinders mock
range and Port Augusta. East of the real range the

northernmost thing that can be called river or brook is

Burra Creek, which runs, or pretends to run, from Kooringa
to Morgan. After that there are many starters but no
runners. At Petersburg the range splits into two. One
branch, which can scarcely be called a range, goes 145 miles

east to the Barrier Range, and forms the nominal watershed of

the rivulets which start towards the Murray on the south or the

salt-lakes on the north. Salt-bush pasturages —the deserted

gold-fields of Teetulpa (50?) and Waukaringa (148)—and
the branch railways from Petersburg to Cockburn (197) and
Broken Hill (N.S.W.), are the most conspicuous features of

this region. The other branch is a real range, which after

passing Carrieton and after being reinforced by the Flinders

mock range, divides salt lake from salt lake—Torrens from
Frome, Frome from Blanche, and Blanche from Eyre—and
while doing so it is called Flinders Range. Tlien it dis-

appears.

-while, the great north road has left Clare for Glad- oru Port
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AutiMsia, stone (692), where it meets a branch railway from Petersburg

^'
via Crystal Hrook (516) to Port Pirie-for Laura (i.aoo)'—

between which and Crystal Hrook is the Iketaloo reservoir

whence Port Pirie and Wallaroo derive their water—for

Melrose (298), Beautiful Valley, and Port Augusta. From

Clare to Laura the road is by the upper waters of the

Broughton, which joins the sea at Port Hroughton
;

.>.t

Melrose it is on Willochra Creek, which never joins any sea

but when it flows flows into Lake Torrens-a salt lake 140

miles long and 35 miles broad- lying 40 to 180 miles north

of Port Augusta. For Port Augusta is the threshold of the

country where the rainfall is less than ten inches in the year,

where mountains are rocky and barren, where agriculture

ceases, and salt laKci nrevail.

tkm to salt Central seas ; .akcs are the very nfe-blood of every other

A"f«, continent. The Australian salt lake is neither central sea

nor lake, but a substitute for both, and it brings death, not

life. Some salt lakes, like lakes Hindmarsh and Tyrrell (V.).

are isolated accidents ; others, like those on Yorke's Peninsula

are small freaks ; others, like lakes Torrens, Gairdner, and

Amadeus, and other similar blots upon the map between

Southern Australia and the se board of Western Aus-

tralia, ate salt Serbonian bogs—above sea-level but below

the level of the surrounding plain—into which rivulets created

without design, except to confute believers in design, dis-

charge their filth, and above all the salt with which all

running streams are charged. ' Non ragionam di lor.' But

there is nothing trivial, mean, nor despicable about lakes

Eyre. Hope, Gregory, Blanche, and Frome , for they are the

grave of lost rivers which form a river system second only

to that of the Murray. There, what is left of the Barcoo,

Thomson, Diamantina and Gcorgina end?. Siccus River—

aptly so called—joins them from the south ;
when they are

wet the Finke, Todd, Marshall, and Hay join them from the

> Includes district; figures from Australasian Handbook (1906).
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northern tropics; and the Alberga joins them from the north-

west after travelling from latitude 26, which is the frontier

of Northern Territory. These rivers are so parched that

they rarely run, much less end ; and thc.e sloughs of de8|)oncl

can neither be mended nor ended, for Lake Eyre, the chief

ofTcndor, lies ninety feet or so below sea-level. It has been

called the 'dead heart of Australia'.

After leaving Port Augusta, which is 259 miles by rail and

about 200 miles by road from Adelaide, the railway starts on
its northern pilgrimage, cast of Lake Torrers and those salt

lakes which are the result of imperfect creation, and west of

those miscreated salt lakes which bring to nought the huge

river system of Western Queensland and Central Australia.

It is in the midst of the mountains until it bends west to llers;oii

towards the dry land between lakes Torrens and Eyre ; and ^f''*"S'^

where there are mountains there are minerals. There is a

little agriculture at Hawker (358) and Beltana (150); there

are copper-mines east of the railway at Blinman (201) and

Yudanamutana (25), and coaches run across 300 miles of

those very sanf^.s, stones, and claypans which baffled Sturt, to

Innamincka (Cooper's Creek), Haddon Downs (Diamantina),

and Pandie P'l Jie (Georgina), on the Queensland border,

from Farina (133) and Hergott Springs (200). It is the

same distar.ce from Adelaide to Port Augusta, from Port

Augusta to Hergott Springs, and from Hergott Springs to

Oodnpdatta (95)—the railway terminus—which is 688 miles andtoOod-

from Adelaide and on the nonh-west of Lake Eyre. At
^and"'^

Oodnadatta the railway has accomplished one-third of its Northern

intended course. The telegraph wire, which has accom-
^''''"''"^•

panied it thus far, continues for another 1,350 miles north to

Port Darwin, where it joins the English cable ; and there are

stations by its side, for instance at Alice Springs (322 miles

from Oodnadatta), Stirling (489 miks), Barrow (511 miles),

Tennani's Creek (671 miles), Powell's Creek (791 miles),

Newcastle Waters (854 miles), Elsey Creek (1,041 miles), and

V0L.M(2) H

I
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The
coiiittiy

north of
Oodna-
datta falls

into three

sections,

(a) a rising

section

with dry

rivers,

350 miles,

(b) a fill-
ing and
rising

section

without
rir'crs,

700 tniles,

Pine Creek (1,204 miles), whence the railway and telegraph

run once more together to Port Darwin (1,350 miles). At

or near each station there is usually a cattle or horse farm.

Geographically the country north of Oodnadatta falls into

three sections. From Oodnadatta to a little beyond Alice

Springs (8o)-which is on the tropic of Capricorn and is

half-way house between Adelaide and Port Darwm-the

ground rises to a height of 2,600 feet s.m. The rivers of

this district profess to flow into Lake Eyre but rarely if

ever act up to their professions. During the last part

of the rise, parallel lines of mountains cross it from east to

west, tier behind tier, each tier being higher than the last

The longest mountains are 400-500 miles from end to end

and the highest are 5,000 feet s. m. They are called the Mac-

donnells, and are mostly of Archaean granite. At Arltunga (70),

60 miles east of Alice Springs, they bear gold; often, too

they serve as stores of water, which lurks in their cavities, and

drips down ana soaks the sand at their feet; otherwise they

fulfil no function in the geographical economy of Australia,

for rivers flow not from but through them from the sandy

tableland in their rear. The oddity of their structure may be

illustrated by a proposal which has been made to dam up a

gorge 100-200 yards wide, and a valley above the gorge which

lies between two tiers and is 100 miles from east to west and

two miles across, in order that the water which passes through

the gorge may be collected in the valley as in a reservoir.

In the second section the tableland drops from 2,600 ft.

v.;;/. near Alice Springs to 700 feet s.m. at Newcastle

Waters, at a late of two to three feet a mile, and then rises

to abou't 1,000 feet s.m. at the watershed near Elsey Creek.

During these 700 miles there are mountains, but no moun-

tains with a meaning; nor are there rivers nor any river

system, but only the shades and semblances of rivers which

seem to run south. West of the telegraph line this confusion

is worse confounded. A line drawn westward for i ,oco miles
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from Central Mount Stuart—the supposed centre of the con-

tinent (lat. 22°)—meets many mountains, not one of which

has symmetry or significance ; some grass, salt-bush or scrub,

much sand and many salt lakes, but no rivers; and then

when the frontier is crossed passes through what maps call

the Great Sandy Desert, which is covered with sand-waves

parallel more or less with the north coast, and is haunted

from end to end by blacks and rats ; and after the desert it

reaches a part of Western Australia which is just inhabited.

Formless chaos reigns upon the west, and upon the east

things are equally incoherent and forbidding until Tennant's

Creek is reached (lat. 19^°). A line drawn from Tennant's

Creek due east to Camooweal (Q.) and due north to Borraloola

and the mouth of the McArthur encloses what is a mere

continuation of the down lands lining the south side, and of

the deep river valleys intersecting the north side of the

Carpentarian watershed of Queensland. The down lands,

though riverless, are, according to a skilled observer, 'the

cream of the pastoral land of the Territory,' and on the

sea side horses and cattle abound.

'

The third section passes through the dome-shaped

peninsula which used to Ijc called sometimes Van Diemen's

Land, and sometimes Arnhem Land. From near Elsey

Creek the Roper starts east, and opposite the Roper's mouth
and on the same degree of latitude is the mouth of the

Victoria in the west. A little north of Elsey Creek affluents

of the Daly start west, of the Adelaide north, and of the

Alligators north-east All these rivers flow through broken

country and are navigable, the Victoria for 100, the Roper
for 90, the Adelaide for 80, the Daly for 60, and the

Alligators for 30 or 40 miles by coasting steamers. Indeeii,

the Victoria is navigable for 50 miles by the largest steamers,

and is preferred by Captain Carrington to Thames, Hugli, or

' John Costello, in SotiDi Austrnliau Pari. Papfrs, Report on N. T.
'|895\ p. 182.
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Port Au-
gusta also

leads to

Eyres
Peninsula,

the Great

Mersey.' Port Darwin, upon which Palmerston (i,io6), the

capital of Northern Territory, stands, compares as a natural

harbour with the best Australian harbours. Along, or near,

the railway betwe^^n Palmerston and Pine Creek gold is

worked chiefly by Chinamen ; and more than half of the

4 096 inhabitants of Northern Territory are yellow. Except

for its port, its mines, and a few scattered squattages,

Northern Territory is left fallow. Every one will have 163

square miles to himself when the millennium arrives and

social democracy triumphs and this land is equally divided

among its people.

Port Augusta is a stariing-point for the far west as well as

for the far north. Immediately west of Port Augusta, is

Eyre's Peninsula, a triangle of sand, scrub, and salt lake,

with the gaunt Gawler Range forming its base, and fumish-

%^Ld ing granite, grass, and water. There are three ways to the

^-^•. west A coach goes to Streaky Bay (150) by Gawler

Range • for here, as well as elsewhere, ranges are the fathers

and mothers of roads; and this road was followed by

Sir J.
Forrest on his first traverse from Western to South

Australia and is followed by the Western Australian wire.

A second way leads down the coast by Franklin Harbour

(qio),» Tumby Bay (200), to Port Lincoln (470), a better

harbour than Port Darwin, and a far bcuu harbour thari

Port Adelaide, and up again by EUiston (113), Bramfield

(50) and Colton (200), to Streaky Bay (150). The

distance from Port Lincoln to Streaky Bay is 205 miles,

and these towns and the towns between them lie on lime-

stone. There is hardly a river on the east, and there is not

one on the west coast. At Port Lincoln, wrote Sturt (1849),

« the inhabitants procure their water from a spring on the

sea shore which is covered at every tide.' 'In the neigh-

bourhood of Streaky Bay', writes Mr. G. W. Cox, 'an

» Royal Geogr. Soc. of Australasia, Adelaide, 1886, p. 75-

Includes district ; figures from Australasian Handbook (1906).

mm
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enormous volume of fresh water is seen to rush out at low

tide from beneath the cliffs, preserving its freshness for some

distance out to sea.'' The limestone is honeycombed with

water which oozes through the sands on the foreshore.

Another riverless stretch of 205 miles separates Streaky Bay

from Fowler's Bay ; and another riverless stretch of 90 miles

8(-parates Fowler's Bay from the ' Head of the great Bight ',

between which and Eucla (W.A.), 130 miles away, there

are not only no rivers, but there are neither sands, foreshores,

nor harbours, for the whole coast is one long limestone

precipice 300 feet or more in height. The inland country

slopes downward instead of upward, as in Nine, and for 150

miles inland there is a grassy cavernous limestone plain upon

which dew is the only water. This plain, so far as it lies

inside South Australia, is aptly called NuUarbor Plain. Its

eastern edge is behind Fowler's Bay, 220 miles east of the

frontier, and its northern edge is what maps call a sandy

desert, a replica of the Great Sandy Desert in the north, and

so dry and untrodden that Maurice saw Giles's tracks upon

it twenty-five years after they were made. Beyond the

frontier of South Australia this sandy desert, now called

Victoria D...ert, extends 280 miles; NuUarbor Plains, now

called Hampton tableland or Premier Downs, extend 280

miles, and ihe harbourless, riverless, cliff-armoured bight

extends 350 miles into Western Australia. True, a margin

of scrub is usually behind, and for two- thirds of the way a

margin of sand a-soak with fresh water is in front of the

cliffs ; but the coast from Fowler's Bay (S.A.) to Israelite

Bay (VV.A.), where the cliffs end, and the country behind

the coast, is essentially the same whether it lies in South or

Western Australia, and the first 200-300 miles of Western

Australia, and the last 200-300 miles of South Australia,mirror

one another, and are indissoluble parts of one useless whole.

In the coastal ' counties ' between Port Augusta and Fowler's

' Royal Geogr. Soc. of Australasia, Biisbane, 1896, p. 115.
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or north-

wtit over

the inland
track into

ly.A.

Bay there are four square miles, or including Port Lincoln

six square miles, for every white iierson ;
and in inland

districts, to which we must now turn, the desolation resembles

the desolation of Northern Territory.

A third way lead, either to the north-west from Port

Augusta, or to the west-south-west from a point between

salt-lakes Torrens and Eyre. Experts trace the barren sai 1-

waves of the Victorian desert to a thin strip of less banen

sand-waves which start westward from this point between the

salt lakes. North of this sand-strip there are older forma-

tions, granite, slate, and what-not, dotted down at random

upon the map; and sheep -ms exist, or have existed, here

or hereabouts, as far north as the tropics. The Warburton

Range, which is 150 miles west of Lake Eyre, is one of these

random dots upon the western wilds, and was in 1902 the

scene of considerable gold reef-mining.' A few hundred

miles north-west of Warburton Range similar broken ridges

serve as broken bridges parallel with the Great Sandy Desert

on the north raid the Victoria Desert on the south, and

guided Gosse, Giles, Sir
J.

Forrest, and all the first explorers

from Western Australia into Souli. Australia. All this inter-

mediate country presents a scene of disorderly variety, and

is without any intelligible scheme. It has hitherto proved

destitute of mineral wealth, except at Warburton Range,

and here, as in the so-called deserts, the earth is without

form and void.

„ .,.. „„. Behind the vast shadowy figure of South Australia looms

sistsofjlve
ti^g yaster and more shadowy figure of Western Australia

711 ready to receive the residue of that residue of East Austra-

lian prosperity which has fallen to the lot of South Australia.

But the further west we go the more jejune and indi-

gestible are the fragments that remain. Most of Australia

lies in that rainless region of the earth to which Egypt and

' Tarcoola and Wiljjena Goldfields, Rcccnis nj f a 0/ ^.A.,

Tanoola and the North Western Disirid {upi
,
H wn.

W.A. con
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the Sahara belong. True ! the lonj>; main range redeems

Eastern AustraUa where it brings moisture in the form of

rain and inland rivers ; but considering its length it is the

lowest range iii the world ; ?.pd Australia is as broad as its

eastern range is long ; therefore its power for good is weak,

many feeders of the Murray arc uncertain and unreal, all

the feeders of Lake Eyre are delusive mockeries ;
and west

of these feeders Tantalus himself would not be duped by

anything resembling an inland river, except perhaps by

Sturt's Creek. The influence of the eastern range on

Australia dwindles and dies—as the influence of the Urals

on Europe, if the Urals were the only river-bearing moun-

tains in Europe, would dwindle and die—as we move westward

with the sun ; and the powers which make for death assert

an increasing ascendancy in the districts which form the

inheritance of Western Australia. Unless, that is to say,

new principles of life come into play, and some new prm-

ciples do tom.^ into play. But the new principles are few

and weak, and are with one c ;ception infused into Western

Australia from over seas, so that the new life only animates

the outermost skin, and civilization hovers round the coast like

a sea breeze. Rlorcover, the coast is split up into five strips

of diflferent quality.

Tn the north the Kimberley and Roebourne districts—of (j)AVw/'.v-.

h Dutchmen used to write as 'De Witt's Land'—lie
''-'''

oily within the tropics and arc merely repetitions with a

difference of the other tropical peninsulas of Australia. Their

tides—as in almost all tropical Australia—are often 30 or

40 feet high; they sutler from hurricanes, especially Roe-

bourne ; and their summer rains are heavy.

Kimberley may be described as almost an island, for

it is surrounded by one sea on two sides, and on one

side by two rivcr'^, the River Fitzroy—including its affluent

the Margaret—and the River Ord. The isthmus, so to

speak, between the heads of the Margaret and Ord is
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(2) A'oc-

ho:iriie,

really a spur from the low ill-marked watershed which we

have traced from near Hughenden, Camooweal, and Elsey

Creek. A little to the east of this isthmus into Kimberley

the watershed brings forth Sturt's Creek, of which Western

Australians are very proud, because it is their only natural

inland river,' and it actually runs its whole length—once in

every four years or so—into an inland salt lake. A little

west of the isthmus the watershed sinks into the barren

sand-strewn plain, which becomes as it approaches the coast

' Eighty Mile Beach '. and under that designation separates

Kimberley from Roebourne.

The peculiarity of Kimberley itself is that north of its

river girdle rugged irregular mountains rise to a height of

2,500 feet—which far exceeds that of the watershed ;
conse-

quently we have no broad straight-flowing rivers like those

in Carpentaria, and no navigable rivers like those in Arnhem

Land. Civilization chiefly takes the form of cattle, and

barely exists beyond the Ord and Fitzroy and their affluents,

or beyond Sturt's Creek and a little westerly annexe to

Kimberley between the Fitzroy and Roebuck Bay. Its chief

ports are Wyndham on the Ord (40), Derby on the Fitzroy

(90), and Broome on Roebuck Bay (600)." Hall's Creek

(150?), its gold town, is situated between the Margaret and

Ord, 200-300 miles both from Wyndham and from Derby.

Roebourne District includes the country watered by the

De Grey, Yule, Fortescue, and Ashburton, which converge

near their sources, and which rise amid barren, rocky moun-

tains some 3,500 feet high, at a distance which in the case

of the Ashburton exceeds 350 miles. in a direct line from its

mouth. These rivers are neither perennial nor navigable

;

the ports are Cossack (200)—close to Roebourne (300),

Condon (20). and Port Hedland, and a road connects these

ports with one another and with Onslow (200)" on the

' 'Eailstein river' is scarcely a river.

» Includes district ; figures from Auslralasian Handbook (1906).

^P«B|ipi9WBi!
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Ashburton. Condon and Port Hedland are the outlets for

the gold-mines on the affluents of the De Grey at Marble

Bar (2,000), Nullagine (250), and Warrawoona (150);

Cossack for the gold-mines on the Yule at Mallina (10) and

Pilbarra (50); and Onslow for still smaller gold-mines on

the Upper Ashburton.

Next we come to what the Dutch sometimes called

' Eendragt Land ', or the region watered by the Ashburton,

Gascoyne, and IMurchison, all of which are long rivers and

converge at their sources amid mountains 3,000-4,000 feet

in height. Almost all this region lies south of the tropics,

but it is even more lonely and inhospitable than Kimberley

and Roeboume. Maude's Landing, Carnarvon (290), Shark's

Bay (150), and Geraldine (100) are its chief towns on or near

the coast. Some 300 miles in a direct line from the mouth

either of the Gascoyne or the Murchison, and between the

sources of those rivers are the gold-mines of Peak Hill

(526). But here we are already at the entrance gate of

another sphere.

Travellers from Perth to points beyond the Murchison

go by sea, and travellers from Perth to Geraldine or Peak

Hill go by land. From Houtman's Abrolhos, near ^ne

mouth of the Murchison, to the mouth of the Ord—a dis-

tance of over 1,700 sea miles—pearl and guano industries

prevail. From Geraldine to Perth inclusive—a distance of

over 300 land miles—these industries cease, and agriculture;

which scarcely exists north of the Murchison, thrives.

Again, in Kimberley, Roeboume, and everywhere north of

the Murchison gold is the gift of existing rivers; south

of it the cloth of gold is spread in the riverless wilderness.

Again from the Ord to the Murchison all rivers are long

and radiate afar from a single neighbourhood; south of

the Murchison all rivers are short and—except in the south-

west where the coast wheels round—their sources are as far

apart as their mouths. Again, we have now left the tropics

(.1) Ihi

Ashhiii/on-

Gascoyne
distill t,

after which
'he country
andclimate
change a:;

we come to
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where tides are high, where hurricanes wreck towns and

fleets and where summer is the wet season. In the south-

west corner of Australia tides are low, the prevailing wind

is the west wind—as in Tasmania and Middle Island (N.Z.),

and winter is the wet season. Between tropics and south-

west the climate is a compromise between these contra-

dictions; and the so-called Darling Range-which runs

parallel with the shore at a distance of about 20 miles and

a height of about 1,500 ft. *.;«• from a point south of the

Murchison to the south-west corner, and then with changed

name and nature shadows the south coast at the back of

Albany—often secures the best of both climates. It is in

no sense a range. The westward-flowing rivers, though

feeble and intermittent, flow through it, not from U
;
and

the edge of the tableland in its rear is their source—a pecu-

liarity which recalls the Macdonnells (S.A.). No rivers flow

eastward, but the tableland continues at an altitude of i.ooo-

2,oco feet far away into South Australia. The mountains

are of Archaean granite, clothed on their western bas^a with

slate, schist and later formations. Consequently they bear

timber, which takes the shape of jarrah and -karri between

Perth and Albany. Mountains and trees woo «'ie west wind

which comes with healing in its wings ; and Perth often

enjoys moderate rain from year's end to year's end. North

of the Murchison the climate is not tempered by coastal

ranges or coastal trees, and from the Murchison to the

verge of the tropics, and in some years still further north,

there is immoderate drought thioughoui the year, but here

nothing is certain but uncertainty. Again, when we travel

south across the Murchison we travel from a country of

miniature towns and colossal distances to a compact and

comparatively civilized area. This area is nothing like

so compact as Victoria or the country round Adelaide;

and although the capital is in its middle the natural

roads and railways which lead from it do not radiate
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from it—like those from Sydney, Melbourne, and Adelaide

—but hug the shore or the edge of that tableland which

is never far from the shore. Perth is more junction than

centre i and but for historical accidents its civilization

would owe its inspiration to the Cape of Good Hope as

much as it does to Eastern Australia. Perth and Albany

belong to the Indian Ocean, not to the Pacific; and

Western Australia is illumined from the west as well as

from the east. There is a change of scene, climate, and to

some extent of political relations ; and after leaving the Ash-

burton we turn a corner metaphorically as well as literally

;

although the import of the change is not apparent until

the Murchison is reached, and its full import is visible for

the first time on the banks of the Greenough, a few miles

south of the Murchison.

The new district at which we have arrived is knit by rail

and road to the capital, which is Penh (36,274)', and Perth

has two equidistant assistant capitals. Albany (3,680) in the

south, and in the north Geraldton (2,476), which is 60 or 70

miles south of Geraldine and 33 miles south of Northampton

(200), where the railway ends. Lead and copper have been

worked off and on at Geraldine and Northampton for the last

fifty years. Geraldton is therefore a mineral port. And it is

also the port of the flats of Greenough (524), which extend

southward to Dongara (300) on the Irwin, and which grow

the best wheat in the colony and the only or almost the

only wheat on its coast ; for here the coast is of limestone

and elsewhere it is usually smothered up by sand. On the

Irwin coal also is found. More than 100 miles south, and

on either side of the railway and of the valley of the Moore

are the rich pastoral districts ofYatheroo (200)^ and Victoria

Plains (^oo)". After the Moore the next important river is the

Swan, as it is called when it runs west, or the Avon as its upper

' Now over £0,000.
* Includes district; Wguna from Auilnilasian Handbook (tijo6 .

rath-
Geialdtcn
Albany
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northward-flowing reaches are called. FremanUe (34.000),

an excellent made port at -J Swan's mouth, has ousted

Albany, which is excellent by nature, fron- sometime

supremacy. Perth is 12 miles up-stream; and Guildford

(1,698) and Helena Vale (1,867) 9^ miles further up-stream

;

and the district near where the Swan undergoes metamorphosis

into the Avon, extends from Goomall/n (600), which is about

85 miles north-east of Perth, by Newcastle (560), Northam

(2,096), ahd York (1,385). to Beverley (2,500) ', which is

about 85 miles south-east of Perth, and c.-.nprises agricullunil

land which vies with that of Greenough. These five towns

are on the edge of the tableland behind the rocliy screen

formed by the Darling Mountains, and until a few years ago

represented the eastern limit of agricultural settlement ;
but

of late years wheat has been grown with some success at

Youndegin, Tammin, and Kellerberrin, which are further east

of Northam than Northam is of Perth.

Perth is not only the capital, but it is also in the middle of

that settled coastal strip .vhich faces west. From Perth to

Geraldton is 306 miles ; from Perth to Albany is 338 miles

by rail, and 254 miles by road. Between Perth and

Geraldton there are no ports, and there is only a single

through road or railway. Between Perth and Albany—

which, as a port, is comparable to Ports Darwin and

Lincoln—there are indifferent ports at the mouths of the

Little Murray, Collie, Vasse, and Blackwood, and there

is a double or treble line of road or railway. Mandurah

(160), near Pinjarrah (180) on the Little INIurray; Austra-

lind (40) and Bunbury (2,587) on the Collie ;
Busselton

(734) on the Vasse, and Augusta (50) on the Black ood,

are the best-known ports of this district. The immense

superiority of Bunbury, which a superficial glance at the

figures of its reputed inhabitants will attest, is due to the

neighbourhood of excellent coal-mines at CoUiefields (1,458).

excellent tin-mines at Greenbushes (2,000), and a little gold
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at Donnybrook (587). Karridale (230) ships kani timber

from Hatnelin (70) instead of Augusta, which is almost as

near; and Jarrahdale (1,209), although only 30 miles from

Perth, ships its jarrah timber from Rockingham instead of

from Fremantle. A southern railway as well as road goes by

Pinjarrah and Bunbury to Busselton, with branches to

Jarrahdale, Colliefields, and Bridgetown (520) near Green-

bushes, and the road continues from Busselton to AugusUi

and Hamclin, and from Bridgetown to Albany. But this

south railway is not the south railway, nor is this south road

Ihe south road. The great south road goes straight to

Albany by Williams River (500) on an affluent of the Little

Murray, and Arthur River (124) and Kojonup (200) on an

affluent of the Blackwood. After passing Northam, York,

and Beverley, the great south railway clings to the skirts of

the tableland just beyond the sources of all rivers, passes

Pingelly (80), rich in agriculture, Narrogin (no), which is on

the ganglion of high land, 1,114 feet high, whence the Avon,

Murray, Collie, and Blackwood diverge ; Wagin (600),

Katanning (250), and Broomehill (400)—at all of which

agriculture is progressing—and Mount Barker (320), near

which are karri forests. The great south railway, the other

souih railway, and the great south road form an N, along the

lines of which every important town lies, and almost all the

agricultural and manufacturing industries of this district are

carried on. The interstices of the N are devoted mainly to

timber and to pastoral pursuits. Although the coastal strip

between Perth and Albany is by far the thickest and most

thickly peopled coastal strip in Western Australia, the out-

sides strokes of the N are never 100 miles apart, so that

the civilized tract which they contain is unnaturally thin, and

on one side of it there is the deep sea, and on the other

something to which we shall return hereafter.

Between Albany and Cape Arid civilization gradually (5) ami the

pales its ineffectual fires, rivers are shorter and scantier,
''"'''"'^ ^

1
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railways arc not. and ihere is only one lair port-ERperance

Bay (34«). ^ r a r.^-
After Cape Ariil—whose nature may be inferred rrom

its name-we enter the 'Great Bight ', a district which

has already been glanced at from its opposite side, and

in which Israelite Bay (30) and Eucla (50) are the only

ports. Eucla is 750 miles away from Albany, and gives its

name to that division of Wesiern Australia which mcludes

the Great Bight. The Dutch also had a special name for

the coasts of the Great Bight, which they called ' Nuyfs

Land'; the Albany district being called ' Leeuwinland ',
and

the Perth district 'Edelland'. But their names were very

vague, for they only knew Australia from the outside. From

their frontier beyond Eucla, Western Australians have con-

structed a telegraph wire round their coasts to Derby, and

thence to Wyndham. This wire is the only permanent

material bond l>etween their scattered provinces. The

climate after leaving Albany has been gradually deteriorating,

and .h. c'imate ..f ihe Great Bight resembles that of the

interior, to which we must now return.

Hitherto it would seem as though Western Australia lacked

solidity and natural unity, and consisted of a series of thin

disconnected coastal strips, stretched ar and a semicircle o*-

sea 3,000 miles in length, and hemmed in by amorphous

waste lands up-n which only a few wandering miners have

encroached. But tor the squatters—who are loo few and too

ubiquitous to figure in books of geography, which are fain to

lean, however diffidently, on statistics and on maps, this

description would have been true down to a few years ago.

Only the border of the skirt was hemmed, with a few coarse

stitches on north-east, nurth-north-west, and south-east, and

with fine close stitches on the west ; the rest of the garment was

unsewn and as nature made it. Then a miracle happened.

The most profu-e and dazzling riches welled forth from the

barrenest land in all Australia; crowds of busy men peopled
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a region nhere one would have thought that the scapegoat

of Scripture could only starve. Palaces as brilliant and

dazzling as those of Aladdin and Klingsor sprang up in

a few (lays in the uttermost deserts, cities and streams which

had only been seen in a mirage by doomed explorers

suddenly took shape and substance ; out of darkness came

light, and new rays of hope and ntw prospects of unity shone

on Western Australia from the abodes of desolation and

despair.

Maps of that port of Western Australia, which is sur-

rounded by the five coastal strips which have been described,

are splashed with salt lakes, speckled with sand heaps, and

shaded with granite hills, all of which are jumbled together in

an inextricable tangle which defies description. The clue

to thib maze is geological, and its geology is as simple as its

physical geography is confused.

Geologically Western Australia consists of six parallel

straight lines or belts of granite, schist, or slate— or all three

combined—which run more or less from south to north.'

The westernmost belt h-des and burrows underground, but

just emerges from its hiding-place in order to enrich Caj.w

Leeuwin on the south, and Northampton and Geraldine on

the north. The second belt loves the light, and thrusts itself

upon people's attention under the name and style of the

Darling Range, which is not a range, and enriches Green-

bushes and Donnybrook. The compact civilized area which

we have hitherto described as the fourth coastal strip is the

country which covers, or is covered by, these two narrow

belts. Tho t'-iid belt, which is about loo miles from the

western coau and about loo miles broad, is neither retiring

nor oster'' ious, is sometimes in evidence and sometimes

clothed with white sandstone, and may be ignored, for it

enriches nothing and nobody. It lepresenls the interval

' A. Gibb Maitlaml, 'Mineral Jl'taU/i of ll'eftetn Aiistmlia ' (1900,
p. 9, citing Woociwanl.

whicA has
a gtologifal

flue.

Thtre are

six loni;i-

tttdiiial

i^tologiiiil

strips, two

of vhii'h

art roastal,
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and the

fourth
contains

Southern
Cross and
Nannine,

and the

sixth

contains

Coolgardie

and
Kalgoorlic.
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between the coastal strip which has been described and the

mining interior which remains to be described.

A fourth belt starts from Phillips's River, loo miles < .. <A

Albany and goes a little west of north by Parker's lan?e

UoTsouthern Cross (^75). "^P^'^ «"\^,^;>;,\f

! '^"

Val ey (20), Jackson (60), and Mount Magnet (632) to .>..

Dawn (55 .Cue (1,3^). Austin (130), and Nannine (120)

rdSance of 500 miles. The line is straight, smgle. and

natow ke a olcanic line until the last xoo miles, where U

Tflanked on the west at an interval of 50 miles or so by

L^hesay (ICO). Field's Find (130). GuUewa (100) Yalgoo

f/cS Mdlille. Between Cue and Nannine it wavers

Tit direction, and ,00 miles north of Nannine . probab y

reappears in those mines of Peak Hill and the Upper

A hburton which have been referred to. The whole course

^ more strewn with gold than the fabled -cecourse of

Atalanta. The fifth belt is as wide, poor, barren, and

unprofitable as the second belt.

tL sixth is the most wonderful of these spangled belts

Starting from Esperance Bay. which is 100 miles east of

Sps's River, it goes by Dundas (15) and Norsemanja 3

.0 Wfdgemooltha (roc), after which
Jt

orms do"^^^^^^^^^

ranks being co miles apart. On the we&i ^^^ •"

6,7 Londo'nderry. Bulla Bulling (15),
Coolgardie (4,9- .

Kton (x,30oV. Broad Arrow (3.000);. Black Flag .00)

Bardoc (60), Goongarrie (150), Murrim Murnm (250).

MenzTes 2.t42V Yerilla. Niagara (400), Mount Malcolm

U o Lonora (2.500/, Diorite King(6o). Woodarra (-0^

Lawlers (542). and Sir Samuel (360); on the east are

Buron"(75o). Boulder (X4 585). Kalgoorlie (9.643). Kanowna

ri750o)Ua
•es'sFind(i5o).Kurnalpi(x5o),MountsMargaret

ind Morgans (i,500)S and Laverton (200). The northern-

most poiS of this L is 450 miles or so from its starting-

^int in Esperance Bay ; and 400 miles or so further north,

> Includes district ; figures from Australasian Handbook (.906).
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what is probably a continuation of the same belt reappears

at Nullagine and those gold towns on the De Grey and Yule

which have been referred to.

All the towns which line the fourth and sixth belts are

gold towns, and the numbers of their reputed inhabitants

are only meant as the very roughest indications of their

relative value. Often towns almost adjoin one another
;
and

perhaps it would be more logical to include Burbanks in

Coolgardie, Boulder in Kalgoorlie, Leonora in Mount

Malcolm, and Bardoc, Black Flag, Broad Arrow, and

Paddington in one another. Often, too, the town limits

arbitrarily or unequally exclude dwellers in the surrounding

districts, who, especially in the case of nomadic industries,

form the large majority. Though rough and crude as

gauges of comparative prosperity, these numbers illustrate

the extraordinary abundance of gold towns which have been

scattered throughout these wastes during the last fifteen or

sixteen years, and the amazing preponderance of Kalgoorlie,

Kanowna, Coolgardie, Menzies, and Leonora. A few towns

like Yerilla, Londonderry, and Golden Valley are deserted

or almost deserted, and a very few towns have other resources

besides gold or copper, which is so often associated with

gold; thus there is sandal-wood at Yalgoo, Bardoc, Kurnalpi,

and Bulla Bulling, as there is at Shark's Bay, and on the

Great Bight, and in most parts of Western Australia, and

Goongarrie deals in bricks. Where the gold is -alluvial it

usuaUy lies in deep leads, as in Kanowna, Bulong, and

Kurnalpi, and requires almost as much and as expensive

machinery as the lodes which must be quarried, crushed, or

chemically treated. In the Western Australian wilderness

gold seeking is not an adventure, but an industry. As an

industry it has already attained the stability which character-

izes Thames (N.Z.), Bendigo, and Ballaarat. But the

conditions are dissimilar to what they are elsewhere m

Australia. Thames, Bendigo and Ballaarai will survive, it

VOL. VI (2) i

Thfsc hv3
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seems scarcely possible that these cities of the wilderness will

survive the industry which brought them into being.

Klsewhere, as a rule, gold took men out into the highways.

True, in Gippsland and West Tasmania, metallic wealth

took men out into the by-ways, but the by-ways were

just off the highways and had only remained by-ways for so

long owing to the excessive luxuriance of their primaeval

forests. In Western Australia, Southern Cross is 140.

Kaigoorlie 280 miles from the nearest tract which the

maddest visionary would associate with highways.

{cyccpi In New South Wales the copiier belt between the Bogan

{'otif'.uid and the Lachlan, and the gold-and-silver belt along the Grey

nrokiii and Barrier Ranges, present more analogy with the two gold-

^''^^^
belts of Western Australia ; but Grey gold is on the down

grade, and Barrier silver accounts for only one town which is

a little larger than Kalgoorlie-cum-Boulder, and those belts

clasped together people who were already in touch with one

another. The multitudinous gold towns of Western Australia

have vacancy on their east, all but vacancy on their and

south, and their parent towns are at vast distance.- eir

west.

mi,lsiis^<u How, it will be asked, can these cities >ubsist under

.jucsiioiis.
^y^^ unique conditions ? Are they likely to be evanescent

phantoms or permanent realities ? And if permanence is in

store for them, what purpose do they fulfil .? How far do they

or are they likely to promote the general welfare .'

In the early days miners on the eastern tableland squeezed

water out of moist sand as out of a sponge ; or scratched dry
IVakr-

s: hemes
and rail-

Ta/shiiply salt lakes for the salt water which was usually underneath the

thai these

parts are

ferma-
luntly

ouupicd;

surface and was then condensed, or they relied for their water

supply on some natural cellar of granite rock or limestone

cave. In 1903—when there were said to be 50,000 persons

within 30 miles of Kalgooriie alone—these casual expedients

were no longer of use ; dams and reservoirs were con-

structed ; and Sir J.
Forrest opened one of the biggest water
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schemes in existence—a scheme of which he had been

political godfather. The scheme may be described as the

creation of an artificial perennial rive which runs 1,300

feet uphill from Helena River—20 miles from Perth—to

Kalgoorlie, a distance of 350 miles. The dwellers in the

wilderness derive their food, as well as their water, from the

far west, and eve.y populous gold town i& connected with

the source of its food by railway. One railway goes from

Geraldton to Yalgoo, Mount Magnet, Cue, and Nannine, and

it is 310 miles long. A more important railway goes east

from Perth to Southern Cross, Coolgardie, Kalgoorlie,

Kanowna, Bardoc, and Menzies, to Leonora and Laverton,

which is 630 miles by rail from Perth, 350 miles through

the air due east of Geraldton, and 350 miles through the air

due north of Esperance Bay. The railway from Coolgardie

to Norseman—half way between Coolgardie and Esperance

Bay—is still an unfulfilled desire.

These water schemes and railways are pledges that the cities ^0 ,jo

of the wilderness will not vanish suddenly mto the nothmgness sc/uma,

out of which they suddenly emerged, and that dust will not

return to dust. Though exclusively mineral in their nature

and origin, these cities are universally regarded as permanent

in their destiny. The railways are something more than

huge iron feeding tubes or elephantine trunks. Sir J.
Forrest

regards them as the first stage of a future railway to Port

Augusta which will consummate the real federation of the

eastern and western sides of Australia. But these prospects

are scarcely within the horizon of practical politics. The gap

between Coolgardie and the frontier is 400 miles, and its •

connection with the nearest point of the Oodnadatta railway

would mean another 450 miles or so. Moreover, South

Australia has still some 1,100 odd miles of unbuilt railway to

the northern sea to occupy her energies or day-dreams. Still

all things are possible in Australia ; and increased success

in working gold at Warburton range (S.A.) and in finding

1 2
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aiul census

fii;ures.

Il6

water underneath Nullarbor Plains, or the discovery of rich

Kold mines at or near Petermann range, might change the:.c

unsubstantial hopes into accomplished facts. Even if mmos

were to fail after a time, they have already acted hke strong

tonic throughout the non-mineral districts, whose cattle they

have multiplied by three, and whose population they have

multiplied by two and a half in ten years (1891-1901). 1
he

population of Western Australia in 1891 vas 49.182, and m

1901 was 184.124, or nearly four times as much, and the

population of the non-mineral districts in 1 9° i
was 124,669.

)r two and a half times as much as it was m 1891. But

before utilizing official figures a few words of explanation are

"'The'census authorities of 1901 class Peak Hill. Phillips's

Riv-r and Esperance Bay. which possess in the aggregate

about 1,000 inhabitants, with the mining interior; they

class Perth. Fremantle, and some 5.000 other neighbouring

inhabitants as 'metropolitan', and deduct the metropohs

from what we have called 'compact and civilized Western

Australia', or what they call 'the sou'h-west ;
and they

class all the area between the Morchison and Ashburton

and all the Kimberley and Roebourne districts as the north

and north-west. Their rrsalts are as follows :-

Population of Mini-.g Interior .

„ Metropolitan District
''

„ South-west do.

.

'

„ North and north-west do.

59.455
67,431

51.7"
5.527

184,124

In lyoi nearly one-third dwelt in the wilderness, more

than one-third in or about the capital, less than a third in the

residue of 'compact cmlized Western Australia .
which

residue in 1901 exceeded in population tu- whole population

of Western Australia ten years previously ; and of the other

four coastal strips-two of which are the barrenest m all
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Australia, and the other two lie within the tropics—we can

only say, as we said of Amhem Land and Carpentaria, that

they are not yet a success. Indeed, the north and north-

west region hardly seems to move ; its women are scarce,

and 2,103 of its 5,527 inhabitants are 'Asiatics'. Only

thirteen ' Asiatics * infest the mining interior. Western Austra-

lians have made a big thing of their mining interior—

although its future suggests anxiety as well as hope—their

capitals are growing and they are extending, improving, and

consolidating their compact civilized district while these pages

are passing through the press ; but elsewhere their country is

a thing of strips and shreds and patches and their tropical

provinces still languish.

No complete picture of facts or events belonging to the SedQuaen.

period succeeding 1901 is as yet possible, and none has been

attempted either for Western Australia or for any other part

of Australia. They belong to the present—' This narrow

isthmus 'twixt two boundless seas, The past, the future, two

eternities '—descriptions of which inevitably lapse either into

imperatives cr into interrogatives — and the historical

geography of our Australian colonies resembles 'the

biographical sketch of a living man ' which ' does not close

with a stroke, but with three stars. They glow still, those

stars. Under their influence much may happen— much

struggle, much peace '.

* *
*

The chief other authorities on Australia are Gordon and 9°*^'*'

Atistralasian Handbook (annual) ; Anthony TroUope, Aushaha and

New Zealand (1873) ; the annual Statistical Registers and Year Books

for the different colonies; Census Reports (1901) for the different

colonies ; E. F. Pitman, Mineral Resources ofNew South Wales (1901) ;

Lettersfrom Victorian Pioneers (1898) ; C. H. Barton, Outlines of

Australian Physiography (1895); Professor Gregory, Dead Hear of

Australia (1906); and the Transactions of the Royal Oeosraphtcal

Society of Australasia, published at Sydney, Melbourne, Adelaide, and

Brisbane respectively.

nsppaa
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Danneviike CN.Z.), 29-

Dargaville (N.Z.\ 32, 37.

Darling Downs (Q.), 4^' 5'. ^'2>

64,65, 70, 7r.
,^, ^

Darling Downs District (Q.), nj.
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Darling Range (W,A.), «o6, io8,

Darling R. (N.S.W.), 6i, 6a, 63,

67, 70. 7'' 74. 75. 76, 77.

Dam I. (N.' ..), aa-

Dawes's RanM CQ)» ^3-

Dawson R. (Q.). ^3. 7'-

Day Dawn (W.A.). i".
Daylesford (V.), 89.

Deboynel., «8.

De Grey R. (W.A.), 104, 105,

106.

Deloraine (T.\ 56.

Deniljquin (N.S.W.). 79-

Deiiison Plains (W.A.), 64.

D'Entrecasteaux I, see Fergusson,

Goodenough, Normanby, &c.

Derby (T.), 55-

„ (W.A.), 104, 110.

Derwent R. (T.), 53. 54-

Devonport (T.), 5^. 6"-

De Witt's Land (W.A.), 103.

Diamantina R. (Q.). 64. 7 2. 73.

78, 96, 97,

Dimboola (V.), 86.

Dinner I, see Samarai.

DioriteKing (W.A.). i".
Dolgelly (N.S.W.), 78.

Donald (V.), 86.

Dongara (W.A.), 107.

Donnybrook (W.A.), 109, iii.

Dorrigo Valley (N.S.W.), 69.

Drayton (Q.), 70.

Dreke ni Wai River in Vanua Levu
Island, II.

Dreketi R. in Vanua Lcvu I., 11.

Drouin (V.), 82.

Drummond Range (Q.), 63, 64.

Drury (N.Z.), 33.

Dubbo (N.S.W.), 67.

Duff Islands, 14.

Dumaresq R. (Q.), 62.

Dundas (T.), 57.

„ (W.A.), "2.
Dunedin (N.Z.), 26, 27, 29.

Dungencss (Q.), 48, 49, 51.

Dunolly (V.), 86.

Dutton, F., 94.

Eaglehawk (V.), 85.

EastCaiie(N.Z.;, 30.

I., iS.

Echuca (V.), 79, 82, 84, 85.

Echunga(S.A.),92.
Eddystune T, see Narovo.

Edelland (W.A.), no.
Eden, see Twofold Bay.

Etlithburgh (S.A.), 03.

Eendraght Land (W.A.), 105.

Efate, see Fate.

Egmont, Mount (N.Z.), 32, 33.

Eighty Mile Beach (WjV.), 104.

ElUce Islands, 2, 7.

Ellis, Rev. Wm., missionary, 3.

Elliston (S.A.), 100.

Elsey Creek (.N.T.), 97, 98, 99,

104.

Eltham (N.Z.), 33-

Emerald (Q.), 71.

Emmaville (N.S.W.), 68.

Emu Plains (T.), 56.

„ R. (T.), 56, 57-

Eromanga (Q.), 72.

„ L (N.H.), 15. 16.

Esk, North, R. (T.), 54, 55,

„ South, R. (T.), 54, .«i.v

Esperance Bay (W.A.), "o, 112,

115, 116.

Espiritu Santo I. (NMI), i?-

Etheridge R. (Q.), 73-

Eua 1. (.Tonga l.\ 7.

Euabalong (N.S.W.), 76.

Eucla(W.A.), loi, no.
Eudunda (S.A.), 93.

Eulo(Q.), 71.

Euroa (V.). 84,

Expedition Range (Q.), 63.

Eyre, Lake (S.A.), 95, 96, 97, 98,

102, 103.

Eyre's Peninsula (S.A.), 100-102.

Falcon I. (Tonga I.), R.

Farina (S.A.), 97.

Fate L(N.H.), 15-16.

Fauro I. (Solomon 1.), 7, n.
Feilding (N.Z.), 29.

Fergusson I., 18.

Femmoimt (N.S.W.), 69.

Field's Find (W.A.), 112.

Fiji Islands, 6, 7, 9-12, 30, 32, 42.

Fila, capital of Fate and X.H.,

Fin^l (T.), 55. ,
FinkeR. (S.A.),96.

Finley fN.S.W.), 79-

Fitzroy K. (Q.). 4*^. 49- ''S.
7i-
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Fitwoy R. (W.A.), 103, >04-

Flinden Range (S,A.), 95-

„ R. (Q). 7»-

Flint Uland, 3,

Florida Islands (Solomon I.). 7»

13. H-
FlyR. (N.G.), 18-20, 4«-

Forbes (N.SAV.), 67.

Forest Creek (,V.), 85.

Forrest, Sir J., 100, loi, 114. "f-
Fortescue R. (.W.A., 104, 105.

Forth R. (TO. h^-

Foster (V.\ 83.

Foveaux Strait (N.Z.), »4-

Fowler's bay (S.A/, 'oi, lOJ.

Foxton (N.Z.), 39. 38.

Frances (S.A.). yo.

Franklin (T.), 54-

„ Harbour vS.A.), 100.

Fremantle (W.AO, 108, 109, iifi.

Frome, Lake (S.A.), 95, O'*-

Funafuti I. (EUice I.\ 2.3. 17,

18.

Furner (S.A.)i QO-

Futuna I. (N.H.}, 16.

Gairdner,Lake(S.A.), 9''>-

(Jambier Mt. (S.A.), 9°: "'"^

Mount Gambler.

Gascoyne R. (NV.A.}, »05'

Gate Pa, 4a.

Gavotu Harbour (Florida I.), M-
tiawa I, see Jouvency I.

Gawler (S.A.), 93-

„ l^nge (S.A.), 100.

Geelong (V.), 85, 86. 87, 89.

GeorgeT Lake (N.SAV.), 59, 68.

Georgetown (Q.), 73.

(T-). 54-

Georgina R. (QO, 64, 73, ¥>> 97-

Geraldine (N.Z.), 28.

(\V,V), 105, 106, III.

Geraklton (Q.), see Johnstone

River.

(W.A.-), 107, 108, 115.

Geringong (N.S.W.), 60.

Gilbert Islands, 2, 7.

„ R.(Q.),7.V
(Jiles, E., loi, 102.

Gilgunnia (N.S.W.), 76.

C.ippslana y\\), 81, 82-3, 114.

Gira R. (N.G.), 20.

Gisborne (,N.Z.), 30-

Giio I. (Solomon 1.), 14.

Gladstone (N.S.W.), 69.

„ (Q.). 48.63, 70.

„ (S.A.), 96.

„ (TO. 55-

Glenelg (S.A.), 9».

Glenelg R. (V.). 82, 87, 88.

Glen Innes (N.S.W.), 68, 69.

Glenoichy (V.), 86.

Golden Valley (W.AO. «I2, 113-

Goodeuough I., 18.

Goolwa (S.A.), 91, 93-

Goomallyn (\V.A.\ 108.

Goongarrie (W.A.), 112, n 3<

(;orc<N.Z.), 28.

Gormanston (T.), .^7.

Goroke (V.), 86, 88.

Gorst, Sir J., 41.

Gossc, NV. C, 102.

Goulburn (N.S.W.), .*9> 60, 61.

„ R.(V.), 62. 79.80,82.

83, 84.

Grafton (N.S.W.), 69.

Grampian Mountains ^\ .), 82,91.

Granville R. (Sa. Crui I.), 15-

Great Australian Bight, Ine

(S.AO, (W.A.), loi, 109, no.

Great Dividing Range (N.S.W.,

Q., &c.), 49. 50. 5» et seq.,

58-65, 66 et seq., 74-

Great Wdy Desert \\.h.) 99.

101,103.
Greeiibushes (W.A.), 108, 109,

Greenough(W.A.), 107,108.

Gregory, Lake (S.A.), 96.

Range (Q.), 65.

Grey, Mt. (N.Z.), 26. ^ ^ ,

„ Range (N.S.W.), (Q.\ 76.

7*^, "4-
., River (N.Z.), 26.

Greymouth (N.ZO, a6, 3^-

Grej-town (N.Z.), 29.

Grim. Cape (T.\ 63, 57- ^

Guadalcanar I. (Solomon I.), 13-

Guildford (W.A.), 108.

Gulgong (N.S.W.), 67.

Gnllewa (W.A.^, 112.

Gumeracha ..S.A.>, 93-

Gundagri (N.S.WO.60.
Gunnedah(N.S.W0,67-
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r.wy.lir R. iN.S.NV.), fii, 67, 74,

75'

GympieCQ.), 49. 70-

Haait's Pass (N.Z.), J6.

Haddon Downs (S.A.), (Q), 97-

Hahndorf(S.A0,9a.
Hall Sound (N.G.), 20, 31.

Hall's Creek (W.A.), 104.

Hamelin (NV.A.), 109.

Hamilton 'T.),54.

„ North (T.^, ffi.

„ (V.^.8S.

Hampshire HilU (T.i,

,

Hampton Tableland, set Premier

Downs.
Hrirper, Mt. (N.Z.), 35-

Hastings S.T..^, 29.

I., 18.

Range (N'.S.\V.\ 61.

„ R. ,\.S.\V.),6i,69.

Ilauraki Gulf {'S.'A.), 31, 3a, 3.',,

40.

Havann;<h Harbour in Fate I., 15.

nr.velock (N.Z.), 2S.

Hawera (N.Z.), 33.
Hawker (S.A.\ 97.
Hawkc*8BayCN'.Z.),30-

,, „ province (,N.Z.), 29.

Hawkesbury U. (,\.S.\V.\ 66, 67.

68.

Hoy fN.S.W.), 78, 79.

„ R. (S.A.), 9^-

Hayes Find (VV.A.), 112.

Heathcote (V.), 89.

Heemskirk Mt. fT.), 57.

Helena R. (W.A.), 115.

„ Vale (W.A.), 108.

Helensville (N.Z.), 32, 37.

Henry of Eromanga, 16.

Herbert R, see Georgin.i.

Herberton (Q.), 73.

Hergott Springs (S.A.), 97.

Hervey Islands 'jn Cook Islands).

2.

Heu Heu, Te, 40.

Hiknrangi (N.Z.), 33.

Hillgrove 'N.S.\V.\ 67, 68.

Hindmarsh, I.ike (V'O, Srt. 96.

Hobart, capital of T., 54, 5.;.

Hobson's Bay (,V.\ 80.

Ilochstetter, K. von, 23, 31.

Hodgkinson R. (Q.), 50.

Hokianga fN.Z.). 32,

Hokitika (N.Z.\ 22, 26, 33, 4(.

Hood Bay (N.G.). ai, 22.

Hope, Lake (S.A.), 96.

Hope's Hill (W.A.), 112.

Hopetonn (V.), 86.

Hopklne R. (V.), 87.

Horowhenua R. (N.Z.\ 39, 40.

Hoitham (V.), 86.

Houtman's Abrolhos (W.A.), 105.

Howe, Caiie (N.S.NV.\ 52, 59,
80, 81.

Hughenden (Q.), 72, 73, 75, 76,

104.

Huiarau Range (N.Z.), 2;.

Hume, Hamilton, 6S, 79.
Hummock Range (S.A.), 9$.
Humphrye Island, j'^'^Manahiki.

Hunga I. (Tonga I.), 4.

Hungerford (Q.), 71.

Hunter Range ( N.S.\V.\ 60.

„ R. (N.S.\V.\ 61, 66, 67,

69.
Hunterville''^^Z.^, 37, 38,

Huntly (N.Z.), 33-

Huon R. (T.), 53, 54.

Hint, Mt.(N.Z.),25.

„ River and valley (X.Z.), 21;,

29.

Ilfracombe (Q.\ 72.

lUawarra, Central (N.S.W.), 60.

,, District, 60, 66.

„ North (N.S.\V.% 60.

R-ange (N.S.W.), 60.

Indigo (V.), 84.

Inglewood (.V.), 85.

Innamincka (S.A.\ 97.
Invercargill (N.Z.), 26.

Inverell(N.S.^V.^, 68.

Ipswich (Q.), 70, 71.

Irwin R. (VV.A.), 107.

li^aacs R. (Q.), 63.

Islands, Bay of (N.Z.), 32, 33, 40.

Israelite Bay (W.A.), loi, iio.

Iwa I, see Jouvency I.

Jackson (W.A.), 112.

Jarrah, 46, 109.

Jarrahdale (W.A.). 109.

Jarvis I., 3.

feparit (V.). 86.

"jerilderic (^X.S.W.), 79.
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ohnstone River (Q.), 49i «»•

\
ouvcncy 1., i8.

umbunna (V.), 83.

undah (Q.). 7»-

unee(N.S.W.),«7-

Kadlna (S.A.). 93-

Kaiapoi (N.Z.), a8. ,„ , ,
Kaikoura Mountains (N./..). ^A,

Kalkoura PeninsuU (N.Z.), J7i 4'-

KaiUuna 1, see T. .briand I.

Kaimanawa Mountains {ti.L.),!*,,

Kaingaroa plain (N.Z.), 35 > l^-

Kaipara estuary (N.Z.)i 3»i 37-

Kaitangata (N.Z), a8.

Kalgoorlic CW.A.). ii»i '»3, «M.
115. , .

KaUcoso plain in Vanua Lcvu t.,

II.

Kamo (N.Z.), 33-

Kandavu 1. (Figi I.)i 6, 7. 9. 'O*

I J, 13. '5. '7-
^

Kangaroo I. (SJ^^Oi 94-

Kanowna(\V.A.). iiJ. ii3. "S-
Kapitil.(N.Z.\4«-
Kapunda(S.A.),93-
Kara Kara, Ca^)C (N.Z.), 3'-

Karioi Mountain (N.Z.), 33

Karri, 46, 100.

Kartulale (\N .A.). 109-

Katanning (W.A.), I09-

Katikati (N.Z.), 23- ,^
Katoomba CN.S.W.), 66.

Kavo Mt. in Guadalcanar I., 13-

Kawa Kawa (N.Z.), 32. 33-

Kawhia(N.Z.), 23. 3'.3»' 33-

Kellerberrin (W.A.), 108.

Kempsey (N.S.W.), 69.

Kemp Welch R. (N.O.), 21.

Keppel I., see Niuatabutabn.

Kerang (V.). 85.

Kermadec Islands, 5, 35.

Kiama (N.S.W,), 60.

Kidnappers, Cape (N.Z.), 29-

Kiewa R. (V.), 79, 82.

Kilmore (V.), 84- , „, ^
Kimberley District of W.A., 103-

4. '05. "6.
King R. (V.), 82.

Kingston S.A.), 90. ,^ ^ ,
Kirby or Kirby's Range (Q.), 04-

Kiriwina, see Trobriand.

Kitawa I, see Jouvency I-

Kiwai I. (N.G.), 19.

Koa I. (Tonga I.), 5.

Koionnp (W.A.), 109.

Kokotla(N.G.), aax.

Koondrook (V.), 79, 85.

Kootinga(S.A.),93. 94. 95'

Koowecrup swamp (v.), 83.

KoroSea, 9, 12.

Koroit (V.), 88

Korong (V.), 8f

.

Kororarika (N.Z.). 33.

Konimburra (V.;, 83.

Kosciusko, Mt. (N.S.W,), 51, 5 J,

81, 91.

Kotu I. (Tonga I.), 7'

Kuiti (Tc) (N.Z.), 37-

Kulambangra I. (Solomon ,1

Kumara (N.Z.), 26.

KumusiR.(N.G.), 21,22.

Knrnalpi, 112, 113-

Kwaiata I, j^^ Jouvency I.

Kyneton(V,),84,85.

Lachlan R. \..S.W.), 60, 67. 74,

75. 78 ; jce Kiverina.

L.'xkekamu R. (N.(i.'>, JO.

Lakemba 1. (Fiji I.), 7> 9-

Lakena I. (EUice L), 3-

I,.ilokiR. (N.(i.),2i.

Lambasa R., in Vanua I evu 1.,

II.

Landsborougli, W., 72.

Lang, Rev. J. D., 47. ^9-

La Perouse, 14.

Latrobe (T.), 56.

Latrobe R. (V.), 81.

Laughlan Islands, 17.

Launccston (T.), 46, 54. 65. «<*•

Laura (S.A.), 96.

Lantoka in Viti Levu L, 10.

Laverton (W.A.), 112, MS-

Lawlers (W.A.), 112.

Lawrence (N.Z.), 28.

I^ake, Mt. (S.A.), 90.

Leeuwin, Cape (W.A.), i"-

Leenwinland (W.A.), no.

Lefroy (T.), 54-

Leonora (W.A.), 112, 113, " 5-

Leven R. (T.), 56.

Levin (N.Z.), 29.

Levuka in Ovalau I., 1 2.
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I.il'ukt IiUnil* (Tonga I. , 8.

Liimore (N.SAV.), §9.

Lithgow .N.SAV.), 66.

Liver|)ool(N.S.\V.),67.
rialn»(N.S.\v.-,6i,67.

Kangc(N.S.\V.),59,6i.
I-odilon K. (V.;. 5J, 80, 8j, 84,

85. 86.

Lomlwk Strait, 44.
Londonderry (,\V. A.), lU, 113.

Lonfiford (T.), 56-

Longrcach (Q.), 72, 75.

Lopcvi Mt. .ind 1. (N.IL), 15.

Lord IIowc L, 7.

Louisiade Archii>elago, see Mi-
sima, Kotse1,Sudcst, &c.

Lovett (T.), ;4.

Lucindale (S.A.;,vo.

Lusaacy L, i8.

Lyttelton (N.Z.), 33, 25, i-,, 92.

Mabudauan Hill (X.G. , 51.

McArthur K. (N.T.). 99.

Macdonncll (S.A.), 90.

Macdonnell Range i^N.T.;, y -,

106.

Mackay (Q.), 49, 51-

Mackenzie R. (Q), 63, 71.

Maclean (N'.SAV.), 69.

Macleay R. (N.SAV.), 6y.

McMillan, Angus, 83.

Macpherson Range (Q.), 62, 63.

Macquaric Harbour (T.\ 57.

R. (N.S.W.), Oo, 61,

67,76- „
MaeL(N.H.), 15, 16.

Mai Kussa R. (N.G.), 19.

Maitland (N.S.W.), 67.

„ (S.A.), 93.

Majorca (V.), 86.

Maketn R. (N.Z.), 36.

Mala I. (Solomon L), 13.

Maldon (V.), 85.

MalicoloL (N.H.), 15.

Mallina (W.A.), 105.

Malmesbury (V.), 84, 85.

Malvern Hills (N.Z.), 25, a6.

Mambare R. (N.G.), 21, 22.

Manahikior Manihiki Island, 3, 7.

Manahiki or Manihiki Islands, 3, 3.

Manawatu R. (N.Z.), 25, 29, 30.

37>4i-

Mandurah (\V.A.\ loS.

Manero Mains (N.SAV.), yy, 60.

„ Range (N.S.\V.), 51, 59,

64, 74-

Mangala 1. (Cook I.). 4. <*, 7i •*•

Mangana T.), 55.

Mangawcka (N.Z.), 37, 38.

Mangawhitikau (N.Z.), 37.

Mango I. Tonga I.), 7.

Manning R. (N.S.W.), 61, 69.

Mannum (S.A.), 91, ^?„

Manakau Eatnary (N.Z.), 31, 32.

Maranoa R. (Q.), 70.

Marau Sound (< iuadalcanar 1.), 14-

Marble Bar (W.A.), 105.

Margaret R. (W.A.), 103.

Manner, W., 5, 8.

Marlborough Province (N.Z.), 26.

Marshall R. (S.A.), 96.

Marlon (N.Z.), 37, 38.

Maryborough (Q.), 48, 49, 51,63,

70-

Maryborough (V.), 86, 87.

Mary R. (Q.), 49, 63, 70, 71.

Masterton (N.Z.), 29.

Mataura (N.Z.), 38.

Mathuata I'rovince in Vanua Levu
I., 12.

Matlhina (T.), 55.

MatukuL (FijiL>, 6, y.

Maude's Landing (W.A.), lOj.

Maunganui (N.Z.), 40.

Maungataniwha Mountain vN.Z.),

3>.

Maungatautari Mountain (N.Z.),

36.

Maytown (Q.\ 73.

Mba, N.W. province in Viti Levu
I., &c., 12.

Mba R. in Viti Levu I., 9, 10, i r.

Mbau I, (near Viti Levu I.), 10,

12.

Mbengga L (Fiji L), 6, 12.

Mbua R. and Bay in Vanua Levu
I., II.

Mbua, W. pro\ince in Vanua Levu
I., 12.

Mekeo(N.G.), 32.

Meibonmc, capital of V., 47, 56,

69, 79, 80-1, 90.

Melrose (S.A.), 96.

MeUille (W.A.), 112.

.Mcndafia,Cape .Santa Cruz I.), 1 5.
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Menindie(N.S.VV.), 75-

Menziw (VV.A.), m, i»3. »'r

Mercer {'S.Z.\ 33-

Mersey K. (T.), 56.

Middlesex Plains vi;. 5"-

^Iik^onesians, 7.

Milang(S.A.), 9^'93•

Mildu^a,V. , 79,80, 86, 91.

Millicent CS.A.j,90-

Milparinka (N.S.\V.% 76.

Milton N.Z.), 28-

Minlaton (S.A.), 93-

Mirboo (V.), 83.

Misima I., 18.

Mitchell vQ.). 7o.

„ R.(Q.),SC

„ Sir T. L., 63, 6S.

Mitta Mitta R. (V.), 5

Moala I. vFiji I.), o. 9-

Moama (N.S.W.), 79-

Moe (V.), 82.

Moliaka R. (N.Z.), 25. i^' 39-

Mokau R. (N.Z.;, 35. 37. 39-

MokoiaI.(N.Z0,4O-
Moonta (S.A.), 93-

Moore R. (W.A.), 107.

Moonna (T.). SS-

Mooroopna (V.), 84.

Moree (N.S.W.), 67, 78-

Morehead R. (N.G.), 19-

Moreton Bay (Q.). 70-

Morgan (S.A.), 9I192. 93. 94. 95-

Morpeth (N.S.W.), 67-

Moruya (N.S.W.), 60.

Morwell (V.), 82.

Motal. (N.H.),6.

Moteremo I. (N.Z.), 4°-

Motiti I. (N.Z.), 40-

Motueka (N.Z.), 28.

Moulamein (N.S.W.), 79.

Mount Barker (S.A.), 9*-

„ (W.A.), 109.

Mount Bischoff (T.), 53, 57-

Mount Boppy (N.S.W.), 70-

Mount Gambier (S.A.), 89.

Mount Hope (N.S.W.), 76.

Mount Lofty (S.A.), 94-
^ ,

„ Range (S.A.), 76,92-

Mount Lyell (T.). 57. 7^-

Mount Magnet (W.A.), 112, 115.

Mount Malcolm (W.A.), u 2, 1 1
3-

Mount Margaret (W.A.), ii2.

Mount Morgan S^.j, 48, 49, 7'.

Mount Morgans (,\\ .A.;, 1 1 2.

Mudgce (N.S.W.), 67.

Miiller, Sir K. von, 46.

Mulwalla (N.S.W.), 79.

Murchison R. (W.A.V 105, 106,

107, 116.

Murray Bridge (S.A.', 91, 93-

„ I. (Solomon I.), f.

„ R. (N.S.W., &c.), 5'. 52.

59, 67, 75. 8a et scq.,89 et scq.,

103 ; see Riverina.

Murray R. (W.A.), 108, 109.

Murrim Murrim (W.A.), 112.

Murtoa (V.), 86.

Murua, J« Woodlark.

Mnrrumbidgee, R. (N.S.W.), 60,

67, 75, 78 ; -'ee Riverina.

Murmmbnrrah (N.S.W.), 67.

Murrurundi (N.S.W.), 67.

Muswellbrook (N.S.W.), 67.

Muttaburra (Q.), 7*.

Nada, see Laughlan I.

Nadronga, W. province in \ iti

Levu I., 1 2.

Naime (S.A.), 92- . .„ . ,

Naitasiri, E. province m Viti Lcvu

I., 12.

Nambucca R. (N.S.W.), 69.

Namoi R. (N.S.W.), 67, 74, 75-

Namosi, S. province in V iti Levu

L, 12.

Nandi R. in Viti Levu L, 9, 10.

Nannine (W.A.), 112, 115.

NanukuL(FijiL),9.
Napier(N.Z.), 29, 30,41.

Naqara, in Viti Levu L, 10.
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